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PREFACE

It is my privilege to present the proceedings of the first session of

Haryana History Congress held at the JVMGRR College, Charkhi

Dadri on 19th -20th November, 2016 on the occasion of the Golden

Jubilee of the Haryana. Let me first congratulates our young

historians and lover of Haryana history who have taken commend-

able initiative to establish the Haryana History Congress (HHC).

Further, I take this opportunity on behalf of HHC to express my

gratitude to our senior historians, who helped directly or indirectly

in this endeavor.

The main objective of the foundation of the HHC was to draw

attention of the scholars on history and culture of Haryana

region. Since this region has played a key role in the history of

India, its study is likely to help in understanding of the Indian

history. Moreover, this regional approach in the study of history

enables us to make the best use of regional sources.

I am grateful to our Chief Guest Major General (Dr.) Ranjit Singh,

Vice Chancellor, Chaudhary Ranbir Singh University, Jind; Guest of

Honour of the conference Dr. S. K. Aruni, Member Secretary, In-

dian Council of Historical Research, New Delhi. I am also grateful

to our General President, Prof. R. C. Thakran (Delhi University) and

Sectional Presidents Prof. Amar Singh (Central University of

Haryana, Jaat - Pali, Mahendergarh), Prof. Ravinder Kr. Sharma (For-

merly Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra) and Prof. Jaiveer Singh



Dhankhar (M.D. University, Rohtak) respectively.

I am also thankful to Prof. Lokesh Sekhawat former Vice-Chan-

cellor J.N. Vyas University, Jodhpur for delivering the valedictory

address and Sh. Jitender Bhardwaj, Registrar MDU, Rohtak for en-

courage us. I am deeply thankful to them.

This session was attended by 104 distinguished scholars of his-

tory from all over the country. Our thanks are also due to these

delegates, who attended the session, presented papers and took

the lively interest in the deliberations. Thirty four papers, dealing

with various aspects of the history of Haryana, were presented at

the conference, have been arranged section-wise and printed

alongwith the address of the General President and section

President.

A large number of research scholars were inspired to attend

the conference and receive, in a way, a 'ceremonial initiation' by

presenting their papers before the august gathering. I am sure the

contributors of the papers will also have a sense of accomplish-

ment over the publication of the valuable results of their research.

I hope with thanks that they will continue to take keen interest in

the deliberations of the conference.

I am thankful to the Indian Council of Historical Research, New

Delhi especially Dr. Rajesh Kumar, Deputy Director (Research) and

his team for providing financial help for holding the conference. I

am also thankful to Sh. Nirmal Kumar Sethi, President of the Shri

Bharatvarshiya Digamber Jain (Teerth Sanrakshini) Mahasabha,

New Delhi for sanctioning grant for one special session on Jain

Heritage of Haryana. My gratitude is also due to the chief Editor

and Editors for editing the papers and guiding in various aspects.

My special words of respect for the principal Dr. R.N. Yadav,

our President, Dr. Yasvir Singh, Staff members, specially Local

Secretary, Dr. Niraj Garg and students of the college for their co-

operation and sport in organizing a wonderful conference at

JVMGRR College Charkhi Dadri.

I do hope and wish that the prospective sessios of this

organisation would attract more young students and budding



hisotrians to throw welcome light on the varied aspects of Haryana

history through their well researched contributions.

I am also greatful to Sh. Bhupender, Harsh Computer for their

coporation in Composig, Layout Setting of the proceedings.

New Delhi Jagdish Parshad

1 November, 2017 General Secretary





ARCHAEOLOGY OF HARYANA IN RETROSPECT:

EMERGING ISSUES AND CHALLENGES

Respected Fellow Delegates, Ladies and Gentlemen,

Let me first congratulate the young faculty of history and the office

bearers of the Haryana History Congress who have taken commend-

able initiative to establish this Haryana History Congress. Let us all wish

it a great success and pledge to further the cause of the scientific en-

quiry in to the human past. Further I take this opportunity to express

my gratitude to the executive committee of this Congress for electing

me as the General President of the First Session being organized by the

colleagues at the Department of History under the auspices of Janta

Vidya Mandir Ganpat Rai Rasiwasia (JVMGRR) College, Charkhi Dadri

of the Maharshi Dayanand University, Rohtak. I am humbled by this

decision of the executive committee and I hope I may be able to meet

the aspirations of all the members through this presentation on the

Archaeology of Haryana in Retrospect: Emerging Issues and Challenges

which may appear somewhat unfamiliar to the delegates because it is

primarily on the early archaeological cultures of the state and its ar-

chaeology. Before coming to7 the main theme a broad outline of the

natural features of Haryana is given in the following lines.

The state of Haryana was part of Punjab state immediately before

and after the independence of India. It was separated from Punjab on

1st November 1966. The state has completed fifty years and this year

happens to be the golden jubilee year which has been celebrated by

1

Prof. Ram Chander Thakran*

*  Department of History, Faculty of Social Science, University of Delhi, Delhi - 110007.
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the government of Haryana only a few days back at Gurugram. The

state is not big in size but certainly very rich in terms of natural divi-

sions and a very long as well as diverse cultural heritage which continu-

ously offer some impetus to the people of this state to excel in a variety

of fields in the contemporary context.

The state of Haryana is located in a very interesting natural land-

scape. It is bounded by the river Yamuna and the state of Delhi along its

eastern margins, covered by parts of Rajasthan in its southeastern,

southern and western limits and finally the seasonal Ghaggar river

largely forms the northern and northeastern boundary with the state

of Punjab.

(Map-I)

The extreme northeastern parts of this state are known as the sub

montane region for being the integral part of the lower Himalayas (out-

liers), perhaps the highest part of the state. Below this region is the

plain of the state which extends in the south upto the Aravalli ranges.
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This plain area is divided into the sub-regions of the Khadar, along the

Yamuna in the east which is lowlying, alluvial sandy plain with sweet

ground water; the Nardak, situated west of the Khadar in the upper

part (northern around Kurukshetra and Karnal) with clayey soil and

sweet ground water; the Bhangar, situated west of the Yamuna and

south of the Nardak, is upland dry zone with salty saline ground water,

and the Bagar which is more aeolian sandy and drier than the Bhangar

with brackish to salty water.

(Map-II)

Rains are highly unpredictable and run from one extreme to the other

of the spectrum creating serious scarcity of water as well as floods.

This is further compounded by the poor quality of ground water on an

average and the absence of any perennial water course in this land-

scape.
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Interestingly this very area appeared attractive to the early settlers,

which is very important to be investigated in this discourse.

A BRIEF SURVEY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES

Amateur archaeological activities in the country enjoy a fairly long his-

tory, while the history of official archaeology begins primarily with the

establishment of the Archaeological survey of India in 1861 under the

leadership of none other than General A. Cunnigham. He himself un-

dertook an exploratory exercise at Thanesar and Sugh in order to iden-

tify their ruins.1 It was almost seventy years later that the beginning of

Protohistoric archaeological research in Haryana is marked when in

1929-30 the famous Harappan site of Kotla Nihang Khan in Ambala dis-

trict of Haryana was discovered.2 With the result of eastward geographi-

cal extension of the Harappa civilization was marked upto the northern

parts of Ambala district. This was, however, followed by a great lull.

The process of exploring archaeological sites picked up only after the

independence of India in 1947 which was coupled with the partition of

the country by carving out Pakistan from India. Consequently the then

known centers where the Indian archaeology had invested a lot (the

Harappan as well as the early historic site of Taxila among others) passed

on to Pakistan and in the areas east of the Indo-Pakistan border (Punjab,

Haryana, Rajasthan, etc) a cultural vaccume like situation was created.

In this backdrop archaeological efforts were renewed to bridge up this

cultural gap and re-establish the cultural roots of the Indian culture

and its antiquity. In this context the Archaeological Survey of India un-

der the leadership of A. Ghosh, the then Director General of the Sur-

vey, and the faculty members of the Punjab and, later of the,

Kurukshetra Universities3, led by Suraj Bhan, initiated the process of

discovering archaeological sites in the aforesaid areas of the Union of

India.4 Research scholars from the Kurukshetra University also played

an important role by undertaking village to village exploratory exer-

cises in the districts of Ambala5 and Kurukshetra6, Karnal7 and Jind8,

Rohtak and Hissar9, Sonipat10, Bhiwani11, and Gurgaon.12 The other dis-

tricts such as Sirsa13 and Faridabad14 have also been explored in limited

pockets.

Of late a number of research scholars from M. D. and Kurukshetra

Universities have investigated some of the blocks and tehsils afresh and

have added a good number of settlements as well as other
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archaeological evidences to the existing ones. Thus the combined ex-

plored data on settlements and other cultural artifacts assume a sig-

nificant proportion and position in the field of archaeological investiga-

tions.15 The cultural sequence presented by the foregoing exploratory

exercises would be taken up later in the light of the results of excava-

tions at a series of sites as mentioned below.

The history of archaeological excavations also goes back to the pre-

independence period in this part of the land and it begins with the

small scale digging at the Harappan site of Kotala Nihang Khan which

firmaly established the presence of the Harappan people in a stratified

position, though it did not appear at that time as an integral part of the

chain of Harappan habitations around for it is being geographically an

isolated entity. This, nevertheless, offered a lead to the subsequent

excavators, though a bit delayed one.

Regular excavations began in the regions of the state in the early

part of the 20th century with the diggings at Raja Karan Ka Qila16 and

Agroha.17 These limited excavations brought to light the early historical

phase with the discovery of terracotta objects, seals and coins from

stratified positions. But the full archaeological potential of the region

was yet to be realized through more extensive as well as intensive exca-

vations in the following years.

Suraj Bhan excavated the site of Sugh during 1964 and 1965.18 A

three-fold cultural sequence was exposed starting with the Painted Grey

Ware (PGW) and the Northern Black Polished Ware (NBPW) in an over-

lapping position, IA followed by IB subphase of the latter. This was suc-

ceeded by period II representing the Kushana period. After a break,

period III represents the medieval period. Thus on the lower side a cul-

tural stratum of PGW and on the upper side cultural periods of the

Kushana and medieval periods were added to the cultural sequence of

this area. This was further established on a very firm footing by the

excavations at Raja Karan Ka Qila19, Agroha, district Hisar20, Mirzapur21,

Daulatpur22, Bhagwanpura23, Kasital24 and Harsh-Ka-Tila.25 These exca-

vations also added a new cultural phase known as late Harappan to the

already known cultural phases.

The cultural sequence was further extended stratigraphically at the

site of Siswal in Hisar district26, Mitathal27, at Rakhigarhi in the rain gul-

lies28, Banawali29, Balu district Kaithal30, Kunal31, Rakhigarhi32, Bhirrana33,

Farmana34 and Madina district Rohtak35 and Giravad district Rohtak36
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and Khatoli37 confirmed further the presence of Harappan habitations

in a stratified position. Further excavations were conducted at Manheru,

district Dadari and a Cultural sequence of early and mature Harappan

was discovered.387 Likewise another site of Badali was excavated in dis-

trict Jhajjar where early, mature and late Harappan deposits were iden-

tified. In this part the cultural sequence is marked for the first time.39

This was corroborated by the excavations at another site of Lohat, dis-

trict Jhajjar which is very close to the border of Delhi.40 Excavations

were also conducted at site of Kheda near Meham, district of Rohtak,

Haryana. Separate deposits of Late Harappan and PGW were exposed.41

With the result of the foregoing excavations all the three phases of

Harappan Cultural sequence are determined in a convincing manner.

Two more sites of Masudpur and Burj have been excavated of late. The

former confirms the three phases of the Harappa civilization whereas

the latter presents cultural deposits of early Harappan, PGW and early

Historical periods.42 The emerging cultural sequence is as follows.

EMERGING CULTURAL SEQUENCE

From the aforesaid description of the archaeological explorations and

excavations some points in regard to the cultural sequence of this state

of Haryana are distinctly clear. One, the history of human presence goes

back to the stone age. Human activities are proved with the discovery

of stone tools from some of the areas. These tools represent the lower

Paleolithic, middle palaeolithic, upper Paleolithic (all the three stages

of the Palaeolithic or the earliest phase of stone age and human his-

tory) period, which was succeeded by the microlithic period (the next

stage of human history). But there is no evidence of the next stage of

human history, i.e. the neolithic, from any stone tool bearing locations

in citu. We do not know whether this absence of neolithic tools is ac-

tual or a result of inadequate archaeological investigations. One thing,

however, is clear that this absence of the evidences as of now, at least,

suggests a break in the normal chronological sequence of human pro-

gression in the state. Further the stone age tools are coming from only

a hilly terrain of the Arravallis in the southeastern parts. More such

evidence has been reported from the hilly areas of the lower Himalayas

as well. These two stone tool bearing locations are only in the northern

and southern margins of the state. The vast plain areas situated be-

tween these two locations are completely blank in respect to the pres-
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ence of human beings from here during this period, which is very sig-

nificant in more ways than one. This, however, will be taken into ac-

count later while dealing with the other issues such as the authorship

of the civilization. The other point that comes out so clearly from the

location of the stone age tools is that the beginning of human life does

not rests with the early part of the lower Palaeolithic (the olduwan

stage) rather it belongs to the later stage of development, i.e. the

acheulian stage, which is indicative of the fact that the user of these

tools are not indigenous to these areas. On the contrary they seem to

have been part of a gradual movement from other areas located be-

yond these tool bearing locations. Likewise the overall evidence is very

very sparse and without any sign of its being produced locally, espe-

cially in absence of any evidence of a factory site from here as yet.

The cultural sequence of this area marks a huge gap till the appear-

ance of the early Harappan settlements, though a new cultural group

and a term for it is proposed by Mughal. The culture is known as Hakra

ware culture. This deserves some discussion before we move on to the

discussion of Harappan cultural sequence. A new term was coined by

Mughal is known as Hakra ware. This term represents a ceramic tradi-

tion as well as cultural tradition that is considered to have occurred

earlier than the early Harappan in the areas of Bahawalpur, i.e. the

southern part of West Punjab with Pakistan. Mughal carried out inten-

sive fieldwork in these areas in the sixties of the last century, discov-

ered a number of settlements representing the Harappan civilization

and the PGW. Among the gathered ceramic wares he identified a dif-

ferent ceramic tradition unique to these areas. Keeping in view its some

specific features and the rudimentary character he preferred it to place

before the early Harappan remains chronologically and named it Hakra

after the name of the Ghaggar river in Pakistan, here after the term

became gradually popular as the Hakra ware.43 This ware was not dis-

covered from any stratified context and in absence of this type inde-

pendent cultural horizon the proposal of this term, and for that matter

any term, was devoid of any convincing evidence. Further to take it as

the flag bearer of the beginning of Harappa civilization is again beyond

any logic and comprehension. The reason is simple, there is no

stratigraphical evidence to prove it, the area of circulation of the so-

called Hakra ware settlements is different from that of the early and

mature settlements, the cultural remains of the so called Hakra ware
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and that of the early Harappan come from only three sites as per the

description of Mughal himself. This absence of any appreciable geo-

graphical overlap further defies the logic of its (Hakra) being the foun-

tain head of the Harappan civilization and thereby the Bahawal region

being the epicenter of the origin of the civilization itself. Besides, the

Hakra ware does not exhibit any distinct and independent characteris-

tics as claimed. On the contrary it bears an intense impact of the other

contemporary cultures evolved mainly in the trans-Indus areas of Bannu,

Kurram, Tochi, Gomal, Zhob and Laralai valleys. Sites like Saraikhola,

Jalilpur-I and II, Rehman Dheri, Gumla, Periano Ghundai, Rana Ghundai,

Mehrgarh, Kile Ghul Mohammad, Dabarkot, Kuli, Mehi, Nal, Amri and

Kot Diji, all have tangible impact on it.44 All these are contemporary and

belong to the fourth millennium BC.45 In such a situation neither the

Hakra seems to have been any independent ceramic tradition nor did it

evolve in any splendid isolation, nor was the Ghaggar-Hakra river basin

the centre of any such independent development.

The settlements are coming from the plains and among them men-

tion may be made of Banawali, Balu, Bhirrana, Badali, Farmana, Lohat,

Kunal, Manheru and Rakhigarhi.

(Map-V)
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(Map-VI)
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The human settlements are divided into the urban centres and the

rural hinterland. The urbanization is marked at Banawali, Balu, Bhirrana,

Farmana and Rakhigarhi, which is the result of an evolutionary pro-

cess.

The history of human presence in the area is continued in the suc-

ceeding period as well in the form of the late Harappan settlements.

During this period certain significant feature of human life are identi-

fied such as the absence of urban characters, contraction of settlements

size, inferior cultural material but extension of geographical influence

touching almost all parts of the state and transcending its limits as well

in a big way.

(Map-VII)

Human activities receding from some pockets (in the southwest and

west) and making inroads in some other in the pristine areas are some

of the characteristics of this phase. The Problem of Harappan Chronol-

ogy: It was observed through explorations and later authenticated by

excavations that the late Harappan habitations were followed by the

settlements bearing a distinct ceramic tradition popularly known as
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PGW, though with a limited circulation in comparison to the predomi-

nant utilitarian red ware. The human life during this period presents

some interesting features.

(Map-VIII)

The number of settlements is considerably very large, average size

of the settlements is small, the thickness of the average cultural forma-

tions is usually thin, frequency of cultural assemblage in limited, com-

pletely rural in character but geographical extent is very large which

primarily overlaps with that of the preceeding late Harappan. A

stratigraphical overlap is point of a detailed discussion afterwards.

The PGW cultural phase is succeeded by the settlements of Red ware

and NBPW. The latter is not present at all the settlements in the state

rather its circulation is strictly restricted to a few settlements in specific

important locations. This period, however, also includes the settlements
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of the Kushana period. The number of settlements in the Kushana pe-

riod exceeds the respective number of the habitations of any single

cultural period, average size is bigger, cultural artifacts are more in num-

ber, use of burnt bricks is rampant for the first time in housing building

activities, circulation of coins is constantly increasing from the Punch-

marked coins to the Kushana coins, more and more urban characteris-

tics are encountered during the period. Above all an overlap between

the preceding PGW and deposits of this period is exposed invariably,

which underlines the gradual evolutionary process.

Afterwards settlements of the historical period (Gupta and

Vardhanas) are also ascertained with the help of their cultural deposits

at certain settlements during excavations and with the collection of

cultural artifacts from others during explorations. There is, in fact, very

strong need to work on the settlements of this period to delineate their

independent characteristics, continuities from the preceding levels and

to prepare a clear cultural index through excavations on a big scale.

This extends the cultural sequence further to the early medieval and

medieval periods. A large number of settlements of these periods are

confronted during field surveys with very thick cultural deposits and

bigger size along with a great circulation of both plain and painted utili-

tarian ceramic wares. Some pieces of glazed wares (of varied types) are

also met with in certain cases. These settlements also deserve due at-

tention from the archaeologists and there is a dire need to undertake

systematic excavations at a series of representative settlements in dif-

ferent parts in order to understand the cultural complex as well as to

make out as to how these flourished and perished in a big way in the

same landscape of the changing frequency in the previous periods.

EMERGING SUBSISTENCE PRACTICES

Through human history food and water have been integral to not only

human survival but also for their progress. Both these have not always

been freely accessible to them, rather human beings had to strive very

hard to ensure their availability. Human labour have always played very

significant role in their arrangements. Human history right from its in-

ception have revolved around it and have passed through a very un-

even trajectory. In the following discourse this needs to be evaluated

across the cultural spectrum.

It has been stated in the foregoing discussion that the history of
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human activities begins with the second phase of the lower Palaeolithic

and continued upto the Mesolithic/microlithic period. During the three

sub-periods of the Paleolithic period, there is no direct evidence to

speak of their subsistence practices and dietary habits. Nevertheless

with the help of available tool-types and their locations one can, at

least, try to make out the subsistence practices, which can also be cor-

roborated with the help of available data on the biological evolution of

the human beings, certainly not from the area under review but from

other parts of the contemporary world.

It is a well known fact that during the second part of the lower

Palaeolithic (acheulian phase) period people had learnt how to carry

out successfully hunting and fishing. With the addition of these new

subsistence methods to the then existence scavenging and gathering

practices the mode of food arrangements was not only enriched but

was also made more broad-based, the possibility of making food was

enhanced to some extent in comparison to the preceding stage. The

efforts to increase availability of food are further accelerated in the

next stage of human development during the middle Palaeolithic.

In the middle Palaeolithic two new types of stone tools (Points and

Borers) were introduced, which are smaller in size and pointed in shape.

The mere presence of these new tool types and their possible applica-

tions advocate a change in the subsistence practices. Not only these

tools facilitated to carry out gathering and hunting but also helped to

open up new opportunities for the arrangement of food. The very

pointed nature of these tools allowed the people to make holes in the

animal bones and harness the bone marrow for their better quality of

food. Besides these tools allowed them to grub out root fruits and add

them to their diet. This suggests that the food base was further en-

larged and the mechanism to obtain food was made more effective. Its

impact can easily be underlined on the development of the Homo sapi-

ens population (wise man). This upward momentum continued during

the upper Palaeolithic, the succeeding and the highest stage of the

Palaeolithic.

Once again a change in stone tool-types is marked in the upper

Palaeolithic. Here new tools in the form blades (blade like) and bruins

were introduced and used by the people of the sub-period (Homo sa-

piens sapiens- the most intelligent man or the modern man/the ana-

tomically modern man). These tools are still smaller (smaller than the
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previous tools) in size and contain signs of the retouching technique

being employed for the first time in order to provide a sharper cutting

edge or blade. The very presence of these tools speaks of the fact that

their use further enhanced the working capacity of the people, with

this increased working capacity they were in a good position to harness

better the natural resources in their surroundings. These tools with

sharp cutting edges helped people to cut animal bones, plants, to carry

out skinning of dead animals and chopp their meat into the desired-

sized pieces. This seems to have paved the way for launching the intro-

duction of early plant-harvesting during the succeeding stage of the

Mesolithic as elaborated below.

The Mesolithic is considered a transitional stage between the

Palaeolithic and the Neolithic. This transitional nature is not strictly

restricted to its temporal character alone but this also covers cultural

and subsistence aspects. The use of tiny tools spills all the secrets of

the subsistence practices. It is a known fact that the tools usually can-

not be used independently as their size is very small. Some kind of

extra-corporeal help, especially in the form of a handle (bone or wood),

is required to make them functional. As a result these tools are also

known as composite tools and this very change in the form of the tools

transforms their function value as well, which provides useful insights

into how these tools are put to use as missiles, for harvesting grain

bearing grasses and plants. There are some indirect evidences, surely

not from the state, from the sites of the middle Ganga plain in the form

of pestles, grinding stones and threshing floors, which do suggest cur-

rency of the practices of harvesting, threshing, processing of grains,

etc. All these activities were addition to the other continuing practices

of gathering, hunting, fishing, etc. from the preceding period. These

suggest how the food base was further broadened and the range of

subsistence activities was enlarged to a great extent.

There is a near absence of human activities after the Mesolithic in

this area, which creates a huge gap between this and the early Harappan

periods. This is not a simple gap to suggest only absence of human

activities in the succeeding neolithic period because this period is nor-

mally associated with the new beginnings, i.e. the beginning of food

production and sedentary life. The absence of neolithic habitations

suggests the absence of the beginning of food production process it-

self from these areas completely, which creates a very significant break
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in the ongoing process of gradual evolution of the subsistence prac-

tices, a transition from the Mesolithic gathering, hunting and harness-

ing of the grain bearing grasses to the cultivation of plants. Later this

was succeeded by the food producing people of the early Harappan

period after a substantial gap of at least several hundred years if not of

thousands of years. The two very crucial developments such as the ter-

mination of human presence after the mesolithic and the reappear-

ance of the human habitations in the early Harappan period are indica-

tive of the fact that the latter is not the outcome of any local process of

development, which can, at the best, be part of a regional or of a trans-

regional development scheme. This, however, needs to be further in-

vestigated.

During the early Harappan period the number of settlements was

limited, the size was small and their influence area was confined to the

central parts of the upland dry region. This shows that the first settlers

of this area were not in position to harness the pristine natural resources

to their advantage at any appreciable scale in absence of any advance

copper tool-technology. However, this goes under transformation in a

big way during the succeeding mature Harappan phase as we confront

greater use of better copper tools for a range production activities (ag-

ricultural and nonagricultural). A ploughed field from Kalibangan site in

the adjoining areas of Rajasthan46 and a terracotta model plough from

Banawali are reported.47 Similar terracotta ploughs of the Harappan

period have also been reported from the Bahawalpur region of Paki-

stan.48 These suggest that plough cultivation and agriculture was well

established during this period.

Two crops in one calendar year were raised during this period as

evidence of barley, gram, wheat, peas, mustard, lentil, fenugreek crops

suggests the practice of 'rabi' crops of the winter season and the Kharif

Crops of cotton, sesame, green gram, black gram of the monsoon sea-

son do suggests its currency as well.49 Similar evidences have been gath-

ered from the other contemporary sites of Rohira in Punjab among oth-

ers50 and Kalibangan in Rajasthan.51 Almost all these crops continue dur-

ing the late Harappan levels and some crops also seem to have been

added. Among these new crops mention is made of millet, big millet52,

rice from Balu and Hulas53. The number of the Kharif Crops is greater

than those of the rabi season crops, which is in agreement with the

information obtained from contemporary sites in Gujarat and else-
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where. Nevertheless the level of agricultural production appears to have

been lower than the preceding levels of the mature Harappan period if

the large number of small-sized settlements of dispersed nature, with

normally thin cultural deposits and circulation of only utilitarian ob-

jects through the length and breadth of the state are any indication. In

the subsequent levels of the P.G.W. the situation of food production, in

terms of the number of crops, appears to have continued largely the

same, despite the fact that the use of iron on a limited scale was in

vogue. Only during the later parts of the early historical period (RW-

NBPW period) the scenario improves in a gradual manner with the ap-

preciable use of iron alongwith copper tools as evidenced by the ar-

chaeological evidences from the excavated sites. This is further con-

solidated during the Kushana period and a feeble trend of urbanization

in the later levels of the early historical period assumes significant pro-

portions during the Kushana levels. This has been borne out by the

explosion of large sized numerous settlements, use of burnt bricks for

houses, a very high frequency of cultural objects and presence of strong

urban traits. Later the situation dwindles over the period as shown by

the composition of the cultural material.

Animal husbandry is and has been one of the very important subsis-

tence practices across the spectrum of Indian history and played a very

important role in the context of the state under discussion. During the

excavations a good number of animal bones have been discovered from

the settlements of the Harappan period onward. Bones of both the

wild and domesticated animals do occur. Of course for animal husbandry

bones of domestic animals are very crucial. Likewise a good number of

terracotta animal figurines have been discovered during excavations,

which also constitute an important body of evidence to understand

the domestic animal world and their contribution to the subsistence

base. This can further be substantiated with the information on ethno-

graphic practices. With the help of these sources the composition of

the domestic animals can be constituted in a fair manner. However,

before coming to the main theme it is important to have a peep into

the beginning of the domestication of animals because this has been

part of a long drawn process. It is equally important to know whether

this process is continuous in these areas and there is enough evidence

to substantiate it. It is a known fact that broadly the domestication of

animals is associated with the neolithic period and this area do not
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have any evidence of this period as has been underlined in the forego-

ing discussion on the cultural sequence. There was a huge gap between

the Mesolithic and the early Harappans and this gap is also distinctly

reflected in respect to the domestication process of the animals. What

one encounters is the presence of domesticated animals during the

early Harappan levels, the earliest phase of the beginning of human

activities in the areas. This makes one thing sure is that the domestica-

tion of animals did not happen at the local level as the early Harappan

people began their life with the domesticated animals here, which fur-

ther suggests that the domestication somewhere outside this region

before the arrival of these people in this area. In order to understand

the question where did it happen beyond these areas, it is very crucial

to take note of the history of human activities in the areas around,

especially of the period before the early Harappan. There is hardly any

evidence of this nature from the areas situated immediately north, east

and south of the state of Haryana, there is only one direction i.e. in the

west where the history of cultural antiquity is anterior to that of the

early Harappan in Haryana. Further that is not only older but also pre-

sents a continous sequence of human activities from the early stone

age to the Harappan period, which makes a better claimant to be the

precursor of the early Harappan period in the state. If one is to trace

the cultural linkage of the early Harappan in Haryana, then the areas

situated in the trans-Indus region are the most suitable candidate for

it. Thus the process of domestication of animals also situated in those

very areas and likewise the trait of cultural linkage travels to these ar-

eas only. The presence and the use of domesticated animals in our area

of study should be viewed in this context.

The domesticated animals of the Harappan period, from early to

late Harappan54, include sheep, goats, cows, buffalos, camel, dogs, don-

keys and horse (added only in the late Harrapan phase and that too not

from the state). Except horse all other animals are of local origin. All

these animals continue through history even after the Harappan civili-

zation. A collective role of animal husbandry is evaluated for all the

cultural periods, irrespective of the minor changes over the period. All

the local domesticated animals enjoy certain characteristics. Some of

these features are that these local animals, except buffalo, do not re-

quire much of water for their survival even during the driest and hot-

test summers which prevail in these areas for almost eight months of
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the year. These do not demand much of water and are not fond of wet

monsoon conditions, rather they prefer dry pens for their day and night

halts. They largely survive on grazing instead of stall feeding at home.

More over these animals can withstand the extreme hot and cold con-

ditions for months together, a normal feature of the climatic condi-

tions of this area. On the contrary these animals provide us with milk,

meat, wool, hide and above all traction power (energy) to carry out a

number of activities of transportation, agriculture, etc. These pragmatic

utilities in the everyday life of the people and with minimal of cost

input (only physical labour is invested primarily) in their raising and

sustaining make animal husbandry the ever pervasive constituent of

the past subsistence practices. Further, it is also a known fact that the

Indian agriculture has been and even now is many parts of the country,

let alone Haryana, a gamble of monsoon and with the result agricul-

tural production has been (and is) as uncertain as the rains are. Conse-

quently farmers have remained stressed ever in history largely for this

natural and other man-made reasons. And so long as food production

remains uncertain for being tied up to rains the availability of required

food is also in the deficit. To compensate this deficiency of food animal

husbandry being the most cost effective subsistence practice comes to

the rescue of the masses in the vast rural hinterland. It seems, this is

how animal husbandry enjoyed a special status among subsistence prac-

tices in human history, which has played a significant role in the history

of Haryana alike from the Protohistoric period onwards. The above

mentioned subsistence practices were also supplemented with gath-

ers wild fruits, hunting and fishing. This has been corroborated by the

available evidence from the excavated sites this area.

THE EMERGING PROBLEMS AND ISSUES

The archaeological research of the last seven decades has thrown up

some important problems which have generated national and interna-

tional debate. One of these issues is the question of the relationship

between the Late Harappan and the succeeding P.G.W. cultural depos-

its. In this case it is an interesting emerging cultural landscape where

the settlements of both the cultural periods (late Harappan and PGW)

share common geographical landscape and habitational deposits of both

of them from common sites on a very large scale, while these do not

share the same cultural formations on an overwhelming scale at the
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excavated sites in the state as well as beyond its boundaries. To resolve

this riddle J. P. Joshi undertook intensive survey followed by excava-

tions at a series of sites in the state as well as in Punjab.55 On this basis

Joshi tried to trace and prove the co-relation between the late Harappan

and the PGW. He assigned a time around 1400 BC for this overlap pe-

riod. He corroborated it with the help of eighteen TL dates from the

samples from Bhagwanpur. However results of these samples were pre-

sented without any reference to their respective layers at the site, which,

of course, is not the desired style of stating such important evidences.

But these have been re-arranged in accordance with their layers and

sub-phases.56 According to the analysis period IA at Bhagwanpura is

placed between C. 2163-1263 BC. Likewise period IB is placed between

C. 700-500 BC. If the last date of IA c. 1232 BC is compared with the

starting date of IB c. 700 BC, there appears to be a gap of around 500

years between sub-phase IA and IB at Bhagwanpura on the basis of the

rational analysis of the available TL dates from here. Apart from the

dates, there is no sign of any cultural relationship between the late

Harappan and the PGW. Further no evidence of transition from the late

Harappan to the PGW is visible in any form. Moreover the stratigraphical

gap at all the other excavated sites despite an intence geographical

overlap weighs against the very hypothesis of an overlap.

AUTHORSHIP OF THE HARAPPAN CIVILIZATION

Ever since the discovery of the Harappa civilization the question of the

authorship of this civilization has evoked a lot of debate around among

both the nationalists and rationalists scholars, which has been kept alive

with the progress of archaeological research on the Harappa civiliza-

tion. Of late the areas of the state has attracted a lot of archaeologists

for explorations and excavations alike. As a result of these efforts a very

rich body of archaeological settlements and other cultural artifacts has

been generated as has been discussed above. It goes without saying

that the greater focus has been on the Harappan civilization and natu-

rally so for its being for the first phase of human presence in the plain

areas of the state and also representing the first urban phase. And

among the states the state of Haryana forms the centre of this debate.

A look on the debate is imperative in this context.

The process of identifying the Aryan elements among the Harappan

remains began in the very early independence days by the when Lal
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and Rao equated the fire places from Kalibangan57 and Lothal58 with

the sacrificial pits. Rao also sought to prove the presence of horse in

these levels. Interestingly this line of discourse could not pick upseam

until the end of the seventies of the last century primarily for the ab-

sence of evidence and the presence of the noncongenial environment

for such ideas. Around mid seventies of the last century both the as-

pects underwent a change for the evidence of the so called overlap

between the late Harappan and the PGW was claimed at Bhagwanpura

and a political change at the centre happened in the second half of the

seventies. This galvanized their hitherto dormant approach to the prob-

lem. Joshi and his colleagues advocated a greater concentration of the

Harappan sites in the Saraswati valley and characterized its basin as the

epicentre of the Harappa civilization.59 Wakankar also claimed to have

surveyed this region from Ropar in Punjab to Lothal in Gujarat and re-

lated the Harappan remains with the Puranic and local traditions.60 But

these assertions when reviewed in the light of the known data are found

to be lacking in academic content and fail to generate any confidence

in the theory. The presence of fire places does not signal anything more

than the mere arrangements to facilitate instant availability of fire and

to maximize its use for a variety of household chores, especially in the

absence of any other effective fire-lighting means in those times. Such

fire places are found in the houses of large families also only for cook-

ing purposes. Occasionally bigger fire places are also made for special

community feasts. There is nothing unusual about it because such prac-

tices continued in the Indian Subcontinent, atleast, in the rural hinter-

lands, till almost the end of the last century. This, at best, reflects upon

the general level of development, rather than religious persuasions of

the people. It is, therefore, highly desirable to place the archaeological

evidences in their proper contexts, relate them with the common ne-

cessities of the people and perceive them from the people's point of

view. To impose upon them our own aspirations would do more harm

than any service.

Navaratna S. Rajaram, of the Indo-American School, placed the Vedic

Age in the fourth millennium BC. By relying on the dating of the

Vashishthas head.61 This was supported by K.N. Dikshit, the former Joint

Director of the Archaeological Survey of India in an editorial of the

Puratattva. He wrote that "so many scientists are working in USA all

reaching to the same conclusion that the Indus-Saraswati and the Aryan
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civilization are only the two sides of the one and the same culture-

complex datable to fourth and third millennium BC or even earlier".62

These views, however, were refuted by Ratnagar very convincingly purely

on archaeological grounds. According to her the kind of technological

know-how required to fashion the Aryan chariots in the fourth millen-

nium BC. is not corroborated by the known early archaeological cul-

tures. What the archaeological evidences betray is only the rudimen-

tary copper technology, which was incompatible with the description

of the Aryan chariots in the Vedic literature.63 The debate continues

and Lal supported the views of Rajaram by citing the equinox's move-

ment from Mrigsiras Naxatra to Rohini around 3700 BC. This was re-

futed by R.S. Sharma by suggesting that there was no such movement

of the stars as per the findings of the modern astronomers. He further

pointed out that this movement is not mentioned in the Vedas, the

Brahmanas and the Vedang Jyotisar.64 So much so the antiquity of the

horse, which was so closely associated with the Aryans, also does not

travel to the fourth millennium BC. in these areas by any analysis of the

known archaeological remains. In addition the history of domestica-

tion of horse goes to 3600 BC. in Kazakhstan.65

Likewise, the locational analysis of the known Harappan settlements

does not support the contention of Joshi that the Saraswati river valley

harboured a greater number of settlements and thus offered more con-

ducive conditions. For this purpose they equate the modern Ghaggar

river with the ancient Saraswati, which rises from the lower Himalayas

near Kalka in Haryana (the non snow covered mountains) and then

traverses through the districts of Ambala, Kurukshetra, Karnal, Jind and

sirsa broadly along the margins of Haryana and Punjab. The available

settlement distribution along the Ghaggar and beyond it, demonstrates

clearly that the areas of the river were not the preferred zones for mak-

ing settlements. On the contrary the areas away from the river appears

to have been the preferred locales for their residential purposes as more

and more settlements are located in this very landscape, especially early

and mature phases.66 Further a sudden increase of the late Harappan

settlements in the Ghaggar basin and a decrease in the south and south-

western parts is also noticed, which underlines the northeast oriented

movement of the people from the Central Indus Valley67, which was

further consolidated in the succeeding PGW levels.

Further, it is argued that the Ghaggar river was a mighty perennial
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river. This is based on the frequent reference of this river in the Rigveda.

Its bed is said to have three to ten kilometer wide. The present nature

of the rainfall in this area is considered incapable to fill up the wide bed

and, therefore, it is assumed that the perennial rivers like the Sutlej on

its west or the Yamuna on its east might have contributed to this river

in the past.68 However the frequent references to the river in the Rigveda

alone do not automatically make it a mighty and perennial river. This

also does not mean that only perennial mighty rivers play an important

role in the lives of the people always and thus only these automatically

deserve to be cherished. If the perennial and mighty nature alone has

been the cause of its frequent references, the Rigvedic people would

have surely given this respected status to either the Indus or the Yamuna

or the Ganga. But these do not find frequent reference in the Rigveda.

What seems to have been important was the utility of a water course/

water body in the lives of a pastoral society. The Rigvedic people pre-

ferred non-perennial rivers because such rivers not only provided them

with the vast open pastures and year round water in the ox-bow lakes,

caused by this river, this river is also referred to as a river of lakes in the

Rigveda, which is ignored by the advocates of this view, the reasons

best known to them alone. Further the river also did not pose any bar-

rier to their free movement in and across the riverine areas, save the

monsoon season obstacles and certain short lived restrictions. The

areas traversed by the river also offered them opportunities for raising

crops of barley and wheat among others in a dry fashion (barani fash-

ion) in the winter season. It has been observed that people often

equipped with the simple tool technology and limited working capac-

ity tend to prefer seasonal water courses over the perennial mighty

rivers because areas of the seasonal water courses are easy to negoti-

ate than the areas of mighty perennial ones as these pose more prob-

lems than to offer opportunities. The absence of the ancient and the

presence of increasing number of the modern settlements along such

active and mighty water courses is testimony to this.

Similarly the argument of three to ten kilometer wide bed of the

Ghaggar neither entitle it to be a mighty perennial river nor deny it to

be filled by the extant rainfall because the character of the rainfall in

this area swings from the one extreme to the other. In seasons of high

rains along the river or in its catchment areas, the river transcends such

limits very conveniently at times and more so when the river bed is
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almost flat. Whenever more rainwater is received, it swells and spreads

to both sides for kilometers even now but only in a good monsoon

season.

Recently remote sensing data are used by Grover and Bakliwal69 and

Yashpal et al to make out the course of the Ghaggar.70 To explore and

authenticate it a committee consisting of seven members was consti-

tuted under the leadership of geologist K.S. Valdiya, former Vice Chan-

cellor of Kumaun University and associated with the Jawaharlal Nehru

Centre for Advanced Research in Bengaluru, in March this year by the

HRD and this committee had submitted its report to the Ministry. Hope-

fully this report will be accessible to the people of this country soon. In

the meanwhile this is reported that "This committee has found con-

vincing evidence of the ancient mighty Saraswati river that used to flow

several hundred years ago, through Haryana, Rajastha and Gujarat be-

fore meeting the Arabian sea in the Rann of Kutch". Further based on

its studies of Palaeochannels in the three states, the committee has

come to the conclusion that the "Himalayan born Satluj of the past

that flowed through the channels of the present day Ghaggar -

Patialiwali rivulets represents the western branch of the ancient river

Saraswati". "The Markanda and the Saraswati Nadis provided pathways

of the eastern branch of the Saraswati river, now known as the Tons-

Yamuna rivers. These two branches joined at Shatrana, 25 Kilometre

(south) of Patiala and flowed as a larger river through the wide channel

of the Ghaggar - Hakra - Nara (basin) before emptying itself in a gulf of

the western sea, now represented by the Rann of Kutchchh" the com-

mittee said in its report.71 But before the application of that data to the

archaeological studies, there are certain points that deserve some clari-

fication and explanations as given below.

One, the remote sensing technique is the most sophisticated device

of mapping the surface and sub-surface features of any landscape on

the landset images in infra red colours with the help of satellites. Two,

it records all the past and present features, though the latter to a lim-

ited extent in specific situations, without any discrimination. Third, this

can distinguish between a live or dry channel. Fourth, but it fails to

differentiate between a seasonally dry and a dead channel if frequent

mapping is not done to differentiate between the features of one sea-

son and that of the other, on the one hand, and between a recently

dead channel and a watercourse dried sometime in the ancient past on
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the other. Fifth, this also fails to record successive geomorphological

formations without which it is not feasible to correlate them with the

recorded channels and thus cannot be dated. Sixth, this technique can-

not date the gathered data. Seventh, remote sensing does not tell us

about the depth/thickness of the deposits. Eighth, the composition of

the deposits is not elaborated by it. Ninth, no information on the po-

tential of the ground water reserve is offered by this technique. Tenth,

name of the water course is not furnished by the remote sensing.72

Moreover in remote sensing parlance all dry channels produced by sat-

ellite images are generally characterized Palaeochannels, meaning past

channels, whereas in archaeological studies this term connotes a pre-

historic stage for being a derivation from geology and other scientific

disciplines. Hence the Palaeochannels of the remote sensing need not

be misconstrued as the Palaeochannels of geology and thereby prehis-

toric. Wisdom demands that such conflicting connotations of one term

in different disciplines should not be allowed to create any distortions

in the interpretation of the archaeological data. For correlation of the

remote sensing Palaeochannels with the so-called past courses of the

Saraswati, the Sutlej, the Yamuna, Som, among others. and thereby to

certify the mighty and perennial character of the Ghaggar - Hakra river

or for that matter of any other river, one must also take into account

the historical developmental activities, designed either to supply wa-

ter through unmanned canals or to drain out the excess rain water

through any such anciliaries. Some of them go out of use but their scars

remain unobliterated in the sub-surface. There is a very strong possi-

bility that such channels are also get recorded by the remote sensing

which can be equated with any of them and presented as the past shift-

ing courses of the rivers in the area under study or anywhere else. This

has been dealt at length somewhere else by the author.73 In the light of

the above, it is highly desirable to process the remote sensing data

before their any meaningful application to archaeological studies. The

point of view of a greater river action in the Ghaggar - Hakra basin is

not supported by the finding of the Indo-French Archaeological Mis-

sion in the state led by H.P. Francfort. This team did not notice any

major river activity in the Ghaggar - Hakra basin in the Protohistoric

times.74

With a view to understand the mighty and perennial nature of the

river two very integral and irrefutable signatures of a mighty and pe-
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rennial watercourse have been identified to be a bench mark to prove

or disprove its very existence. These are in the form of a thick sheet of

alluvial sand deposition over the vast flood plain and the deep ground

water reservoir with unlimited sweet river water quantity generated

by the continuous flow of a river in its bed. It is very much possible to

witness presence of alluvial sand deposition on the surface and in shal-

low depth in the sub-surface of the river bed but it is a challenge to

gauge the depth, intensity and the complete thickness of the alluvial

sand deposit in the river bed. It is all the more difficult to measure the

depth, its horizontal extent and the full potential of the sweet ground

water reserve in the river basin from the surface alone. Obviously the

nature of this type of exercise calls for an extensive as well as intensive

drilling of bores in and along the known margins of the river bed. This

type of exercise surely can provide a rich micro as well as macro data

on the processes of geological, soil morphological and hydrological for-

mations. And if this coupled with an archaeological surface survey of

the same region, this can provide information on the beginning, dis-

semination and development of human habitations over the landscape

through times. The magnitude of this type of exercise precludes indi-

viduals to venture out, especially in the absence of organizational sup-

port. This challenge, however, offers opportunity to devise some other

ways and means and that is why the author undertook a survey of the

existing wells and borewells alongwith the surface soil and archaeo-

logical field survey along the Ghaggar from the Indo-Pak border in

Rajasthan to the middle reaches of the river. The finds are given below.

The quanlity of the surface soil is silty clayey loam, which is very

sticky when wet and gets very hard with varied cracks once it is dry. The

presence of this soil is, infact, an extension of the soils in the districts of

Ambala, Kurukshetra, Karnal, Jind and Sirsa in Haryana and beyond in

Rajasthan upto Pakistan border. These soils are the creation of the

Ghaggar because it rises from the sub-Himalayas which are primarily

composed of this type of soil and the same is carried by the river mixed

with its water, especially during the monsoon season, which is spread

all along its course. There is complete absence of the alluvial sand from

its bed. Further this observation is corroborated by Tripathi and oth-

ers.75 Beyond the basin of this river diverse types of soils are encoun-

tered with varied impacts of the different natural agencies in constant

operation. Soil types in the respective above mentioned zones under-
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line a distinct stamp of the river on the surface soils of its basin.

During the field survey more information was gathered on the na-

ture and composition of river bed soils from the bore wells. Depth of

most of these bore wells, especially in the middle and lower reaches of

the river, is in the range of over two hundred plus feet. In these bore

wells the quality of soil, as pointed out by the farmers, is in conformity

with that of the surface soil. Further the same type of soil is marked in

two other bore wells upto a depth of four hundred feet between

Suratgarh and Anugarh in Rajasthan. Hence this much of the thickness

of the clayey soil sheet is the result of the actions of the river over a

very very long time period that created this thick soil. However, it is

pertinent to point out here that during similar later surveys towards

the upper reaches of the river deposition of sand is marked below thirty

to fifty feet deep surface soil which needs to be corroborated further

alongwith its causative factors because this scenario is countered at an

interesting intersection of the Patialawali, the Markanda and the Saruti

with the Ghaggar, which needs to be further investigated. Interestingly

below a certain depth deposition of clayey soil is alternated with water

bearing (bracklish to salty) strata with yellow sand at regular intervals

upto a depth of 1100 feet as per the latest information gathered from

the bore wells being sunk by the farmers in this area.

Interestingly all the bore wells in the middle and lower reaches of

the river present a very interesting soil-morphological scenario where

water bearing strata are recorded after almost regular intervals with

yellow sand, a scenario that has also been noticed in the lower reaches

of the upstream area wherein the yellow stand is also produced by the

water bearing strata. Whereas the middle strata do contain alluvial sand

in the water bearing strata in the river bed in an intrusive form. Beyond

the bed water bearing strata normally contain the yellow sand which is

generally a sign of non-perennial riverine areas such situations are seen

in upland zones of the Pleistocene period instead of the alluvials zones

of the Holocene period. In such areas a very interesting use of pipes is

seen in the bore wells and it spells out the nature (riverine and non-

riverine) of the landscape.

In the non-riverine areas generally solid pipes without holes are used

in the bore wells, reason being such soils contain water bearing strata

with regular intervals only and the solid pipes are placed at the mouth

of this stratum and thus water is sucked out from this stratum. In cer-
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tain situations a combination of solid and porous pipes is also employed

in order to enhance the efficiency level of the bore wells. In such cases

solid pipes are applied in the non-water bearing strata (part of the soil)

and porous pipes in the water bearing strata upto a certain working

depth in order to tap water from more than one stratum and to in-

crease the efficiency of the bore well. The depths of the respective

strata are calculated and accordingly the two types of pipes are fixed in

a judicious manner. This practice is witnessed in the upland as well as

the seasonal riverine areas. Such bore wells are known as cavity bore

wells or pit bore wells as these draw water from a particular stratum,

where a pit like formation is created by initial water withdrawals

alongwith sand, later this offers water without sand. (In a similar pit of

a bore well a boy named Prince was entrapped in Kurukshetra district

of the state a few years back). In the Ghaggar river basin the aforesaid

type of bore wells are a common choice and this choice is dictated by

the particular type of geological formations created by the actions of

natural forces other than a mighty perennial river.

The second signature of a river is in the form of a fresh (sweet) wa-

ter subsoil reservoir. This always is in tune with the size and nature of

the water course (seasonal and perennial). Generally subsoil water res-

ervoirs generated by the seasonal rivers vary from those of the peren-

nial rivers in terms of shape, size, depth, composition, capacity, quan-

tity and quality of the ground water. In respect to perennial river basins

the quality of water is as fresh as the water of the Himalayan rivers and

the quantity is also in commensurate with the size and might of the

rivers, whereas in context of the seasonal rivers of this area, it is just

the opposite in all aspects. The quality of the ground water is not of a

high order, rather it is a potable water. Salt content in the water of its

basin is normally higher than the upper limits of that of the perennial

rivers. Its content is increasing as the river moves on towards its tail. It

is so because the river is seasonal and is fed by only the rain water

received in a season from its catchment areas. The incoming water from

the catchments traverses as surface run off through primarily the old

alluvium parts where the soil possess a very high salt content which is

mixed with the increasing rain water in the process and that ultimately

adds to the extant salt content of the river bed. This added salt content

in the river water percolates in the subsoil profile alongwith water.

Therefore, the water of the river and its soil both are not any match of
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the mighty perennial rivers, though the water is used for consumption

as well as for irrigation purposes in its area, except the Central Agricul-

tural Farm at Jaitpur, Sardargarh, Rajasthan where its use for irrigation

has been stopped for long (Information provided by S. B. Singh and

others, all scientists, at the Farm office). This was also borne out by

farmers of this area. The adverse impact of its use is also distinctly vis-

ible on the health of the soil, crops and their yields.

The ground water reservoir is strictly restricted to certain strata only

and their water bearing capacity is highly limited unlike the reservoirs

of the perennial rivers. This is being harnessed on an increasing scale

after the introduction of the new irrigation techniques with the begin-

ning of the green revolution programme. As a result the water table is

constantly deepening and simultaneously the bore wells are also being

deepened in accordance with which, especially in the middle section

of the river is now ranging between 400 to 1100 feet, which gradually

going beyond the ecomic limits of the farmers. Normally good quality

and quantity of water is very hard to meet with the increasing depth.

The farmers are in a very desperate situation, their fortune is uncertain

alongwith the crop production. The reason is simple, the excessive

withdrawls from the ground water table coupled with almost the com-

plete absence of ground water recharge mechanism is creating a fright-

ening situation in rural hinterlands. It leads to increase the salt content

in the ground water through sucking in more salty water from the deep

soil profile. This scenario can be juxtaposed with that of the perennial

rivers like the Yamuna on its east and the Satlej on its West, where the

situation is just the opposite in respect to the richness of the water

bearing context, quality and quantity of water, the endurance of the

water bearing soil profile to withstand the continuous excessive

withdrawls from the ground water reserves with the help of the most

advanced modern irrigation techniques to meet the demands of inten-

sive farming of the water guzzling paddly Crops for the last over five

decades. This presents a very interesting contrast to that of the Ghaggar

basin where none of the features of the perennial rivers is visible.76 In

the wake of the absence of these two characteristics from the areas of

the state, on the surface as well as in the subsurface, the theory of the

shifting courses of the rivers is a myth.

It is argued that there is a heavy concentration of Harappan settle-

ments in the Ghaggar (ancient Saraswati) basin in comparison to the
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Indus, which suggests that in ancient times the modern seasonal

Ghaggar was a might perennial river and also there is a need to name

the civilization Saraswati civilization. But this is not true because dur-

ing the early and mature (the formative and the mature) phases of the

civilization the respective number of settlements is fewer than the num-

ber in the upland dry areas. These settlements, on an average, are lo-

cated along the local water bodies in the form of the natural depres-

sions, which seem to have formed the main life line in this part rather

than the river. This has been repeated in context of the Harappan settle-

ments in the Bahawalpur region as well77, Yes, the number of settle-

ments is increased only during the late phase of the civilization and

later in the PGW, RW-NBPW, Kushana periods. In the light of the above

there is no substance in the concepts of the Ghaggar being a mighty

perennial river and also being the centre of human activities during the

civilization period.

THREATS TO THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCES

Another important aspect that comes out is the exposure of the ar-

chaeological evidences to a range of threats. These threats are from

both the natural and human agencies. There is a very strong need to

highlight them through this platform and it is all the more essential to

propose some remedies to be initiated at individual, social, institutional

and official levels, if at all, we are favourably inclined to safeguard our

priceless heritage from being smashed forever.

Ever since the desertion of the archaeological sites at different point

of time, the archaeological evidences irrespective of their being on the

surface of the mounds or being buried underneath these are open to a

host of natural agencies such as wind, sun, rains, floods, earthquakes

and so on so forth. Besides animals (wild as well as domesticated), ro-

dents, ants and other reptiles do pose varied type of dangers to the

safety of the archaeological evidences. Rising water table, pervasive

excessive soil moisture and increasing saliently invade the archaeologi-

cal evidences surreptitiously and cause irreparable loss to them. Con-

stant open nature give rise to the growth of vegetation and their roots

travel deep in the soil profile to cause injury to the quality of the ar-

chaeological evidences. It is invariably difficult to safeguard against these

security challenges always, yet the need is not at all to drope the guards

hopelessly.
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Human beings are the most powerful social agencies, they are the

matchless driving forces. If oriented properly they do wonders to this

world and the vice-versa. They are the most effective agencies to give

shapes to the worldly things (material and intellectual) and they cause

unimaginable damages as well, the history of mankind stands a testi-

mony to it. Our cultural heritage is also the creation of human beings

and they themselves harm it both consciously and unconsciously. This

has been witnessed during archaeological reconnaissance in the area

under study and is being seen in everyday life around us. Many a times

the harms are done unconsciously but at the same time these are in-

flicted because of personal considerations as well. Many a times the

archaeological sites in the form of mounds are open spaces and invite

children to play on, animal herds to graze on (both organized and stray),

to use them as a thrashing platform, for making and storing cow-dung

cakes, for collecting clay for filling and other domestic purposes, for

constructing school buildings, religious structures, burial and crema-

tion grounds, residential houses, extracting salt-petre, agriculture so

on and so forth. With the increase in population, demand for land and

labouring tools and techniques the threats to the cultural heritage are

assuming frightening dimensions. Ancient settlements after settlements

have been and are being upturned by famers, contractors and others.

Many settlements have been destroyed beyond recognition and their

memory is fading away fast with the senior citizens being expired. It is a

huge loss to the past cultural heritage of this area, which being com-

pounded at a rapid pace.

This process of destruction of the cultural heritage is not restricted

to the ignorant and unconscious sections of the society, it is working

like an infectious disease and in the process has also impacted the edu-

cated people in as well as outside the academic institutions. It is ex-

pected from the academia to take greater care by documenting, pub-

lishing and display these objects in the institutional (academic) and state

museums, by creating awareness among the people and taking archaeo-

logical activities to the citizens as opined by Wheeler towards the end

of the first half of the twentieth century while heading the Archaeo-

logical Survey of India. No doubt we the members of the academic fac-

ulty have contributed our might under the leadership of our highly es-

teemed teachers and seniors. As a result a rich body of evidence has

been generated to throw welcome light on the history of this area, yet
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we failed collectively on the other front of taking archaeology to the

common people through small initiatives of organizing mobile work-

shops, exhibitions, bringing out small booklets in the language of the

people, visiting schools, organizing lectures, inspiring the young ones

to join explorations and excavations, making the general people aware

of the significance of the archaeological evidences for writing history

of their areas. Further their attention is drawn to the past environmen-

tal conditions, water sources, subsistence practices, food habits, living

conditions and the changes (negative and positive) thereon to corre-

late them with their relevance in the present as well as in the future. It

is a gigantic exercise, of course, but it is harsh a fact that we lacked

initiative for multifarious constraints. Nevertheless this is the call of

the day, especially when the common people of this land are very co-

operative for such initiatives.

For the protection of the archaeological sites and monuments very

good rules and regulations are in place already, both at the state as

well as the central levels. There are some concurrent rules also to pro-

vide the central government special power to look after the subjects of

state as well as national importance.

To implement these rules in the spirit of the rules were framed a will

power is called for at both the levels, state and centre. What we notice

is that this will power is broadly seen missing at these levels. This is

further compounded when the legislature as well as the executive ap-

pears disinterested in following the rules and regulations in this con-

text. It becomes all the more disheartening that the official functionar-

ies at both the levels do not only seem but are also found willing part-

ners, in many cases, in ignoring the rules. Some examples are stated to

explain this state of affairs. It is contained in the rule book of dos and

don'ts how to implement the state central and concurrent rules in re-

gard to the archaeological site, antiquities and museums. The places

associated with archaeological evidences are to be reserved and pro-

tected. Such lands are not be allotted to any individual, organization

(public and private), commercial and educational institutions. All ac-

tivities liable to cause any harm or injury are not to be undertaken and

are also not allowed to be undertaken. The scenario we normally wit-

ness is just the contrary. Lands with archaeological remains are allotted

to the farmers during consolidations. Village Panchayats donate such

lands (known as common/Panchayat land) to educational institutions,
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health centres, Panchayat Bhawans, Community centres or Chaupals,

for residential houses,, etc in many a cases. Licenses are issued to con-

tractors for making salt-petre at such sites in utter disregard to the rules

contained in the dos and don'ts. It has been seen a large number of

archaeological sites being spoiled in this fashion. If it is not stopped it

will be difficult for the posterity to have the opportunity to visit and

have the first hand feel of these sites. It is incumbent on us to protect

these sites. The officials need to follow the rules in letter and spirit and

help create awareness among its functionaries first and take the mes-

sage to the village level through their local officials. The official hierar-

chy from the top to the village and vice-versa need to be made proac-

tive. This powerful official network can also easily help organize aware-

ness camps at all levels of the administration and the philosophy of the

Public-Private partnership can be taken to the grass-root level, which

can provide a live network to accomplish the job without much hick

ups.

CHRONOLOGY AND DATING

Chronology is very important in history and archaeology. It is decided

with the help of relative and absolute dating methods. The former is

based on the comparative study of the cultural material and relatively

provides a broad sense about the sequential occurrence of develop-

ment activities. While in the latter method time of the happening of

the development activities is measured calibratedly. The dates produced

by this method are given greater credence over the dates gathered

through the other method. This greater reliance transcends the limits

of rationality and irrespective of their being in chronological frame-

work of the regional and trans-regional known cultural sequence these

dates are hyped unfortunately in academic analysis. In this pursuit some

kind of competitive enthusiasm overtakes the very essence of scien-

tific enquiry. This is what is happening in relation to the dating of the

recently discovered archaeological evidences from some of the

Harappan sites in Haryana. One of these dates is 6700 BC. from the

early levels at the site of Bhirrana. Likewise some dates from the

Harappan site of the Rakhigarhi are being underlined. The idea behind

this enthusiastic approach is to push back the Harappan chronology,

project its antiquity and to prove its indigenous local origin. This sounds

very attractive and soothes the nationalistic aspirations. However
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amounts to a kind of appeasement and not scientific academic dis-

course. In academic assessments rigours of the scientific enquiry need

to be applied ruthlessly and the outcomes are to be stated

unemotionally.

The scientific methods of dating are not as absolute in themselves

as the term sounds, these are also subject to a host of preconditions,

while a date or a number of dates is/are available to be a taken into

account for deciding time and chronology of cultural developments the

validity of the date needs to be evaluated in the light of the precondi-

tions or the governing factors. No doubt the scientific methods have

produced the dates and the scientist has conveyed the dates to the

concerned person/official for their further application. It is not the sci-

entist to make use of the dates normally for historical analysis, rather it

is the archaeologist or the historian who has to employ these dates for

the historical analysis. It is, therefore, the responsibility of the archae-

ologist and historian to calibrate the dates in the light of the governing

preconditions. The archaeologist may argue that the dates are already

calibrated by the scientist. Yes, of course, many a times such dates are

calibrated by the scientists. This is a calibration by the scientists as per

their norms and with a view to minimize the element of error, if not to

rule it out completely, in their dating methodology. The scientists can-

not do the job of archaeologists and historians, it is to be done by the

latter before application of the dates for historical analysis in a scien-

tific manner. The archaeologists and historians are not machines rather

they are thinking human beings and they are expected to make judi-

cious application of the dates for such analysis. They know the nature

and quality of the samples collected and used for the datings. The stra-

tum and the archaeological contexts of the occurrence of these samples

are known to the archaeologist. The marking and packing of the samples

is done by the archaeologist. It is, therefore, the academic responsibil-

ity of the archaeologist alone to situate these dates in their proper con-

texts and find out whether the dates are in conformity with their re-

spective strata they come from. Whether the dates are in the chrono-

logical order of their samples. In case the dates do not follow that

stratigraphical order, it is the duty of the archaeologist to find out and

state it clearly in the analysis how many dates are inadvertent, not in

conformity with the stratigraphic chronology, because stratigraphy is

the base line, it cannot be changed or meddled with. The inadvertent
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dates need to be excluded from the analysis. Further, it is to be found

out how many dates are in order or present a chronology. What is the

ratio of these dates produced from a site? In case the number is in

majority and it is presenting a time frame work in chronological order,

the quotient of reliability of these dates increases. If the number of

such dates is in minority or abysmal minority the degree of authentic-

ity of these dates comes down drastically. The most unfortunate sce-

nario is that usually the latter situation is the order of the day in the

context of these dates. The rigours of the scientific analysis demands

that such isolated dates should not form the guiding principle for de-

ciding the chronological order. What is experienced on the contrary is

that such dates are picked up and used with impunity to decide the

chronological antiquity at a site and also the cultural antiquity at the

regional levels.

After the introduction of the absolute dating methods a number of

samples from different cultural periods from different sites have been

dated and they have produced a series of dates. A cursory glance in a

comparative manner at these dates and the dates coming from the

same cultural formations, of late, from the recently excavated sites

through new methods would underline the marked difference of time

period between the two. The recent dates give more ancient dates.

This glaring difference of the period pitches the earlier dates against

the recent ones, the earlier methods of dating with the later ones and

the previous scientists with the present ones. Both are the scientific

methods and both produce a sharp contrast in dates from the same or

contemporary cultural formations. The difference does not have any

bearing (favourable or adverse) on the nature of the cultural forma-

tions but surely on the dating methods themselves. These scientific

methods produce two contrasting set of dates from the same cultural

period at different point of times is inself unbelievable. This brings in

under sharp question the element of reliability of the scientific dating

methods and the mode of enquiry by the archaeologists and historians

as well. This needs to be pondered over in the interest of scientific

enquiry, cultivating a critical temper and reconstructing the past fac-

tual human life.

Moreover, whatever be the dates, these are based on certain

samples, these are not manufactured in splendid isolation, from some

cultural formations. These samples are products of human labour and
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part of a cultural process, not of an incident, which is preceded and

succeeded by some other processes in a successive manner with or

without a gap in between. All these happened in a period of time, which

is part of succession of time. The absolute dates from the samples need

to conform to the succession of time and the broad cultural sequential

time frame. In case, there is a mismatch between the two (the dates

and the time frame of the cultural sequence) there is a strong need to

understand that something is amiss somewhere. It is the duty of the

archaeologist to find out as to what is wrong and where. This wrong

cannot be with the chronology of the cultural sequence and its succes-

sive time frame. This brings into further sharp focus the methods of

dating and the dates themselves. The former can be given a benefit of

doubt for we are not competent to evaluate that beyond a point. This

process of evaluation and elimination brings back the focus on the

sample and its context. The date from the sample should be in time

with the cultural context of the sample and the overall cultural sequen-

tial framework. The date broad to this need to leave alone. If such dates

are included for the chronological evaluation and also form the basis

for such assessments the fault squarely lies with the archaeologist.
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF JAIN'S

ARCHITECTURE IN INDIA AND ABROAD

Prof. Ravi Prakash*

Once the Indo-Aryans had settled in India, and produced the corpus of

works collectively known as the Vedas and Puranas, we witness a slow

stratification of religion in the Indian subcontinent. It was to challenge

this stratification that two of the world's major religions, Buddhism

and Jainism, took root in north India in the 5th century BC. While Bud-

dhism went on to become a major religion across much of Asia, Jainism

stayed close to its roots and flowered in the fertile soil of the Indian

subcontinent's intellectual and cultural ferment of the time. Indeed,

one of Jainism's central tenets, the principle of 'Anantekavada' or 'many

truths', meshed well with Hinduism's 'polymorphous' character and thus

the two religions never came into open conflict but co-existed well with

each other.

The architecture of Jainism, however, is less easy to define. While its

temples are based originally on the Hindu temple plan, the difference

lies in the deities placed inside, Jainism preferring to situate images of

the tirthankaras within the precincts of the temple. The major sites for

ancient and medieval Jain temple architecture are at Mount Abu in

Rajasthan and at Sravanabelagola in the south of India.

Jainism is a transtheistic religion prescribing on-violence toward all

living beings. It originated in the Indian subcontinent in the 6th century

BCE. Its founder Mahavira (c. 540-468 BCE) was born into a royal family

*   Head of Department, Faculty of Humanities, Mangalayatan University, Aligarh, UP
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but renounced worldly life to become an asceticand establishes the

central tenets of Jainism. Jainism found favor with the merchant classes

and also with several powerful rulers.

Chandragupta Maurya (born c. 340 BCE, ruled c. 320-298 BCE), the

founder of the great Maurya Empire, had succeeded in conquering al-

most the entire Indian subcontinent; however he abdicated his throne

at the age of 42 to become a Jain monk.

Samprati, also an emperor of the Maurya dynasty and the grandson

of Ashoka the Great (304-232 BCE) also became a Jain. Both

Chandragupta and Samprati were responsible for spreading Jainism in

southern and eastern India.

JAIN ARCHITECTURE

Modern and medieval Jains built many temples, especially in western

India. The earliest Jain monuments were temples based on the

Brahmanical Hindu temple plan and monasteries for Jain monks. For

the most part, artists in ancient India belonged to non-denominational

guilds who were prepared to lend their services to any patron, whether

Hindu, Buddhist, or Jain. Many of the styles they used were a function

of the time and place rather than the particular religion. Therefore,

Jain art from this period is stylistically similar to Hindu or Buddhist art,

although its themes and iconography are specifically Jain. With some

minor variations, the western style of Indian art endured throughout

the 16th century and into the 17thcentury. The rise in Islam contrib-

uted to the decline of Jain art but did not result in its total elimination.

UDAYAGIRI AND KHANDAGIRI CAVES

Among the earliest Jain monuments are the Udayagiri and Khandagiri

Caves located near the city of Bhubaneshwar in Orissa, India. These

caves are partly natural and partly manmade and were carved out as

residential blocks for Jain monks during the reign of King Kharavela of

Kalinga (193-170 BCE). The caves bear inscriptions and sculptural friezes

depicting Tirthankaras, elephants, women, and geese.

THE DILWARA TEMPLES

Built under Chalukya rule in Rajasthan between the 11th and 13th

centuries CE, the Dilwara Temple complex consists of five ornately carved

marble temples, each dedicated to a different Tirthankara. The largest

temple in the complex, the Vimal Vasahi Temple, was built in 1021 and
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is dedicated to the Tirthankara Rishabha. Among its most remarkable

features are the rangmanda, a grand hall supported by 12 pillars and

surmounted by a breathtaking central dome, and the navchowki, a col-

lection of nine rectangular ceilings, also richly carved. The pillars in the

main hall are carved into the likenesses of women playing musical in-

struments and the 16 vidya devis, or goddesses of knowledge; each

holds a symbol representing her individual branch of learning. There

are references in Jain texts to various areas of Southeast Asia. During

the reign of Samprati, Jain teachers were sent to various Southeast Asian

countries.

Prominent Jains (e.g., Jain monk Kshullaka Prayatna Sagar from In-

dia have visited South East Asia for the purpose of representing Jainism,

guiding the local Jain community and interacting with the members of

other religious faiths, notably Buddhism.

REGIONS

BURMA

The Jain Agamas refer to Southeast Asia as Suvarnabhumi. Kalakacharya,

a Jain monk, is said to have visited Burma. About 5000 Jain families

lived in Burma before World War II. Almost all of the families have now

left. There are three or four Jain families and a Jain temple in Yangon. It

was built with Romanesque architecture and is located on 29th Street

in Latha Township in old Rangoon. The Yangon Heritage Trust has been

lobbying to preserve this temple, along with other prominent landmarks

of old Rangoon.

INDONESIA

A small Jain community exists in Indonesia. The community organises

various Jain festivals in Jakarta. The community organisation is called

Jain Social Group, Indonesia.

MALAYSIA

There are about 2,500 Jains in Malaysia. It is believed some of them

came to Malacca in the 15th or 16th century.

The first Jain temple in Malaysia is located at Ipoh, Perak and was

consecrated in 2012. There is also a Jain temple in Kuala Lumpur. The

temple is located in the Bangsar locality of Kuala Lumpur and was built

using 4000 kilograms of marble from India. Malaysia's Human Resources

Minister Subramaniam Sathasivam was present during the inaugura-
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tion of the temple in 2011. The Jain community actively celebrates Jain

festivals like Paryushan.

SINGAPORE

Jains have been settled in Singapore since just before the First World

War. As of 2006, there were 1,000 Jains in Singapore.

THAILAND

Historically, Jain monks took Jain images to Thailand via Sri Lanka. A

nude Jain image is worshipped as an image of Buddha at Chiangmai.

However, due to a rigid emphasis on austerity, Jainism did not take root

in Thailand.

As of 2011, there are about 600 Jain families in Thailand, mainly in

Bangkok. The Jain community in Thailand in not united, unlike the Jain

communities in Singapore, the United States, and some other coun-

tries. Separate Jain temples exist for the Digambara and the Svetmabara

Jain communities. The Digambar Jain Foundation was established in

2007. A majority of the diamond cutting and polishing business in

Bangkok is handled by the Jain community.

JAIN TEMPLE FEATURES

While initially Jain architecture copied Buddhist and Hindu styles, they

soon came to evolve a distinct identity of their own. The major differ-

ence is the construction of 'temple-cities' by the Jains as opposed to

solitary Hindu temples which are the norm rather than the exception.

A Jain place of worship is also noted for its rich materials (often marble),

as well as the profusion of ornamentation which decorates the struc-

ture.

Structurally speaking, a Jain temple is constructed on a square plan

with openings in four cardinal directions, each of which could lead to

the image of a tirthanakara. It is thus that it is not uncommon to find

four of these images placed back to back, one for each cardinal direc-

tion. The interior of the temple has a singularly large number of col-

umns, from which a false arch/bracket springs about two thirds of the

way up. These pillars are richly carved, as is the roof towards which

they spring. Indeed, roof forms, such as at the temples at Mount Abu,

become quite elaborate with marble deities and concentric rings of

carving. Domes or shikharas are usually more acute than the ones found

in Hindu temples, which gives to Jain temple cities a very distinct sky-
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line of multiple dome points reaching toward the sky.

Dilwara temples at Mount Abu in Rajasthan are a complex of five

temples, which is distributed asymmetrically around the hilltop with a

central space orienting whole composition. These temples are differ-

ent from other temple cities as the structures themselves are unadorned

with domes or spires, thus making them difficult to mark from the out-

side. However, the interiors more than make up for the drabness of the

interior with rich, almost Baroque carvings on the interior surfaces and

walls and columns. Two examples are noteworthy: the Luna Vasahi

temple dedicated to the 22nd Jain tirthankara and the Vimala Vasahi

temple, for the 1st tirthankara, Adinatha. The ceiling in both these

temples is richly carved with figures of 16 devis or apsaras acting as a

'false-support' for the domical roof.

SYNTHETIC CHARACTER OF JAIN ARCHITECTURE

This architectural work seems to be underestimated by art historians.

One reason for this would be that each sculpture looks inferior when

compared to Hindu ones. However, in the Jaina architecture, sculpture

is not supposed to insist on its value in itself. Instead, all the engravings

serve for the entire architectural spaces, without going beyond the

frames of architectural elements. (This aspect also reminds us of the

works of Frank Lloyd Wright.) The other reason would be that most of

its architectural elements including shikhara have been developed in

Hindu architecture, and this temple in itself does not come up with

anything unique.

It is true that these are the weak points of this temple. However, the

unique value attained by this Jaina temple resides in its "integration."

To explain this point, though somewhat subjective, I will classify archi-

tecture into three categories.

FOUR FACED SHIKHARA, ADINATHA TEMPLE

First of all, it is the "Sculptural Architecture." Perhaps the essence of

Indian architecture like medieval Hindu temples lies in sculpture. This

type of architecture often reveals that the whole building itself is a

piece of sculptural work, not to mention the abundance of carvings in

detail. It could also be called a "Massive Architecture."

Secondly, it is the "Membranous Architecture," which is quite con-

trary to the previous. It places emphasis on the covering or enclosure
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of interior space rather than external sculpture like features. This type

of architecture is represented by Islamic architecture in the Middle East.

There are a lot of examples that even important buildings do not have

conspicuous facades, getting easily buried in the urban fabrics, but once

entering inside, there appear wonderful interior spaces.

Thirdly, it is the "Framework Architecture." It is enough to recall Japa-

nese architecture and other wooden or trabeated buildings. It lacks

both sculpturesque appearance and modernistic space concept. The

attractiveness of this type of architecture exists in the undetermined

space and a framework composition above. Their interior space and

exterior space are continuous without clear distinction.

Thus every building could be classified into these three kinds of ar-

chitecture. When we observe Adinatha temple at Ranakpur from this

perspective, we will realize that these three categories of architecture

are integrated into this single temple. Contrary to most Hindu temples

that have majestic exteriors but often let us down by their poor inte-

rior space, this Adinatha temple has a wonderful succession of exquis-

ite interior spaces. While the Delwara temples at Mt. Abu do not have

as attractive external appearance as their interior space, this temple

also has the sculptural beauty at its exterior with the shikaras above

the shrines.

Moreover, even though the entire structure of Adinatha temple is

made of stone, it is mainly a trabeated construction. (It clearly indi-

cates that Indian architecture has its origin in wooden buildings). The

structure is based on the framework of posts and beams, not on walls

and arches. (Its domes are also not Islamic, but Indian corbelled domes

in the same way as at Mt. Abu.) Consequently, the synthesis of these

three kinds of architecture sublimated this temple to the level that no

other Hindu buildings had achieved.

THE MEANING OF JAIN TEMPLES

What enabled Jaina architecture to attain such integration? It was noth-

ing else but the Chaturmukha (four faced) shrine form, which we have

so far observed many times. If we compare in plan the central part of

Adhinatha temple at Ranakpur to that of the Kharatara temple at Mt.

Abu, which is the only temple that has a different form in the Delwara

temples there, we will come to know that these two temple plans are

quite similar. The central shrines of these temples are opened to four
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directions, and in front of each side, there is a mandapa (hall) covered

by a domical ceiling.

Incidentally, the basic form of a Hindu temple is [garbhagriha +

mandapa]. Since the garbhagriha (sanctum) always has only one portal

at its front side, it is quite unlikely that it has four mandapas at its four

sides. The garbhagriha at Hindu temples means the "house of God")

and accordingly it should be locked securely as a human residence.

Meals and oil lamps are served to a statue of God during daytime and

the door is closed at night in order for God to sleep.

RELATIVISM AND CHATURMUKHA SHRINE

Then, why was it especially Jainas who developed chaturmukha (four

faced open) type shrines? As it is impossible to come up with a com-

plete answer to this kind of question, there is no way but to set up a

hypothesis in accordance with its religious doctrine. The hypothesis is

based on Jaina logic.

In a word, it is Syadvada or relativism. Contrary to many other reli-

gions, Jainism avoids dogmatism and eliminated self-righteous state-

ments like "This is the very truth." Everything has many aspects, and

each religion, doctrine, and statement has a certain sense of truth.

Therefore unilateral or absolute judgment about a matter has to be

avoided. In making a decision, one should consider that it is right" in

the context of certain viewpoint" (syad). It is called Syadvada.

This concept seems quite modern when we look back on the history

in which a lot of religions insisted on the validity of their own gods and

views of the world, which sometimes resulted in wars. Although there

had been a lot of religious conflicts in India in the past and that still

continues, Jainas have never committed to military conflict. If every

religion took this viewpoint of Jainism, how peaceful the world would

become.

I would imagine that this relativism was a driving force to develop

chaturmukha (four faced) images and chaturmukha-type of Jaina

temples. Never assuming one absolute God (Jainism is an atheistic reli-

gion), the attitude of regarding even the twenty-four saviors of

tirthankaras (Jinas) as existence that can be seen from multilateral view-

points made it possible to create chaturmukha images in which 4 stat-

ues are placed back to back with each other, and to develop an archi-

tectural style of chaturmukha shrine.
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CHATURMUKHA IMAGE OF TIRTHANKARA

Basically, I had a strange impression in that Jainas had assumed as many

as twenty-four tirthankaras (Jinas). Is it not enough to have only one

founder like Christianity and Buddhism? Maybe it was in order to avoid

a personality cult to Mahavira and deny the absolute being that Jainas

presumed twenty-three Tirthankaras before Mahavira and provided

them with equal values.

Being born and developed in India, Jainism has a custom of idol wor-

ship. Unlike idols of Christianity, Buddhism and others, however, stat-

ues of Jaina tirthankaras do not reveal distinctive personality. As all

statues have similar postures of either standing or sitting, it is difficult

to find any difference among them. They would hardly become study

objects of art history as sculptural works. To put it extremely, they seem

to be nothing but a kind of sign. What is worshipped there is not a

personified or divine God such as Christ or Shiva, but the order of the

world and various truths of the universe that are expressed in the signs.

In this respect, Jainism suddenly unveils its similarity with Islam. They

look quite contrary to each other in terms of style, since Islam is a reli-

gion of absolute monotheism. Still, the absolute God can be interpreted

not as personified existence, but as the order of the universe itself.

Likewise, although idolatry is strictly prohibited in Islam, if we regard

statues of Jaina Tirthankaras as only signs, the worship of these two

religions seem quite the same after all. They both deny the class sys-

tem; in Islam, "every man is equal" under the God whilst in Jainism,

"every living being is equal" under the law of transmigration.

BASE OF A MARBLE PILLAR AND IMAGE OF PARSHVANATHA

Because of the denial of idolatry, painting and sculpture have not de-

veloped enough in Islam. Instead, their creative energy in plastic arts

has concentrated on architecture. In Jainism, since they have not pro-

vided idols with personified expression or narrative character, Jainas

have exerted most power into architecture. Similar to Islamic arabesque,

Jainas devoted engraving work into carving ornaments within the frame

of architectural elements. Perhaps it could be the reason that art histo-

rians have not evaluated highly on Jaina or Islamic arts, while an archi-

tect like me has been deeply moved by their architecture.

To name another example similar to this case, it would be Cistercian

monasteries in Europe. Having an antipathy against the gorgeousness
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of Benedictine abbeys, Cistercians strived to eliminate ostentation in

paintings and sculptures. They consequently dedicated themselves to

the exploration of architectural composition and the beauty of space.

Because of this attitude, they created such monastic architecture as

Fontenay in Burgundy and Le Thoronet in Provence, which deeply touch

the hearts of architects, contrary to the evaluation by art historians.

Jaina architecture, particularly the Adinatha temple at Ranakpur, should

be valued in this context.

MODERN JAINA TEMPLES

After Jaina architecture attained its peak in the temple of Ranakpur,

the development of traditional style of Indian architecture came to an

end and has continued to decline since then. The time had shifted to

Islamic architecture having come from abroad. Except for South India,

even architecture of Hindu dynasties that had kept independence got a

strong influence from Islam.

In the 18th century, much of the country became a colony of the

British Empire. As the fear of temple destruction gradually disappeared,

Jainas started to build temples in large cities. A temple that represents

this movement was built in Ahmadabad by Sheth Hathi Singh, a rich

merchant in the city. This temple shows the influence of Islamic archi-

tecture by employing a lot of multi foil arches. It also revives "Solanki

Style" of medieval period, and traditional techniques of stone sculp-

ture are nicely applied. However, in terms of plan, chaturmukha form,

which saw the completion at Ranakpur is abandoned and the style re-

gressed to [garbhagriha + mandapa], which had been used before the

temples at Mt. Abu.

THE HATHI SINGH TEMPLE, AHMADABAD AND THE SHITALANATHA TEMPLE,

CALCUTTA

In Calcutta, there is the Shitalanatha temple that was also built in the

same period. This temple is conspicuous in the city that had been de-

veloped during the rule of the British Empire. However, the style of the

temple which looks like a combination of modern Shikhara-type temple,

Mughal palace and Italian Baroque style does not have the grandeur

that the Adinatha temple at Ranakpur used to have.

It is uncertain how Jainism will continue to exist in the future,
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CONCLUSION

The contribution of Jain art to the mainstream art in India has been

considerable. Every phase of Indian art is represented by a Jain version

and each one of them is worthy of meticulous study and understand-

ing. The great Jain temples and sculptured monuments of Karnataka,

Maharashtra and Rajasthan are world-renowned. The most spectacu-

lar of all Jain temples are found at Ranakpur and Mount Abu in

Rajasthan. Deogarh (Lalitpur, U.P.), Ellora, Badami and Aihole also have

some of the important specimens of Jain Art.

The image of the Jain in academic history, as based on archaeology,

epigraphy, and textual scholarship. While a number of places in an-

cient northern and eastern India are important in this history, the city

of Mathura emerged as central, for this is where we find both the ear-

liest narrative images and the earliest cult images of the Jain. These

images slightly predate the earliest known Buddha images, which are

also from Mathura, but the respective timelines are so fragmentary

that they do not allow us to make any definitive judgments concerning

the relative priority of images in the two traditions. What we can say is

that carved stone images developed around the same time in both com-

munities, that these images in turn emerged out of a slightly older tra-

dition of images of kings and local deities, and that from Mathura the

ritual and artistic culture of images spread to other areas of north In-

dia. Further, the extant data allow us to say that there were narrative

Jain images probably by 100 BCE and cult Jain images probably a gen-

eration later, by 75 BCE. While images do not require temples, the evi-

dence indicates that there were also Jain temples from about as early

as the images. Finally, the Jain ritual culture of images at Mathura was

not restricted to these two forms. Carved stone plaques known as

ayagapatas, whose precise ritual function is a subject of debate, were

in existence at least as early as the earliest Jain images. The earliest

ayagapatas were carved with non-anthropomorphic sacred symbols,

but by the end of the first century BCE we find Jain images on these as

well. A fourth Jain cult object at Mathura, and one that became more

prominent in Buddhist ritual culture. What might be more accurate in

the Jain setting, cosmography, the eternal layout of the cosmos.

This frame brings into focus the continent of Nandishvara Dvipa or

the "Continent of Rejoicing," where thrice annually the gods go on pil-
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grimage to worship the fifty-The historical frame takes us back to the

beginning of the current cycle of twenty-four Jinas in this part of the

universe, and the life of the first of those Jainas, Adinatha, or

Rishabhanatha. Before him life was so pleasant that no one had suffi-

cient experience of pleasure and suffering, of good and bad, to de-

velop the moral sensibility necessary to renounce the world and seek

liberation. During Adinatha's lifetime, however, the nature of time it-

self changed, and Adinatha was impelled to give up his kingship and

seek the ultimate truth. After he attained enlightenment he conveyed

that truth to the world by preaching it to the assembled multitude of

gods, humans, and animals in the universal preaching hall known as

the samavasarana. The samavasarana itself becomes the paradigm for

the Jain temple, and the Jain seated in the hall and preaching the para-

digm for the icon of the Jain installed in the temple. The four-sided

(and therefore universal) symmetry of the samavasarana indicates that

here we have another mandalaic vision of ultimate reality.
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JAINISM IN ROHTAK: PAST AND PRESENT

Hari-aana as the name suggests is the house and land of God who came

here in different forms like Vishnu, Shiva or Krishna. The residents, there-

fore, are the blessed persons whose ancestors were directly influenced

by gods, rishis and pious rivers. It was and is, always a welcome place

for foreigners, preachers, saints and founders of different religious sects

and cults. The literary and archaeological evidences show that various

religions like Buddhism, Jainism, Islam and Sikhism flourished here with

Hinduism and its various cults, which is the main belief and life style of

its resident from time immemorial. Its various towns were the center

of learning of different faiths and there are no evidences of any hostil-

ity between them. Regarding Jainism, we find its centers stretched in

nearly whole of the present state from Pinjor to Narnaul and Sirsa to

Palwal. Some influence of Jainism in Haryana can be traced to the time

of Buddha and some writers believe that Buddha and Mahaveer swami

visited many places in Haryana. The ancient Ashika now Hansi was a

centre of Jainism in first and second Century CE.

Later Pinjore, Agroha, Rohtak, Rewari, Charkhi Dadri, Narnaul

Ferojpur Jhirka and Sonipat also became important seat of this reli-

gion. Large numbers of stone and bronze sculptures were discovered

at these and other places. Many sculptures, now housed in Lahore

museum are from these places of Haryana. Rohtak the heart of Haryana
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is very important town where Jainism and its contribution to the soci-

ety are continuously observed from at least two thousand years. The

Jinalayas, temples, saints, writers, social workers and industrialists im-

pressed the society in many ways. The theme of this paper is to present

an account of Jainism in Rohtak.

ROHTAK IN TRADITION AND TEXT

Rohtak is an ancient town of importance. The tradition links this town

with Rohtash the son of truth loving king Harish Chandra of Ikshavanku

dynasty of Surya vanshikshatriyas. The literary evidences from

Mahabharata to onwards confirm that the town was well established

and flourished from the time of Bharata war .It is mentioned that Nakula

assailed the janpad of Rohtak that was dear to Kartikey, the son of Lord

Shiva .It was delightful and prosperous and was full of kine , wealth and

produce .The land was governed by Mattamayuras. Nakula also de-

feated the sage king Akrosha after an fierce encounter, who was ruling

Mehastham (Meham)1 After some time Karna fought at Rohitaka and

conquered the town.2  In the fifth book of Mahabharata we find that

this area was covered by the army of Kauravas.3 In Drona Parva we again

find the Yudhisthir and Arjuna fighting against Yaudheys in this region.4

Thus Mahabharta describes the prosperity and brevity of the residents

of this zone, A Buddhist text Divyavadana describes the ancient town

of Rohtak as fortified, thickly populated and inhabited by prosperous

nobles and merchants.5 The Upang text Niryavalika of Jainism men-

tions a shrine of Yaksha at Rohtak. Aryabhatta the great mathemati-

cian and astronomer of Gupta age also mentioned Rohtak in his Surya

Siddhant.6 Jain authors Somdeva and Pushpadanta described the town."

The Yaudheya country was like an ornament on earth. People having all

objects necessary for the pursuit of religion, material gain, its villages

were full of cattle wealth abundance of irrigation works well watered

fields of black soil settled by all the 18 categories, the people were

hospitable and large hearted, ladies were beautiful and robust, live and

led peaceful life without social friction and cast remained intact. The

people respected the Varnashrama dharma.7 Brihatkathakosha also

mentions Rohtak. The archaeological remains from Khokhrakot show

the developed township from 1000 BCE to Gupta period. The coins of

Yaudheyas and moulds are found in good number from Rohtak and

evidences of mints at Garhi Majra site prove it as an ancient town.
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JAINISM IN ROHTAK:  LITERARY SOURCES

There is lot of literature reflecting Rohtak as a seat of Jain religion from

very ancient times. From literary sources and tradition it is observed

that Mahavir Swami visited Rohtak many times which was then a pros-

perous town. As a result of his visit Rohtak became a famous Jain cen-

tre and temples were constructed here.8 The Jain Upanga text named,

Niryavalika mentions that in the garden of Pudhavivadimasya, Dharma

Yaksha image was worshiped at Rohtak. This pious destination is also

mentioned in the Brihat Kasthakosa.9

Some scholars are of the view that Jainism was propagated at Agroha

by Lohachary then it extended to Hansi (ancient Hasika) and Rohtak. It

may be true because all these destinations are on the old trade route

of Marve -Kandhar -Multan -Sirsa-Agroha-Hansi-Rohtak-Indraprastha.

The above discussion shows that Rohtak was an important seat of

Jainism from 6th Century BCE to 3rd Century CE. The later Jain writers

of 10th Century prove Rohtak to be a Jain centre. Puspadanta (writing

time 959 CE 972 CE) was a great Jain poet and philosopher of Rohtak.

He wrote three books: Tisathi Mahapurusha Gunalankar, Jasaharchariu

and Nath Kumar Chariu.10 It is a great honour to us that he was the first

writer to use the word Hariyanau (Haryana) in a sentence as Akhliya

Paripaliya Hariyanau.11 One more poet of the same century was

Shridhara from Rohtak who was the first to indicated that Haryana was

a state having numerous villages. In his book Pasanau he wrote 'Hariyana

Dese Asankhya Game'. Other famous writers like Jinnavallabh Suri,

Haribhadra Suri and Jineshwar also wrote about Jainism in Haryana.

The shrina of Yaksha and 23rd Tirthankar Parsvanath was also in exist-

ence during the time period of emperor Babur in 1527 and 1529 under

supervision of the Digambara monks of the Kasuha Sangha.12 In this

way we find literary evidence of spread of Jainism in Rohtak from 1st to

16th century CE.

JAINISM IN ROHTAK: ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOURCES

Apart from literary sources there are archaeological evidences to throw

a beam of light on presence of Jainism in Rohtak. They confirm the

spread of this religion in this region from 8th century onwards. The

sculptures found here belong to 8th, 10th, 23rd and 24th Tirthankars,

Lord Chanderprabhu , Lord Sitalnath, Lord Parshavanath and Lord

Mahaveer. These sculptures were found at Garhi Majra, Asthal Bohar
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and Khokharakot Rohtak. They belong to the early Rajput period of 8th

to 11th century CE. Presently they are installed at Babamastnath Math,

Asthal Bohar, Lord Parshvnath temple Sarai Mohalla Rohtak, Lord

Chanda Prabhu temple Babra Mohlla Rohtak and Pithwara Mohalla

temple Rohtak.

ASTHAL BOHAR MATH

The Math is ancient site and according to Nath tradition it was estab-

lished by Yogi Chaurangi Nath (Puranmal, the prince of Syalakot who

later became a Yogi) with the blessings of Guru Goraksha Nath. It is of

8th Century CE. After some time it was ruined and Baba Mastnath re-

established it in 18th century. The sculptures found at Asthal Bohar

and Garhi Majra show that Asthal Bohar was an important centre of

Jainism. Two images of seated Tirthankar (Padmasami with parikar) were

found here. The symbol (Lanchhan) conch is depicted on asana por-

tion. Flying couple of Maladhar, elephants for jalabhishek with riders

and drummers etc. are depicted on Parikara. One image of lord

Parshvannath in standing posture (Kayotsarga mudra) is also recovered

from Math. All the three sculptures are deformed at mouth portion yet

they are the master pieces of Indian art. All these images are housed in

the museum of the Math now. One more idol of lord Parshwanath in

sitting posture was recovered from the Math in 1956. It is new housed

in Sarai temple Rohtak.

Plate: Jain sculptures in Baba Mastnath Math, Asthal Bohar

GARHI MAJRA

The site is at a distance of one kilometer from Asthal Bohar. It is very
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important site as coins of Yaudheyas were discovered from here from

time to time .Two standing images of lord Parshwanath of more than

two feet height and idols of Yaksha-Yakhsani with some broken pieces

Jain iconography were discovered from herein 1998. They are of early

Rajput period. Both the images and broken pieces were taken by Jain

Samaj of Rohtak and now they are housed in Sarai Mohalla temple of

Rohtak.

The images found at Asthal Bohar Math and Garhi Majra bear im-

portant Jain symbols. The important features of these images are like

curly hair, eyes in meditative posture, eyebrows stretched like bow, face

without expression (veetragi), padmashana or kayotasarga mudra,

sharpnose, round chin, elongated ears, shrivatsa sign on the chest which

is prominently visible, lotus hallow behind, five hooded snake, flying

maladhara (gandhrva), elephants with couple or rider for jalabhisheka,

couple with garlands or musical instruments and Yala throwing human

beings from their mouth etc.

The above discussion shows that Asthal Bohar was an important Jain

destination. Jain texts like Kalpa Sutra, Pauamachariya, Angavijja,

Vasudevahindi were composed in this region. Jinalyas were constructed

at Asthal Bohar because it was on the famous trade root and was near

the capital Indraprastha.13  It seems that the sculptures were purpose-

fully buried mainly to save them from plunder of invaders because in

12th and 13th centuries there was much disturbance in the area.

Plate: Two sculptures of lord Parshvanath from Garhi Majra

(now in Srai temple Rohtak)

KHOKHARAKOT

It is the oldest settlement at Rohtak. There are many stories attached
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with this place but from archaeological findings it is proved that it was

a residential area from 1000BC.onwards.It was a town of Yaudheyas,

Kushans and Guptas. The moulds found here indicate that it was a mint

of Yaudheyas. Two very important Jain sculptures were discovered from

here. They are of Lord Chanderprabhu and Lord Sitalnath the 8th and

10th tirthankars respectively. They are housed in temples now.

LORD CHANDAPRABHU TEMPLE BABRAMOHALLA

Lord Chanderprabha was the 8th tirthankar of Jain religion. On 5th Janu-

ary 1864, a Jain Saint named Kanhi Ramji told his disciples that the

potter who was crossing the street where the saint was staying had a

Jain idol. The people found the idol of Lord Chandraprabha popularly

known as Chandaprabhu. It was installed in the Sarai of seth Bulakidas.

Later Shikharchand Rahis provided the land and the temple at Babra

Mohalla was constructed on 19th February 1869. It was reconstructed

in 1991. At present it has a small library with same manuscripts in it.

Plate: Lord Chanderaprabhu from Khokharakot now in Babra temple

PITHWARA MAHALLA TEMPLE

This Shrine is dedicated to lord Sitalnath the tenth tirthankar of Jainas.

It is behind Babra temple. This sculpture was also recovered from

Khokharakot on 28th January 1900. At first it was installed in the Sarai

of seth Bulkidass. Later a temple was constructed in Pithwara Mohalla

and the sculpture was set here with Kshetrapal in January 1909.
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THE SARAI MOHALLA TEMPLE

The present temple has nine platforms. It is situated near Jhajjar Mor,

Rohtak. This is known as oldest temple today. It was constructed in

stages. According to Jain tradition and records with Sh Deepak Jain of

Sarai Mohalla, the shrine belongs to 15th century. Lala Sedhumal s/o

Sh. Hingalal Goyal of Charkhi Dadri (Haryana) shifted to Rohtak in 1475

with an idol of lord Mahaveer. His son Bhagawati Das constructed the

Chhoti Sarai and a Chaityalaya, with the blessings of Jain Bhattarak who

had his seat at Asthal Bohar (Borbinda) he installed the idol of lord

Mahaveer and Kshetrapal at Sarai in April 1494. Later Sh. Bulaki Das

the descendent of Bhagawati Das in 8th generation constructed the

Badi Sarai at the same place in 1701 CE and installed the idols. The

present temple of Sarai is at the same place. According to Jain tradition

a Tehkhana (underground) was also made in the temple for the safety

of idols from invaders. The female images which had rich jewelry were

worshiped in underground portion up to 1909. This temple was up

graded from time to time. In 1956 a very fine idol of lord Parshvanath

was unearthed from Math Asthal Bohar with the images of Yaksha and

Yakshani. After a discussion between Mahant Shreonathji, the then

pontiff of Math and Acharya Deshbhushanji, Mahantji presented the

images and they were installed at Badi Sarai temple. Acharya

Deshbhvisanji declared the Sarai as Atishaykshetra.

Plate: Parshvanath from Asthal Bohar and Kshetrapal at Sarai temple

THE PRESENT POSITION

At present there are nine Jain temples in Rohtak. The number of fami-

lies is 600 with total Jain population of 7000. There is a registered Jain

Sabha with 3500 members. Shri Rajesh Jain, a well-known industrialist

is the present president. Jain Samaj with a little population has contrib-
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uted a lot to the society in the area of education, medical service, poli-

tics and industry. There are three educational institutions and a public

library.

JAIN BOYS SCHOOL

Digamber Jain Samaj a social institution was formed in 1905 by Lala

Shiva Dayal Rahis (1884-1962) in the guidance of master Shiva Ram

Jain. A primary school was opened in the same year in the stable of

Shiva Dayal. Later a building was constructed by donations. The school

was upgraded to middle (1956), high school (1978) and Sr. Secondary

(1998). Thousands of students were benefited by this school. At present

there are 500 students and 24 teachers.

JAIN GIRLS SCHOOLS

Lala Shiva Dayal Rahis who was the 15th descendant of Shri Sedhumal

and 7th from Bulakidas was the key person in opening boys as well as

girl school. The girl's school is one of the oldest girls school of the town

which was opened in 1917. It was upgraded to middle (1955), high (1964)

and to Sr. Secondary in 1993. At present there are 450 girls and 20

teachers. Jain public school was opened by Jain Sabha in 1994 to im-

part quality education. Bhagwan Mahaveer public library is functioning

from 2014. It has 5700 books, 15 periodicals and it has been used by

350-400 visitors daily.

JAIN AUSHADHALY BADA BAZAR

To provide medical facility to common man an Ayaravedic Aushadhalya

was opened in 1917. At first it was opened at the first floor of the house

of Hardwarilal Sarraf. Later the building was donated by Smt. Mishari

Devi Jain. The five types of treatment like Panchkarma, yoga, nature

logy etc. are given here. There is a lady doctor also.

FREEDOM MOVEMENT

Babu Shyam Lal Jain was a leading congressman. He was a very close

associate of Mahatma Gandhi. He was sentenced many times during

freedom movement. Suri Lachhaman Das Jain was another freedom

fighter. He was punished with imprisonment of three and half year and

one year house imprisonment. The famous revolutionist Yashpal lived

in his house in disguise for one year. Bhagatji and Sukhdev Jain were

also freedom fighter of this town.
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INDUSTRY

Shri Rajesh Jain the president of Jain Sabha Rohtak is a leading industri-

alist. He is M.D. of LPS which supplies nuts and bolts to forty countries

including America and Germany. There are nearly fifty units run by Jains

of Rohtak providing employment to thousands of workers.

CONCLUSION

From the above discussion it can be concluded that Rohtak is a very

ancient city. It is evident from literary and archaeological sources. Jain

Dharma is very ancient in Rohtak. There are very ancient sites in and

near Rohtak which had Jain sculptures. These are housed in different

temples now. The literary evidences also prove that Rohtak was the

centre of Jainism from very remote past. The Jains with a small popula-

tion has contributed a lot to the society and the process is still continu-

ous.
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL

HERITAGE OF HARYANA

The plains of Haryana have witnessed a long history of cultural devel-

opment in the area. The state has a tradition of rich cultural heritage

from earliest times. Lord Krishna came to the holy land of Kurukshetra

and preached much-talked 'Theory of Karma' in the form of "Gita" to

the world. The mythological and holy river 'Saraswati' flowed on the

plains of the state.

Oxford Advanced Learner's dictionary defines archaeology as the

study of cultures of the past, and of periods of history by examining the

remains of buildings and objects found in the ground. This branch of

knowledge studies human activities in the past through discovery and

analysis of remains left behind. Archaeology in India has proved to be

an important tool for reconstructing history of ancient India. Archaeol-

ogy has helped in connecting different periods of history of ancient

India through analysis of coins, inscriptions, sculptures and other ar-

chaeological material recovered from various sites in excavations.

The state of Haryana is historically very rich from earliest times. Al-

though, the word 'Haryana' is hardly a millennium old, this land has

highly been eulogized as the cradle of civilization, where on the banks

of Saraswati, Drishadwati and Apaya was kindled the sacrificial fire. As

it is stated in the Rigveda:
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fu Rok n/ks oj vk Ik`fFkO;k bGk;kLins lqfnuRos vg~~ukEk~A
n`'k}R;ka ekuq'k vki;k;ka ljLoR;ka jsonXus fnnhfgAA ( 3.23.4)

"I place you in an excellent spot of earth on an auspicious day of

days: do you, Agni, shine on the frequented (banks) of the Drishadwati,

Apaya and Saraswati rivers."

From the above verse of Rigveda, it appears that Agni was placed on

the best places on the earth in the region of these three rivers on an

auspicious day. This might probably be the day of the establishment of

the state of Brahmavarta. In the Rigvedic times Sarasvati was the holi-

est of the rivers and the Brahmavarta was most revered of the lands.

Manusmriti describes this holy land having been created by the God:

ljLorh n`'k}R;ksnsZou|ks;ZnUrje~A
Rka nsofufeZra ns'ka czg~ekorZa izp{krsAA ( 2.18)

"The territory between the divine rivers Sarasvati and Drishadvati

is called the God made country of Brahmavarta."

 The origin of word Haryana has been traced in many sources and

also explained in many ways. In the museum of National Archives at

Delhi, one finds an inscription belonging to Muhammad-Bin-Tuglaq's

times on which the word 'Haryana' is inscribed. It is a recorded fact

that present day Haryana tract, a part of the vast Indo-Gangetic plain

was once covered with dense green forests (Haryalaban) because of

tropical humid climate prevailing then. The present name might have

originated from Haryalaban. In Hindi language 'Green Forest' is also

written as Hari-Aranya and this word might have corrupted to 'Haryana'.

Similarly the coming (Ana) of Lord Krishana (Hari) is associated with the

name of this region.

As discussed above, there are many versions regarding the origin

and use of name of Haryana. These versions are based on imagina-

tions. In this situation, we can't say anything concrete because these

versions do not have any historical ground. In such a situation, the ver-

sion, that due to land of 'Green Forests' this region was called 'Hariyala'

and later with the pace of time 'Haryala' became Haryana. Dr. Jadunath

Sarkar has also supported this version.

The great Civilization of Harappa flourished in Haryana at a large

scale. In Haryana 1228 sites of Harappan Culture have been identified

so far. Out of these 241 sites are of Early Harappan Culture, 145 sites
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are of Mature Harappan Culture and 842 sites belong to Later

Harappan Culture.

From the information gathered so far, it is clear that the word Haryana

had come into existence in 10th century A.D. The famous Jain poet

Pushapadant, who belonged to nearby Rohtak, has used the word

Haryana in his work 'Mahapuran' There was another famous local poet

Shridhar, who also belonged to the same time. He has also repeated

word 'Haryana' in his work.

The discovery of stone-age tools in the outskirts of hospitable hills

of Shiwalik and Arawali have proved the evidence of the 'Evolution of

Man' starting from this land. The tools of palaeolithic period have been

found at Chandi Mandir, Mansa Devi, Meharanwala, Damala, Chandi

Kotla, Pinjor and Saketari etc. in Shiwalik region of North Haryana and

Manesar, Nawada, Pali and Gothra etc. in Arawali region of South

Haryana.

 The vedic rivers Saraswati and Drishadwati witnessed development

of great civilizations on the plains of the state.

The region, included in the modern state of Haryana, is the cradle of

Indian Civilization. Here, at the dawn of history, were created those

values, norms and ideas which determined the course of Indian society

and culture across the ages. When the mist of antiquity gives places to

the light of history, we find the Bharatas, who gave their name to the

whole country, settled here. Tradition connects the Bharatas with

Bharata, son of Dushyanta and Shakuntala, the subjects of many fables

and romances. In the period of Rigveda the Bharatas are said to be

kindling the sacred fires in the region of the Sarasvati (Ghaggar) and

Drishadvati (Chitang).

 The Vedas and other ancient literature provide sufficient references

to prove the antiquity of this land. The world's oldest literature in the

form of Vedic hymns, Brahamana Granths, Aranyakas and Upanishads

are said to have been mostly composed on this land. Much of the

Mahabharata and the Puranas were also written here. This area has

been the heart land of the Culture, which on circumstantial evidences,

has been associated with the Epic Age of the Aryans. The archaeologi-

cal excavations in Haryana at different sites like Kunal, Banawali,

Bhirdana, Rakhigarhi, Mitathal, Farmana, Sugh, Khokrakot, Agroha etc.

have yielded relics of successive phases of Indian history from Harappans
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to the early historical era.

  In historical times, Haryana witnessed rise and fall of the Maurayan

and Sung empires, the tribal republics of Yaudheyas,Kunindas, the

empires of the Guptas, the Pushayabhutis, the Gurjar-Pratihars, the

Tomaras and the Chauhans. Their remains may still be seen in the forms

of ruined forts, coins, inscriptions and other objects.

From the description given, it is clear that the state of Haryana has

been the centre of attraction for man from earliest times. Its unique

geographical features attracted various types of races from time to time

to settle there and be a part of development of the state.
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TIGRANA: A HARAPPAN SETTLEMENT

IN SOUTHWEST HARYANA

The present paper highlights the significance of the Harappan settle-

ment at Tigrana, Bhiwani district, Haryana. Tigrana is one of the impor-

tant Harappan settlements which is located beyond the Saraswati-

Drasdwati valley. There is no doubt that the region of the upper

Saraswati basin provided the fertile land for surplus production of wheat

and barley which was the main base of subsistence economy.

Fig 1: Location of Tigrana site
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Nevertheless, as we move away from the fertile region and enter

into the dry area of sand dunes (Thar Desert) and Aravalli outcrops,

they become sparse especially in southern Haryana. The Tigrana site is

located between the alluvial plain of Saraswati basin and sand-dune

area of Thar Desert. Questions which need to be answered are: why

the large and important Harappan settlement at Tigrana developed in

this especial zone (Southern Haryana). For this research problem, the

Department of History and Archaeology, Central University of Haryana,

Mahendragarh has conducted excavations at Tigrana in 2016.

THE SITE AND PREVIOUS WORK

Tigrana village of Bhiwani district, Haryana is located about 7 km north

of Bhiwani city, on the Bhiwani - Jind road. A Harappan site (28° 53'

25.9" N and 76° 08' 08.8" E) is located in the revenue jurisdiction of the

village which is locally known as Rurki wala Khera. It is situated about 3

km north of Tigrana village to the left of the crossing of Bhiwani-Jind

road and the Sunder canal. It was reported by Suraj Bhan in mid-sixties

of 20th century as a Late Siswal and Late Harappan site (Suraj Bhan

1975). Later in 1999, the site was explored by Surender, an M. Phil stu-

dent of M.D. University, Rohtak who recovered the remains of Mature

and Late Harappan culture (Surender 1999). In 2008, the site was revis-

ited by the first author and reported its cultural sequence as Early

Harappan, Mature Harappan and Late Harappan (Parmar 2008). In re-

cent years, most of the part of this site has been removed for the agri-

culture purposes and the surface of the remaining part has been dam-

aged by saltpetre collectors. However, the original area of the site mea-

sures about 10 hectares and about 2.5 metres in height.

Fig 2: Google Image of Tigrana site
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CULTURAL SEQUENCE

The site was divided into horizontal grids having standardised zone A,

B, C and D. In the season (2015-16), only seven trenches of 5x5 metre

(AI, BI, CI, DI, EI, FI and FAI) were opened and out of which we could

reach up to the nature soil in only one trench (trench F1). Here, the

maximum cultural deposit was found 2.10 meter (3.20 meter from ref-

erence point) from surface. On the basis of the ceramic assemblage

and other cultural material obtained during the excavations, the cul-

tural deposit of the site can be divided into three periods such as the

Early Harappan, Mature Harappan and Late Harappan periods. The in-

formation regarding Early Harappan culture is coming from trench F1.

The cultural material of the Early Harappan culture is quite similar to

the Sothi-Siswal phase. Only two lots (22 and 23 lots of trench F1) are

highlight the characteristic features of Sothi-Siswal ceramic tradition.

Without any stratigraphical break, the Early Harappan culture success-

fully evolved in the Mature Harappan culture. Because of limited exca-

vation, not a single evidence of structural activities was found in this

period. However, the classical Mature Harappan ceramic assemblages

and other material (lot no. 20 and 21 of trench F1) are also recovered

from the Mature Harappan level. The site played an important role

during the Late Harappan period.  The lots no. 1 to 19 of trench F1

show the linear changes in the Late Harappan tradition. However, other

lots of trenches A1, B1, C1, D1, and E1 also exposed the features of

Late Harappan culture.

Fig 3: Trench Layout (Season 2016)
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STRUCTURAL REMAINS

Three structural phases were identified at Tigrana site during the exca-

vation. First phase is related to the Early Harappan period and other

two phases from the Late Harappan period. The structural remains could

be identified by six courses of mud brick wall just above the natural

soil. The wall was running from northwest to southeast direction and

the mud bricks measure 30x20x10 cm with the ratio of 3:2:1. Not a

single evidence of structural activities was found during the Mature

Harappan period. The structural remains of Late Harappan period in-

clude mud-brick (4:2:1) walls, hearth and hara which were encountered

in trench F-1. Two burnt bricks were also found near the hearth. An-

other mud brick wall was found in trench D1.

Fig 4: Structural Remains of Trench F1

CERAMIC ASSEMBLAGES

The ceramic assemblages of the Early Harappan period are comprised

of dull red to light colour, wheel-made, well-fired, medium to thin fab-
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ric, fired to grey or red core and painted with black colour. A few sherds

are decorated on the interior with sharp ridges of various patterns. The

main motifs noticed on this pottery include horizontal and vertical lines,

zigzag patterns and loop designs. The painted designs are found over

the red slip, generally at rim, neck and shoulder portions. Two com-

plete miniature pots with horizontal bands on neck are recovered from

this period. Generally, the Early Harappan ceramic assemblages are di-

vided into red, grey and buff ware. The red ware is found in the large

quantity while grey and buff wares are found in limited number. The

red ware (98%) is the combination of dull red ware (25.88%), simple

red ware (24.40%), burnished red ware (15.15%), black on red ware

(12.79%), rim (8.16%), red slip ware (6.98%) mud appliqué ware (0.88%),

rusticated ware (0.49%) and graffiti ware (0.39%). A few sherds of grey

ware (0.78%) and buff ware (0.98%) are also found during the excava-

tion. The main shapes of the Sothi-Siswal phase include dish-on-stand,

dish, globular vase, basin, jar, bowl and storage jar etc.

The Mature Harappan ceramic assemblage of Tigrana can be divided

into two groups. The first group is related to the classical Harappan

ceramic which is well fired, medium fabric and treated with red slip.

The classical shapes were introduced in the Mature Harappan period

for the first time includes beaker, perforated jar, beaded rim vase, nail

headed rim dish, re-curved base dish-on-stand, projected rim shallow

dish-on-stand, pointed base vase, storage jar with wide mouth etc. The

painting is usually found over the red slipped surface in black colour.

The second group is associated with Sothi-Siswal ceramic tradition. It is

continuing along with the classical Harappan ceramics in this period.

The ceramic assemblage of this group has medium to coarse fabric,

well fired, wheel made and treated with light to dull red slip. The main

shapes include out-curved rim vase or jar, loop handle vase, beaked

rim storage jar and flaring or flat rim bowl with tapering sides, etc. The

painted designs are quite similar as are found on the classical Harappan

ceramic. The Tigrana site are revealed mostly the characteristic feature

of Sothi-Siswal ceramic assemblage during the Mature Harappan pe-

riod. The ceramic assemblage of Mature Harappan culture is recovered

from lot no. 20 and 21 of trench F1. The red ware (27.31%) are found in

large quantity, while dull red ware (21.47%), burnished ware (14.41%),

red shipped ware (13.60%) and black on red ware (10.38%)  are found

in usual range. A number of sherds of chocolate slip ware (2.21%), grey
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ware (0.50%), black slipped ware (0.40%) and Incised ware (0.20%) are

also occurred during the excavation.

Most of the ceramic assemblages of the Late Harappan period are

heavier and has medium to thick fabric. The dish on stands with droop-

ing rim, storage jars with beaded or collared rims, elongated neck vases

and short stand of dish on stands are more popular in this period. The

main shapes include vases, bowls, storage jar, basin, dish, bowl on stand

and dish on stand with various types of drooping, collared, flaring,

flanged and flaring oblique cut rims. The pottery of this period has

mostly geometric designs painted in black over red surface including

horizontal and vertical bands, zigzag patterns, loop designs, etc. Out of

the total ceramic assemblage 25.43 % is dull red ware which is domi-

nating ceramic industry of this period. In addition, 22.17% is red

ware,14.20% burnished red ware, 12.71% red slipped ware, 9.32% black

on red ware, 2.68% chocolate slip ware, 1.29% rusticated ware, 0.13%

grey ware, 0.12% incised ware, 0.05% perforated jar, 0.028% mud

appliqué and 0.018% reserved slip ware is found during the excavation.

A number of sherds of graffiti ware, hand-made pottery, burnished grey

ware, and buff ware are also recovered in the Late Harappan levels.

ANTIQUITIES

In additional to the ceramic assemblage, a good number of ornaments

and tools are also recovered from the site. A total number of 325 ob-

jects from all three period of Harappan culture are recovered from the

site. The local production (faience and terracotta) predominated at the

site. The faience objects are more popular and found in the form of

bangles, beads and figurine. Light blue to sky blue colour faience bangles

of various types are found having squarish, circular and rectangular

sections and heart shaped with different types of designs. The red colour

terracotta bangles were dominated however, a few examples of grey

coloured bangles are also found. The beads of terracotta, steatite,

faience and semi-precious stones have been recovered during the ex-

cavations but semi-precious stone beads are found in meagre number.

Three terracotta animal figurines, wheels, hopscotches, balls, copper

objects (arrow-head, knife and antimony-rod) and different type of stone

objects (querns, pestles, pounder and balls) are the other important

antiquities are recovered from the site. Only one specimen of bone

point and a stone weight is also found during the excavation. A muti-
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lated but decorated faience animal figurine is also an interesting find-

ing from the site.

CHRONOLOGY

The earliest cultural material of Tigrana is quite similar to Mitathal-I,

Farmana-I and Manheru-I (these sites are situated coseby to Tigrana).

The archaeologists suggest more suitable term for this period is Sothi-

Siswal phase. The chronology of this phase goes back to the range be-

tween 3200-2600 BC. The Sothi-Siswal phase can be divided into two

phases: Early Siswal (Siswal A) and Late Siswal (Siswal B) (Suraj Bhan

1975). The features of the early farming community (Hakra phase) con-

tinued in the Early Siswal phase (Siswal A), while Late Siswal (Siswal B)

represents a stage of development and expansion of this phase. There

is no doubt that the earliest cultural material of Tigrana is related to

the Late Siswal phase. In addition, two C14 dates are also available from

the Mature Harappan period of Mitathal (Mitathal-IIA) which provided

the time period 2288 BC (PRL-290) and 1961 BC (PRL-291)  (Possehl

1999:705). No any C14 dates are available from Mitathal-I period (near

about 0.75 meters deposit). Therefore, the beginning of early occupa-

tion (Sothi-Siswal phase) at the Tigrana site can be accepted near about

2800 BC (in the late stage of Sothi-Siswal phase). The stratigraphical

evidence of Tigrana site has amply shown the cultural transformation

without any break from the Early Harappan culture to Mature Harappan

culture and Late Harappan culture. During the Late Harappan period,

the site had thick cultural deposit and played an important role as re-

gional centre. Hence, the chronology of Tigrana may be assigned be-

tween C. 2800 BC to C. 1400 BC.

DISCUSSION

The first settlers at Tigrana site can be identified as the Early Harappan

people (Sothi-Siswal Phase). The evidences of the first farming com-

munity (Hakra culture) are totally absent at the site. However, the ex-

cavations of Kunal, Bhirrana, Girawad, Farmana and Khanak are show-

ing the presence of the first farming community in the region. The Sothi-

Siswal phase is the representative of the advanced village society. The

cultural phase has provided evidences of wide verities of typical ce-

ramics, miscellaneous objects including figurines, beads, bangles, wheels

and toy-carts. The proliferation of writing, weights, measures, seal and
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sealing are witness of significance of this period. During the Mature

Harappan period, the site continued to survive in the rural condition

and revealed characteristic features of Sothi-Siswal phase and elements

generally associated with Mature Harappan culture were limited in

number. However, the classical Harappan elements were also recov-

ered which include beaker, perforated jar, goblets, beaded rim vase,

nail headed rim dish and pointed base vase etc. The external trade also

seems to have declined in the Late Harappan period which resulted

into popularity of local produces. A few specimen of carnelian, lapis

lazuli and agate beads were recovered from this period. The presence

of large number of faience objects during this period indicates that this

was the most preferred material and was gradually replacing objects

made of semiprecious stones. The manufacturing activities, raw mate-

rial, finished and unfinished faience objects clearly indicate that Tigrana

site played a significant role in the manufacturing of faience objects.
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‘After the barbarians had qunqered the outlying villages the an-

cient laws and rigid organizations of Indus cities must have suf-

fered great strain. When the end came it would seem that was of

the citizens of Mohanjodaro had fled. But a group of huddled

skeletons in the one of the house and one skeleton of a woman

lying on the steps of a well suggest that a few strugglers were

over to then by the invades’-19
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A.H. Bhaskar,  The wonder that was Indian, p. 27
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(Meeting Pointh)
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“Life will always try to make things hard, but every time

  you overcome those obstacles, you become stronger".

And you made it very well. I am proud of you I salute you Haryana will

remember you  forever for this historic deed.
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RAI MUKAND DAS NARNAULI : THE DIWAN-I-

TAN OF MUGHAL EMPEROR SHAHJAHAN

The history of Haryana has gained much from recent researches of Pro-

fessor Hari Ram Gupta, Budh Prakash, O.P. Bhardwaj, Suraj Bhan K.C.

Yadav, Bal Krishan Muztar, S.R. Phogat, Sukhbeer Singh, Sadhu Ram,

H.A. Phadke, S.Y. Quraishi, K.C. Sharma, and many more, based on an

extensive and critical use of sources. The sacred bond between per-

sons and the history of a region is a reciprocal process. While working

on the sources of the history of Haryana I felt that Haryana is older

than history, older than tradition, older even than legend and looks

twice as old as all of them put together. Haryana is not the story of

bricks and stones; it is in fact a living history in itself. The glittering his-

tory of Kurukshetra, Panipat, Sonipat, Gurugram, Karnal, Kaithal, Pehwa,

Manheru, Bhiwani, Balu, Rakhigari, Banawali, Mithathal, Sugh, Asandh,

Tausayana, Rohitak, Thanesar, Rewari, Hisar, Sirsa, Safidon, Jind, Kalayat,

Suraj Kund, Ambala and Narnaul are known world widely and duly re-

ferred by historians. But scant attention has been paid to high light the

works and achievements of medieval administrators, academicians,

philanthropists and other such towering personalities who played sig-

nificant role for the betterment of the people of Haryana. Rai Mukand

Das Narnauli1 was one of them.

In this paper a modest attempt is being made to high light the works

and deeds of Rai Mukand Das Narnauli- A towering personality during

the reign of Emperor Shahjahan.
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Furthermore it is submitted that the achievements of any medieval

personality have to be seen in the context of the atmosphere of the

period, so different from modern time that it is often difficult to visual-

ize what it had been consequently a person of attainments, whether in

statecraft or in public life depended upon the patronage of Mughal

Emperors or their Subedars or Mansabdars - whose fortunes were by

themselves subject to uncertainties and generally of short duration.

The emphasis, however, was generally either on religious attainment

or philosophical attainments. The craftsmen and learned luminaries

working in the various Karkhanas and offices were seldom received due

attention. Against this general background, the 17th century stands

out in relief, different from other rulers, liberal and rational. Emperor

Shahjahan had appointed in his court the persons of eminence in the

field of statecraft, military, science, art, music, Persian language- litera-

ture and of course skilled in revenue. Noteworthy in this category from

Haryana was Rai Mukand Das Narnauli a person of very humble origin

yet a versatile genius.2

Not much is known about the early life of Mukand Das except he was

born in a Kayasth family, brought up and educated at Narnaul - a historic

city known for imparting education in the various branches of learning3 at

that time. Soon Mukand Das has developed taste for Persian learning the

then official language of Mughal Government. He studied the art of letter

writing, calligraphy, grammar and mathematics. He began his literary ca-

reer by making up Index and writing dedications. Then shifted to caravan

sarai as an accountant cum record keeper and finally picked up by Mirza

Abul Hasan Asif Khan Yamin-ud-Daula and then finally shifted to Mughal

services.4  He started his career5 from the fixed salary of Rs. two per month

and reached up to the position of Diwan-i-Tan6 a highest officer in the

department of revenue and accounts under Emperor Shah Jahan which

can only be attained by a hard worker, intelligent, honest and a prolific

Persian writer like Mukand Das Narnauli.7
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As revenue official of Mughal court Rai Mukand Das Narnauli, known

for his periodical papers and his vocabulary,8 was the champion of the

realm of letters in the Mughal court and an accepted arbiter of the

official correspondence.9 He was also known for drafting semi public

letters in the Mughal court; nothing could be more admirable then the

lucid Persian prose, perfectly simple and elegant, in which Mukand Das

Narnauli expressed his significant and subtle views about the revenue

and finance.

Besides his personal capacity, literary merit, high position and

colourful personality Rai Mukand Das appears to have been very mod-

est and unassuming scholar turned administrator under emperor

Shahjahan.10 Mukand Das was decidedly the most learned, efficient and

the best bureaucrat from Haryana region under Shahjahan.11 He com-

bined in his person the highest literary accomplishment with an

extraordinary capacity for the management and job placed under his

charge.12 He rose in prominence as an assistant Diwan of Shahjahan

during the year of 15th to 16th year of Shahjahan's reign.13 Job of

Diwan-i-Buyutat earned him name and fame.14

 

Needless to say that administration has always been regarded as a

sacred pursuit by the Great Mughals. According to Banarasi Prasad

Saxena "Shahjahan's empire was based on an elaborate system of gov-

ernment". He further opines "the Mughal government was essentially

a paper government. Every administrative detail was recorded with scru-

pulous care and minuteness, not at one place but at several places and

passed through many hands ". Considering the space and requirement

of his monumental work, on Emperor Shahjahan, he did not mention

the name of Rai Mukand Das Narnauli the famous administrator of

Shahjahan in this context. But celebrated historian Ibn Hahan listed

him in the list of Assistant Diwan, Diwan-i-Tana and Diwan-i-Buyutat
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along with the history famous Diwan Sa`dullh Khan and Raja Diyanat

Rai. Some scholars of regional15 history have also tried to acquaint us

with the architectural contribution made by Rai Mukand Das Narnauli.

In the end it is submitted that a renowned personality like Rai Mukand

Das Narnauli should be assessed in the background of his family, his

birthplace, his surroundings and the condition of the contemporary

people of Haryana, and yet he succeeded in obtaining the position of

the Diwan-i-Tan and Diwan-i-Buyutat during the reign of Emperor

Shahjahan known for Taj Mahal, Red Fort, Jama` Masjid, Takht-i-Taus

and Kohinoor, and maintained a huge army, aggressed up to Central

Asia and the plateau of Deccan as well.

Therefore it can be accepted that Rai Mukand Das Narnauli made a

great contribution which should not be ignored and be recorded in the

history of Haryana for his extra-ordinary deeds. Rai Mukand Das left a

very rich legacy as his successors16 too succeeded in making a perma-

nent mark in the history of Haryana as well as in adjoining states.
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STEPWELLS (BAOLIS) IN MEDIEVAL HARYANA

Water is essential to all forms of life, but the distribution of water over

the earth's surface is not uniform. It's harvesting, preservation and care-

ful use are of paramount importance, especially in regions where rains

are scanty. This took place the construction of these artificial water

bodies. Many of them are within the precincts, built in a time span of

15 to 19 century CE.

Water has played an important role in the development of human

civilization on earth. Water has been the main basis for development

of human cultures since antiquity. These are some basic important

sources of water for the study of different regions of India. Water is life.

No life can be imagined or conceived of without water. Therefore,

water structures have occupied a great space in people's lives. It was

precise for this reason, that our forebears attached the greatest

sanctity to the places near water. In the course of time, these places

assumed religious significance. Existence1 and harvesting of water has

been a special concern since 3rd millennium BCE; stone rubble dams,

reservoirs2, irrigating systems3, use of flood water, construction of

artificial lakes, etc. have been significant from the viewpoint of water

harvesting.4

Most of the water structures are used for a variety of ritual activi-
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ties, drinking, washing, for agriculture, and watering cattle. Stepwells

are places where people meet, rest and chat while doing their daily

everyday jobs. Water has often also been given an important and cen-

tral position in the layout of towns.5 The kings and nobles always recog-

nized its importance and built structures to make it last. It is surprising,

however, that neither in the histories of art nor in general histories do

we find adequate mention of such structures. In what follows, an effort

is being made to supply the desideratum.

An attempt has been made in this paper to discuss some aspects of

tools and techniques and structure of different water bodies and its

role in the progress of human life. The fascinating history of baolis or

stepwells from Haryana has been discussed in this paper to trace their

current use, preservation, and place in Haryanvi communities. There

are several references to stepwells in Haryana. The present research

paper highlights only the existing baolis from Haryana.

A stepwell has a vertical well and a long stepped corridor, which

leads, frequently over several storeys, from the ground level down to

the water of the well. The well shaft can still be used to simply haul up

water, but the steps also provide people direct access to the well.

Baolis are an important part of the architectural activity in India.

They clearly reflect the development of architectural styles. This unique

form of an underground well - architecture survives in the existing

monuments. It preserves and stores water, the essential requirement

of life, as long and as fresh as possible, even during the hottest summer

months6 Baolis whose construction was considered a great service to

the society are important specimens of the type. These were built be-

cause the water level was very deep in those days and out of the reach

of people.7

A baoli consists of three parts: a circular or octagonal well, from

which water is drawn up either by pur ('leather bag to take water from

a well') operated manually or by bullocks; a series of galleries or floors,

connected by flights of steps descending successively from the upper

most platform to a lower landing on which stand pillars supporting a

roof of equal breadth above.8  In Haryana, we get only two constituent

architectural parts.

Innumerable baolis are found all over Haryana. Nearly every village

and the town have at least one baoli of its own, many of them have

interesting architectural settings. In the course of recent industrial de-
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velopment or urbanization, most of the baolis have lost their inherent

function (water supply and storage) and are either deserted or in a

ruined condition due to neglect and disinterest of the people living

around. The reason for the desertion of baoli is not only the decay of

the structure itself but also often the drying up of the well due to eco-

logical changes and the rapid pumping out of water in the industrial

areas.9 The Mughal use of water buildings as pleasure quarters- enliv-

ened with textiles, flowers, lights, and perfume-spread to step ponds

by the 16th century. Many baolis were built during the late medieval

period, the tradition of which continued even up to recent times. The

descriptions of these baolis are as under:

1. PINJORE BAOLI

Pinjore town is the headquarters of the Pinjore tahsil, lying 5 km from

Kalka and 20 km from Chandigarh on the Simla road10 It is situated at

the Siwalik foothills. The ancient name of Pinjore was Panchapura as is

known from tradition and some ancient epigraphs. Pinjore has a unique

ancient baoli. It has ancient inscription affixed in the baoli. To the right

or north of the road is a beautifully pellucid spring called Dharachetra.

Once upon a time, baoli had a roof, but at present only the pillars which

supported the roof are standing. It is 35' 2" long by 25' 11" broad, and

is divided into two compartments, one for men and the other for

women. There are four pillars in the men's compartment, and two in

the partition between the two compartments and one in the women's;

there were pilasters to correspond in the walls. One of the pillars in the

men's part is flat but is turned upside down. The one in the woman's

part is fluted and is made up of two portions of pillars of different di-

ameters. On the side of a beam in the women's compartment is the

inscription which General Cunningham describes as 'in the arcade.11

Outside and inside, the walls of this baoli are full of sculptures or sculp-

tured fragments. Charles J. Rodgers mentioned about a beautiful head

obtained from this baoli.12  It is now in the Lahore Museum as it was

lying about loose. Outside the wall is a Trimurti which has on either

side of the central face, a lion's head. Over the outer right door leading

from the road is a small image of Buddha seated on a lotus. Below is a

man, with a woman feeding a child at the breast. Inside are several

small loose fragments and in the walls of the baoli are several images.

This baoli has an inscription13, General Cunningham reading of this in-
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scription is as follows:

2. PINGWAN OLD BAOLI

It is located on the eastern side of 1 km from the Pingwan on the

Punahana road14 in Mewat district. It was built in the memory of some

Mughal noble who died whilst journeying towards Kandhar. It is double

storeyed, was full of wild growth, stone, and other dust material. The

plaster of this baoli has been chipped off. This baoli is laid out in the

east-west direction, the well being in the west and the entrance being

in the east. The full length of the baoli is 21.3 m from the entrance to

the backside wall of the well. The breadth of the baoli is 7.3 m. There

are embellished with two alcoves and six niches on each side. The nest

of the weaverbird is hanging here, which is very beautiful.

3. PINGWAN SHIVA BAOLI

This baoli is situated on the eastern side of the town. It is laid out in the

east-west direction, the well being in the west and the entrance being

in the east. The baoli has four pavilions. There is only one entrance.

The stepped corridor starts from a raised platform on which a small

Shiva shrine is situated, so people call it Shiva baoli.15 It is built entirely

of stone and bricks, which are fitted together with mortar.

The pavilion-towers are plain and there are simple cells in between

the space of four pilasters. The first storey is above the ground level,

which is very simple and three storeys are under the ground level. The

first storey-pavilion has a simple doorway and two windows with
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wooden frame. There is an iron grill fixed on the chhajja. From the first

storey to the second storey there is 18 stairs. The main entrance of the

baoli is on the southern side.

The second storey has also 15 stairs. They are embellished with three

alcoves and three niches on each side. This pavilion has three gates

with a simple design. The third storey is also embellished with three

niches on each side. Though this portion bears an inscription, it is af-

fixed at such an inaccessible place and the letters have eroded so much

that it was not possible to photograph it. According to the same in-

scription, a trader had the structure repaired in 1880. At the level of

the last storey, it is full of green water. It is attached to a circular well,

which has adjusted to the shaft to pull out water from the well.

4. CHARKHI DADARI BAOLI

A baoli on the western side of the village and constructed by some Tulsi

Mohan Dass (Mohan Ram), plain type stone masonry with lime mortar

built about 250 years ago. It is laid out in the east-west direction, the

well being in the west and the entrance in the east. The full length of

the stepped corridor has 32 m and at the breadth is 5.5 m. The total

number of stairs was 44. The length of the well and haud (Khella) is 16

m the stepped corridor descend in a straight line until the water level.

The well has a diameter of 5.5 m. The well has one bracket on the south-

ern side and a stone slab covering the brackets, i.e., being the stone

remnant of an earlier water-pulling device. The inside wall is built of

large stone blocks, with rows of alternating layers. The entrance to the

stepped corridor is marked by a pavilion, which is reached by some

steps. Now the sporting framework is broken and filled with water.

The water pulling, channeling, and storage systems are still intact.

The receptacle for water at the western end of the well is connected

with a channel passing over the well itself leading the water. It is now in

neglected condition.

5. LUHARI BAOLI, JHAJJAR

Luhari is a village on the main road of the Pataudi-Jhajjar route, in Jhajjar

district. A baoli is situated about 100 meters away from the main road

and in middle of the village.16 It has a rectangular well and at the end, it

turns into circular shape from which water is drawn up by bullocks or

by manually and by flights of steps descending from the water level.
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The width of the platform is 17.5 feet. It has 46 stairs, which reach to

the water level. It seems to have been a three-storey structure. The

depth of the well is 40 feet. The Central portion of the baoli is wider

than the starting platform.

It was constructed of stone. Local people call it Mughalie or Mughali

baoli. There was an inscription on the baoli but a few years later the

inscription was destroyed during its repair work. They didn't know the

content of the inscription. The village panchayat fixed an electric tube

well in the baoli. Now, local people used it as a garbage pit. Both sides

of the baoli have six blind niches. No other literary source is available

to shed light on the date of its construction. Going by its architectural

features, this baoli seems to be of the Mughal period. It is an unpro-

tected monument. Due to the lack of maintenance and awareness

among the government agencies and people this historical baoli has

been turned into ruins.

6. SAIDU'S BAOLI, MEHAM

This baoli is situated on the southern side of the town. It is a fine and

the best-preserved specimen of stepwell architecture in this region.

The British traveler Peter Mundy praised it as "a monument of public

utility worthy of the munificence of a Roman Emperor".17 According to

an inscription it bears, it was erected by a person namely Saidu in the

year 1069 A.H. (1658-59 A.D.)18 The inscription, noted above, is engraved

on a marble tablet affixed to the northern wall of the shaft. No other

information is forthcoming about the builder of this fine baoli. Local

tradition, however, has it that he was a mace-bearer of the Emperor

Shah Jahan, the surname indicating that it belonged to the community

of traders.19

It has a broad flight of 101 stairs leading down to the water. It has

suites of rooms near the well. At the end of the flight of steps lies the

well proper, which is octagonal and forms the southern end of the struc-

ture. Subsidiary staircases in the thickness of the wall give access to the

landings while a raised chabutra with a tank on its east and west sides

marks the well on the ground level. At present, the water level is 15.2

m below the parapet. As mentioned above, the heavy rains of Septem-

ber 1995 partly destroyed it.

This brick and kankar structure descends in three stages. The first

stage, at a depth of 4.3 meters from the ground level, is reached after
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descending a flight of 16 steps. From there, an equal number of steps

lead to the second stage, 4.6 meters deeper than the first. From there

again, a flight of twelve steps descends 6.3 m deeper where there is a

wide arch built across the sidewalls to contact their inward thrust. This

archway has rectangular recesses on its sides. After descending four

steps, all the previous levels are rectangular. Adjoining the last section

is the shaft of the well. Close to the well is the place, which is said to

have housed suites of rooms.20  It is with these rooms that one can

realize the great achievement of the Mughals, which was to transform

the scorching heat of India into a cool paradise.

7. TOHANA BAOLI

Situated outside the town, in Chaukhandi muhalla, this baoli is also in

utter ruin. None of its stairs leading to the water is extant, and it, too, is

filled with garbage. Although a bit smaller in size, this baoli is similar to

the one in Kaithal. It covers an overall area measuring 60.0 by 7.4 m.

The semi-octagonal recesses in the sidewalls are 1.7 m broad and 0.8

m deep. The central opening in the first archway is 3.1 m broad and

those on the sides 1 m broad each.21

The main arch of the second archway here too has a cusped profile,

and the subsidiary stairway is also presented here and situated near

the well. The well, measuring 5.3 m in diameter, has two large sockets

near the parapet for affixing the rafters of the wheel for drawing water.

On the ground level, the well is surrounded by an octagonal platform

of 4.6 m sides. At present, the water table is merely 8.6 m below the

parapet.

Nothing whatsoever is known about the builder of the baoli or the

date of its construction; during the last century, both Hindus and Mus-

lims laid equal claim to it. Rodgers arbitrarily places its construction

during the time of the Lodi rulers (1451-1526).22  If the presence of the

cusped arch is any indication, this baoli too, like the one in Kaithal,

could not have been constructed before the reign of Shah Jahan.

8. KAITHAL BAOLI

Situated adjoining the enclosure wall of the local civil hospital, this baoli

is being used as a garbage pit with the result that none of the hundred

steps of the structure leading to the water is visible now. However, in

its pristine condition, it must have been an impressive structure so much
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so that the Archaeological Survey of India declared it a protected monu-

ment as early as in 1919.23 Some repairs to it were effected 1935-36,

but later the department seems to have lost interest. Now it does not

figure in the list of protected monuments of either the central govern-

ment or the Haryana state government.

The whole area is covered by the baoli, which measures 77.2 by 8.8

m. Arcades of semi-octagonal recesses 1.8 m broad and 1.2 m deep

relieve the monotony of the sidewalls, which are supported by two

arches thrown across them. In the first archway, 4.1 m broad four-cen-

tered arch forms the main opening, which is flanked by 1.2 m broad

arch. At the northern end of the baoli, a circular well is attached.

Besides the main flight of stairs, the baoli has one subsidiary stair-

way, descending near the second archway. Both stairways communi-

cate with a well of 6-meter diameter set at the end of the structure.

Traditionally, the baoli is associated with the name of Chhajju Mal, but

Rodgers attributes its construction to one Sandhas. Nothing is known

about either of the two persons. The use of a cusped profile for the

main opening in the second archway built across the sidewalls indi-

cates that it was built during the reign of Shah Jahan (1628-58) or later

when the cusped arch was in vogue.

9.  MIRZA ALI JAN KI BAOLI

Narnaul was an important town during the Mughal period. The admin-

istration of this nizamat was in the hands of Shah Quli Khan during

Akbar's reign. Several high ranking Muslim officials and mansabdars

used to live in the town. Among them was Mirza Ali Jan. He built a

mosque, a takht, and a baoli on the western side of the town. The baoli

is a large complex that was given the appellation of 'Mirza Ali Jan ka

takht' or the throne of 'Mirza Ali Jan.' The gateway to the baoli is very

majestic. The gateway is comprised of two big arches and double storeys.

The first storey is an arcade pavilion and the second storey is pillared,

covering an area 6.9 by 2.5 m and 11 m high structure surmounted on

it. This is in the north - southern direction. The main gate is in the north-

ern direction and the octagonal well is in the southern direction.

The flight of stairs, on either side of this baoli, leads to the first storey.

Each side has 11 stairs, which measures 1.22 m x 46 cm. x 20.3 cm. The

eastern and western sides of the gateway have two entrances gate to

access the first storey. The first storey has arcade pavilions; its pillars
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are octagonal in shape. The ceiling of the pavilion has a geometrical

design. For reaching the second storey, there are flights of steps on

both sides. There are a total 10 stairs, measuring 66 cm x 28 cm x 29

cm. At the end, there is a takht or a pillared pavilion. Each of its pillars,

measuring 0.36 m square and bearing carving in bas-relief, is made of

black stone. The rest of the complex is made of rubble. Only a merlon

design of red sandstone appears on the parapet. On the northern side

of the takht of this baoli, an appears on a red sand stone parapet of the

takht. It is in the Persian language and records the name of Akbar. The

inscription is as follows:

 

“The baoli was constructed by Mirza Ali Jan, in the reign of Emperor

Akbar; in the governorship of Shah Quli Khan.”

On the northern side of the main gateway, there is a beautiful

jharokha, which is decorated with brackets. The second inscription,

which is in Persian language, affixed below the jharokha, is very much

eroded24, could not be photographed, though it was published 1923 in

a Risala -i-Hind, from Delhi. The text of the inscription is as follows:

 

'Like this pleasant spectacle, which deserves praise ……………God be

pleased on Ali Jan and his father. This building (baoli) is established by

him. That each person will pray for their well-being, they will be benefit-

ted from God. When I searched the date then wisdom said 'it is unique a

building'- 966 AH (14 October 1558 AD)'.
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This inscription clearly shows that it was constructed by Mirza Ali

Zan in the reign of emperor Akbar and governorship of Shah Quli Khan.

At front of the gateway of the baoli is an octagonal tank, 3 m on

each side, 1.3 m deep, with a fountain at the center. Between the gate-

way and the fountain, there are 10 stairs measuring 3 m x 41 cm and 20

cm. Both sides of the stairs have waterfall system. From here extends a

small garden, covering an area of 44.4 by 12.1 m; all that survives of

this garden are two water-chutes, formed by receding layers of stone.

Both sides of the baoli have a water-channel (nali), which are joined to

the main channel and the western part of a Persian wheel.

There was a rectangular reservoir in the baoli. We can see only 16

stairs descending into the reservoir measuring 5.3 m x 46 cm. x 28 cm.

Both sides of the flight of stairs leading to the water are arcaded pavil-

ions, made of rubble. At the southern end, there was an octagonal well

3 m on each side. Water flowed into the tank (haud) through a Persian

wheel and channel, which were 11.5 cm deep and 15 cm wide. This

water channel was used for watering the garden.

10. POLYTECHNIC BAOLI, NARNAUL

 It is located on the northern side of the Jal Mahal and on the southern

side of Narnaul city. Literary sources are silent about this baoli. It is

situated within built in the residential compound of Polytechnic col-

lege.25 It derives its name from its connection with the college.

In the 16th and 17th centuries, Narnaul was the headquarters of

the Muslim kings. This baoli is laid out in the east-west direction, with

the well in the west and the entrance in the east. The architectural

structure is very simple. The stepped corridor stands on a raised plat-

form, which is 2 feet above the ground level. The total length of the

monument is 93 feet without the well. The construction of the stepped

corridor tapers as it goes downwards and also lengthwise.

The first portion's length is 45.11, which starts from the platform.

The main gate is a double storeyed.26 The lower portion of the main

gate has cusped arch and arches on the other sides are plain. The top

portion of the main gate is plain arch but both side arches are the

cusped.27 This baoli has three storeys, two storeys are under the ground

level and one storey is above ground level. Above ground, the storey

has a western side gate and eastern side has a pavilion. The second

storey has a three-sided pavilion. It also has cusped arches and the
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third storey has a well but no pavilion. The well has an octagonal shape.

On the western side, steps have been made. Architectural style may

have appears to be that of the 17th century. On the eastern side of the

well, Persian wheel shaft has been adjusted. The depth of the well on

the third storey is 19.7 m. It was made with stone, lime mortar, and

chuna. It seems that the density of the area was very high.

11. SIROHI-BAHALI

Sirohi Bahali village is located in Narnaul Tehsil of Mahendragarh dis-

trict in Haryana. It is situated 20 km away from sub-district headquar-

ter Narnaul and 4 km from Nangal Chaudhary. It has a unique baoli,

constructed during the medieval period by some landlord but contem-

porary chronicles are silent about the historicity of this baoli. It seems

that it was constructed from the inspiration of Gujarat baoli. One side

is made of wall attached well and other three sides are going to stairs.

It was made of stone slabs and Chhuna. Villagers use this baoli for bath-

ing and washing clothes.

12. MUKANDPURA BAOLI

Several high officials and mansabdars used to live in the town. Among

them was Rai Mukand Das, after that Mukandpura village named. He

served as Shah Jahan's superintendent of grants. His multi-storied man-

sion is a rare example of nobleman's house in Narnaul. He built a three

storey baoli and chhatri in his native village. The gateway to the baoli is

very majestic like Mirza Ali Zan ki baoli. This gateway is like a big arch in

the center, either side of the central gateway situated a small arch gate-

way. The first & the second stories are of arcade pavilion. This is in the

north - south direction. The main gate is in the north direction and the

octagonal well is in the south direction.

The flight of stairs, either side of this baoli, leads to the first storey.

The eastern and the western sides of the gateway have two entrances

gate to go to the first storey. The first storey has arcade pavilions. The

ceiling of the pavilion has the ladao. For the second storey, there are

flights of steps on both sides. At the terrace, there are four square

chapters on every corner of the baoli. Each of its pillars is of red sand

stone. The rest of the complex is made of rubble. Each side has a chhajja

for decoration purpose supported by brackets. Merlons design appears

on the parapet.
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13. NAGPURION KI BAOLI, NARNAUL

Another baoli is situated adjoining the inn and near the Mirza Ali Jan ki

baoli. Local people call it Nagpurion ki baoli. It was made by some

Nagpurion trader (Seth) for travelers and public use.28 It is now lying

unused and abandoned. But the structure of this baoli is in a good state

of preservation. It has not been declared a protected monument by

the state's Department of Archaeology.

In terms of the architectural style, it seems to be the 18th century

structure. It has three portions. The first portion has the main gate and

a stepped platform. The width of this baoli is 19.3 feet. The platform of

the baoli is 7.6 feet wide. The first portion of this baoli is 47.3 feet in

length. The second portion of this baoli has the main portal on which

was erected resting pavilion with engrailed arches. The length of this

portion is 19.8 feet. The third portion has a pavilion, which 6.1 feet

wide. The length of this pavilion is 27.9 feet. This portion has been

attached with reservoirs.

The reservoirs have been covered with the three-sided walls on which

are small decorated alcoves. The alcove is attached with the well. The

well is circular. The total number of stairs is 48, 16 in each portion. The

stairs measure 4.5 m. x 43 cm. x 23 cm. Persian wheel shafts have been

fixed on the well. It seems that Persian wheel was used in this baoli. On

the eastern side of the well, are two minarets with small decorated

domes. This baoli was built with stone, lime mortar.

The second portion of the main portal has floral designs for beauti-

fication. An inscription is affixed at such an inaccessible place and the

letters have eroded so much that it was not possible to get readable

photographs. Thus nothing could be known about the builder and the

date of the baoli.

14. BHAKHARI  BAOLI, NARNAUL

Bhakhari is a village on the bank of Kasaati river and 12 km to the west

of Narnaul on the Singhana road. Near the west side of the bank river,

the local villagers excavated this baoli in August 2007.29 It was con-

structed entirely with stone and chunna. The well is kunda shaped. It is

29 feet deep. It seems to be double storeyed. The first portion has 7

stairs, the second portion has 9 stairs and the last portion has 6 stairs.

It is 26 feet long. The steps descended to the water level. The type is of
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ordinary construction. It seems to be of later Mughal period.

15.  MAHENDERGARH BAOLI

Mahendergarh is district headquarter in Haryana. Before 1857 mutiny

its name was Kanaud. After the first war of independence, its name

was changed to Mahendergarh after Mahender Singh, son of the Ma-

haraja of Patiala. The Maharaja of Patiala made a Gurudwara and a

baoli on the eastern side of the Mahendergarh town.30 This baoli is laid

out in the north-south direction, the entrance being at the northern

and the well at the southern end. On the western side of the baoli,

there is a small Gurudwara and on the eastern side, there is a residen-

tial quarter of the caretaker of Gurudwara.

The baoli has three pavilions. There is only one entrance. The stepped

corridor starts from a raised platform on which small rooms are situ-

ated on the both sides. The baoli is built entirely of large stones, which

is fitted together with mortar. This technique of using mortar is a rather

late phenomenon.

The entrance platform of the baoli is 12.9 feet wide between the

pilasters. The breadth of the baoli is 28.8 feet. The first portion of the

baoli has 25 stairs and the second portion has 31 stairs, which are 23

feet width. The length of the first and second portion of the baoli is 84

feet. After 13.2 feet width, passages cross the baoli on which residen-

tial people use this to come in the Gurudwara. Its simple arched gate is

very beautiful. The ceiling of this gateway is decorated with floral pat-

terns. Both sides of this gateway have cusped arched recesses sunk

into the walls for decoration.

Inverted lotus medallions ornamented the spandrels. A regular zig-

zag pattern of straight lines generally disposed horizontally on the gate-

way. On this gateway, there is a resort palace, which has three gates

with engrailed arches, which was used in the 17th century. A plane

chhajja was built to protect from arid heat. This was a cool and fresh

retreat for the kings in the hot season. Under this corridor are 7 stairs.

At the end of the southern portion there is a circular well. On the right

side of the wall of the baoli, a lion is made from the mortar. It shows

interest in wildlife animal and the power of the royalty.

16. HODAL BAOLIS

Hodal town is located on 32 miles to the south-east of Sohna and on

the Delhi-Agra main route. Here an old baoli is situated in the main
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bazaar of the town which local people use it as a garbage pit; it is to-

tally covered by shops and lies in an abandoned and crumbling state. It

has lost its real importance and people don't know its value. The baoli

proper is preceded by a lofty gateway, measuring 11 square metres.

One four-centered archway pierces each of its sides. From there de-

scends a 5 m broad flight of stairs, now in ruins. After descending a

distance of about 50 m, one comes across the well. The sidewall of the

baoli has rows of semi-octagonal recesses but there is no archway across

the wall. Except the gateway, which is a brick structure, the rest is made

of rubble.31

The British traveler William Finch who passed through the town in

1611 A.D., mentioned "a fair fountain (i.e., well), three stories and one

hundred steps."32 The reference is, most probably, to the baoli. But he

situated it near the entrances of the sarai.

17. KASHIRAM'S BAOLI, HODAL

There is a second baoli situated outside the Hodal town.33  It is situated

1.5 km to the north of the town, as mentioned in the Rodger's report.

Kashi Ram Chaudhary of Hodal, who was connected with Suraj Mal of

Bharatpur by marriage, built this baoli in the fourth decade of the 18th

century.34 It was made of stone and lime mortar. Local stone was used

in constructing this baoli. The plaster of the baoli has been totally

chipped off. It has a flight of 36 stairs. It is very simple in design and is in

good condition. Local people use it only for exercise.

18. FARRUKH NAGAR BAOLI

The so-called baoli of Ghaus Ali Shah in Farrukh Nagar, situated to the

south of the town, is quite different from others. Strictly speaking, this

structure is very significant and unique.35

The nucleus of the monument is formed by an octagonal tank 7.25

m on each side, with a well in the centre, which guarantees a constant

flow of fresh water. The tank is encircled with a 0.9 m broad parapet

from where three sets of double flights of steps lead to the water level.

A 2.4 m wide corridor, opening in the tank through three cusped arches

on each side, runs around the tank.

The second tier is also connected to a 40 feet long tunnel, which has

an opening across the fortified wall towards the town. From the out-

side, access is a through a long sloping passage under a double-storey
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structure and below the road. This road leads to Jhajjar town, 26 km

away. A flight of steps on the outside reaches the upper storey from

where one can also reach the corridor directly by descending stairs built

in the thickness of the wall.

The large gateway forming part of the monument was originally one

of the entrances to this formerly fortified town. The construction of

this baoli is traditionally attributed to the Jat Raja Suraj Mal of Bharatpur

who occupied the town in 1757 CE, for a few years36 Official documents

disclose that the baoli was cleaned in 1861 CE during a famine. The

Archaeological Survey of India is responsible for its maintenance. The

tank was cleaned out about a century later, in 1861.37 With the intro-

duction of easier methods of water supply and protection from heat,

the basic purpose of this baoli has vanished.

19. MANDIR BAOLI, THANESAR

The baoli is situated behind the Hanuman temple. Local people call it

Mandir baoli or Parvati Mandir baoli in Thanesar town. It is located 200

m north of the Shaikh Chehli's tomb. There is no inscription which can

tell the date of construction, but it seems to have been built in the

Mughal period.38

It has two portions. The first portion is 4.9 m the long and 2.65 m

wide. It has 8 stairs. The second portion is 3.63 m the long and 2.25 m

wide. It has 6 stairs. This portion has a main portal with jack arch and is

1.4 m broad. It joins a circular well, which is 3.40 m in circumference. It

is made of Lakhori bricks and plastered with lime mortar. It is a very

small structure and simple in design. It is an unprotected monument.

CONCLUSION

Most of these baolis were erected during the Mughal period. Unfortu-

nately, neglect has reduced them to mere ruins. Although only Meham

baoli has been declared protected monument by the ASI and Mirza Ali

Jan baoli has been declared protected by the Haryana Archaeological

and Museum Department, rest of the baolis are unprotected and in

bad shape. Some of them are utterly ruined. Tohana baoli is used as a

garbage pit. Modern developments have neglected this expertise. Hence

the concept of constructing baoli has been thrown into oblivion. How-

ever, in remote areas, such structures are still relevant to public needs.

All of them cry for better care and preservation.
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CASTE SYSTEM IN HARYANA REGION

DURING LATER MUGHAL PERIOD

Haryana is one of the smallest states of the Indian Union carved out as

an independent political entity from the erstwhile Punjab state in 1966.

Though small in size, the region now forming the Haryana state, his-

torically, had been in focus through the ages due to its geo-politically

strategic location and cultural importance.1 The region remained a ren-

dezvous of diverse races, cultures and faiths and contributed immensely

to the Indian civilization.2

One of the cornerstones of the civilization of India, the civilization

which is an ancient as that of Egypt, is the institution of caste.3 The

caste holds a prominent place in the economy of Indian life, and has

been the distinguishing mark of the civilization of India since the dawn

of history. The whole basis of the diversity of caste is the diversity of

occupations and professions. Castes were also created on the basis of

colonies or areas denoting their origin like Haryanvi, Punjabi, Kashmiri,

Bengali, Purbi, etc. Similarly, there are caste classifications were also

based on trade and art like Darzis, Lohars, Kumhars, Mallahs, Nais, Fa-

kirs, Telis, Banias, Sonars.4 With the passage of time, castes were cre-

ated with these classes and now there are nearly three thousand castes

and sub-castes in India.5 The present study is related to the caste sys-

tem in Haryana during the later Mughal period and will also present a

historical perspective of the caste system in the region.
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OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A indicated earlier, this research paper is devoted to the discussion of

caste system in Haryana during the late Mughal period. For writing a

research paper, a set of methodological issues needs to be resolved

and to set up research methodology is a way to systematically solve the

research problem. Methodology broadly includes the research designs

and the methods employed for collecting records, material and infor-

mation. The research design adopted for the present research paper is

of a composite nature: mixing descriptive and explorative designs. Most

of the social researchers (including historical) come under the compos-

ite category of design. The facts narrated in the paper are based on

documentary evidence and gleaned from different sources like books,

journals, reports, government records, district gazetteers, etc. The re-

search paper then on the basis of this wealth of data carried out the

analysis depicting the caste system in Haryana region during the later

Mughal period.

ANALYSIS

Before we give an account of castes in Haryana region, it is appropriate

to briefly adumbrate the evolution of caste system from a historical

perspective. Obviously, caste system did not come to originate all of a

sudden. It is a result of a long-drawn process of social evolution. A num-

ber of factors played their part in the development of caste system.

The genesis of caste formation in Haryana and elsewhere in India can

be traced in Varna (colour) first used in Vedic Indian society. The four

Varnas : the Brahmins, the Kshatriyas, the Vaishyas and the Shudras in

which the society was initially classified in Vedic age further got strati-

fied in numerous Jatis (castes and subcastes) due to religious ethnol-

ogy, racial admixture, geographical expansion, diversification of crafts

and new locations. Thuus, emergence of caste system can be seen as

the result of ever evolving social reality. The caste system in medieval

and present time, having its ancient origin, was transformed by rulers

during Mughal Empires and the British Raj. Notably, British segregated

India further by caste classification and made it more rigid. And after

attaining independence, Indian government formulated a caste-based

reservation policy which again is heredity-based and not changeable.

This policy paradoxically hardened the caste system and kept it alive till

the present day.
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For the sake of analysis, we now proceed to give an account of castes

within three major religions in Haryana, Hindu, Muslim and Sikh.

(i) THE HINDU CASTES

There are numerous prominent castes in the Hindu religion. Brahmans

- the priestly castes, occupy an important place in the social hierarchy

of Haryana as anywhere else. These castes are divided into five main

groups: The Gaurs, Saraswats, Khandelwals, Dhimas and Chaurasias.

According to their belief, the Brahmans came to originally from Bengal.

The Saraswats were, however, the original settlers in the region com-

ing from the Saraswati valley. In the earlier age, they were of high rank,

but since the medieval times, they have been treated apparently be-

low the Gaurs - who until recently neither ate, drank nor intermarried

with them. The Kandelwals and Dhimas, who probably immigrated from

Rajasthan in the early medieval times, are ranked a little below the

Gaurs and Saraswats. Chaurasias were so named as they received a gift

of chaurasi (84) villages for assisting the Janamejaya's holocaust of

snakes. The Brahmans of all three groups further have hundreds of

gotras such as Bhardwaja, Vashistha, Parashara, Sandalya, Gautama,

etc. Brahmans in Haryana settled in all villages working as purohitas

and also adopted agriculture and other professions. They were held in

high esteem on all socio-religious occasions. There are also other sub-

castes of Brahmans like Vyasa, Gujrati and Dakuts.6 Dakuts claim to

have come from Agroha in Hisar. Now their number has dwindled. Tyagis

are also another such caste concentrated in Karnal and Kurukshetra

districts. According to one view, they are probably the oldest inhabit-

ants of the upper Yamuna Khadar.7

Next to the Brahmans, in the order of social hierarchy, come the

Banias. They are divided into three main sub-castes: Agarwals, Oswals

and Maheswaris. All the three claim their origin from Rajasthan and

perhaps migrated from there in the early medieval times. Like the Brah-

mans, the Banias also lived in almost every village and town in Haryana,

controlling business, trade and banking. They are mostly well-off and

command respect in the society.8

Jats, Rajputs, Chauhans and Ahirs - the peasant castes had the third

position in the social hierarchy. Sources reveal that the Jats constituted

a sizeable population of Haryana during the period of our study. The

question of the origin of Jats9 is a matter of intense debate among the
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scholars. According to one view, they are the descendents of Indian

Aryans. Jat tribes' name is mentioned in the scholarly work of Col. Tod

like that of Geeta, yuti and yetha of the oxur region.10 Sir H. Risley de-

clared that the Jats were the true representatives of the Vedic Aryans.

He states that they are mostly tall, their complexion fair, eyes dark, hair

on face plentiful, head more narrow and prominent but not very long.

And if appearance goes for anything, the Jats could not but be Ary-

ans.11 They are hospitable and rescue those found in distress. In the

hour of misfortune, after the fearful wreck of the magnificent Maratha

army at Panipat, Jats welcomed the fleeing soldiers and provided medi-

cine, clothes and food for their relief.12 They were concentrated in

Sonepat, Rohtak, Jind, Hisar, Sirsa and Bhiwani. According to the 1881

census, Jats constituted 33 per cent, 26 percent and 25.3 per cent of

the total population in Rohtak, Sirsa and Hisar districts respectively.13

They divided themselves in clans, khaps and gotras. Malik, Dahiya,

Sangwan, Dalals are the main gotras of Jats. The Jats are a bold peas-

antry accustomed to handling the ploughshare and wielding the sword

with equal readiness and success, second to none in industry and cour-

age. They were mainly agriculturists and warriors. In the social hierar-

chy, they occupied the same position as other cultivating castes such as

Ahirs, Gujars, Rajputs and Rors.14 They eat and smoke with all these

castes on all occasions without discrimination and reservation.

Ahirs15 (Yadavs), the next important caste, were concentrated in the

region around Rewari and Narnaul. Their number was negligible in rest

of Haryana. We cannot say for certain when the Ahirs settled in Haryana.

Tall, wiry and smart, the Ahirs make first rate agriculturists. They are all

Hindus and chiefly worship Lord Krishna. Their birth, death and mar-

riage ceremonies resemble those of the Jats, Gujars and Rors. Like Ahirs,

Gujars16 also constituted an important segment of population around

the Aravali hills in the south and the Shivaliks in the north. They had

been lovers of free living and hence always revolted against the rulers

of Delhi. Gujars have four main sub-castes -  Rawals, Chhokars, Chauhans

and Kabsans. They are of the same social standing as the Jats, Ahirs,

Rors, etc., all eating and drinking together without any inhibition. An

old proverb says: 'The Jat, Gujar, Ahir and Gola are all four hail fellows,

well met.17

Rajputs were scattered throughout the state. Their popular sub-

castes are Tanwars, Chauhans and Mandhars. Rajputs occupied an im-
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portant position in Haryana during both early and late Mughal periods.

They made first rate soldiers and ruled Haryana in the early medieval

times. The other important peasant castes are Rors and Sainis. Rors are

settled in Kurukshetra, Karnal and Kaithal, where they now have 84

villages. The Rors are good farmers and stand on the same social foot-

ing as the Jats, Ahirs, Rajputs and Gujars.18 The artisanal castes namely,

Shudars, Barhis, Lohars and Kumhars occupied the next position in the

caste hierarchy forming the lowest ranking caste among the Hindus.

Shudars also came to have a large number of castes in the period of our

study. The process which led to the multiplication of Shudra caste was

the transformation of craftsmen into castes and the absorption of tribal

people in the mainstream due to agrarian expansion. This period, to

some extent, was a transitional period in terms of population. Anyway,

the Shudra was not at all a homogeneous caste but a vast heteroge-

neous community comprised of the majority of agricultural labourers,

servants, weavers, menial workers and attendants. Shudras groaned

under the pressure of social tyranny and were reduced to the status of

untouchables during the period under review.

(II) THE MUSLIM CASTES

Islam does not allow casteism but it was there in actual practice.19 The

Muslim society, broadly speaking, is stratified into castes20: Ashrafs

(higher castes) and Ajlafs (lower castes). The Ashrafs are the Sayeds,

Sheikhs, Mughals, Pathans and Rajputs. The Ajlas comprise the rest. As

pointed out, the Sayeds occupy the highest place in the society. Be-

sides being priests, the Sayeds possessed land and did farming, although

they did not become experts in this occupation. Sheikhs in Haryana

mostly came from Arabia. Mughals, during the period under review

were overwhelmingly in army and other services though some did take

to agriculture also. They made good soldiers and policemen.21 The

Pathans were scattered all over the region during the Sultanate period.

Their number, however, was not large in Haryana. The Rajputs were

scattered all over the region but more so in Sirsa and Hisar. They were

like the Meos of today. They celebrated many Hindu festivals, like Holi,

Diwali, Janamashtmi and Dushehra. The Ranghars were also an impor-

tant caste of the region in the medieval period. They were Rajputs,

who had embraced Islam during the early medieval times. They lived in

large villages in the districts of Rohtak, Hisar and Karnal. Poor and needy,
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they took to anti-social activities almost everywhere.22 The Muslim

Gujars were settled in the low lying lands along the Yamuna in Haryana.

They took to cattle grazing.

The Meos were an important caste, settled in the present districts

of Faridabad and Gurgaon. The tract where they lived is known as

Mewat. Meos are a happy combination of Hinduism and Islam. Their

village deities are the same as those of Hindus. On the day of Amavasya,

Meos, Jats, Ahirs, Gujars, etc., desist from labour and also keep the

bullocks free from work. The Meos are further divided into gotras, which

are 52 in number.23 Their main occupation has been agriculture. Re-

cently, the Haryana Government in order to give due importance to

Mewatis, carved out a new district, namely Mewat, in Haryana with

Nuh as its headquarters.

(III) THE SIKH CASTES

The Sikhs were next to Muslims who came to Haryana in the beginning

of eighteenth century. They settled in Ambala, Kurukshetra, Panipat

and Karnal. Sikhism, like Isalam, does not accept caste divisions, but

there existed such divisions in practice. A greater population of Sikhs in

the upper parts, who were involved in agriculture, are termed as Jat

Sikhs. There are some Gujars, Kambojs and Sainis, too, who are also

peasants like Jats. Sikhs in towns and cities were Khatries and Aroras

are other sub-castes. The artisanal castes - the Kumhars, Lohars,

Tarkhans, and Darzis were also found in small numbers. Besides, there

were Majhabi Sikhs of lower castes called Chamars, Chhimbas, Julahas,

and Ramdasias.

(IV) THE CASTES IN OTHER RELIGIONS

Besides the above mentioned castes in different religions, there were

the Jainis and the Buddhists also. Jains were generally well-off. In social

practices, they do not differ much from the Hindu Banias. There are a

few villages of Jat Jains around Jind and are engaged in agriculture. The

Buddists and the Christians lived in the region mostly in towns and cit-

ies. Like Hindus, they were also divided into a number of castes. It is

clear from the above description that the Haryana's society was divided

into a number of castes and sub-castes in the medieval period just as it

is in the present.

Besides, the society was also divided into several distinctive classes,
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cutting across caste affiliations. There were three well-defined classes:

the upper, middle and lower. A number of rajas, feudal, nawabs and

jagirdars formed the first class; their professional servants formed the

middle class; and the rest were lower classes. After some time, espe-

cially after the advent of the British in Haryana (1803), the situation

slightly changed. The village people serving in the colonial army im-

proved their financial position through savings and inams and thus they

pushed themselves up from the lower classes to the middle ones.24

IMPACT OF CASTE SYSTEM

The positive as well as negative effects of caste system upon the social

and economic life in Haryana are too many. Caste had some advan-

tages. It tied together men of the same class; it promoted education,

cleanliness, and was a check in certain directions on moral conduct.

The caste system had evil effects as well. In fact, advantages were far

more than counter balanced by its pernicious effects. It produced divi-

sions in the society, made honest manual labour contemptible in the

region, brought about a physical degeneration by restricting marriage

within narrow circles; checked internal and external commerce; was a

source of conservation in everything; and suppressed the development

of indivisibility and independence of character.25 Further, the system

helped in breeding other evils customs such as early marriage; allowed

opportunity for intellectual and spiritual development only to a limited

few; denied opportunities to the majority of the lower classes, and con-

sequently made the country under foreign slavery by first enslaving

the people to the most abject Brahmanical tyranny.26 It was hardly sur-

prisingly, therefore, that one of the basic principles of all the progres-

sive social movements in the region during the period was to fight the

caste system.

As we see, the rigid caste system served as a brake on economic

development to the extent it hampered horizontal flexibility. But the

Mughal administration appeared to be neutral in respect of caste mo-

nopolies of occupations. There remained some possibilities of adjust-

ment also within the caste system. Tailors for example, could take up

the profession of dyers. However the fundamentals did not change.

It would be interesting at this stage to juxtapose the present caste

system to the one prevailed during later Mughal period in the state of

Haryana. Over the years, the caste bound system began to change due
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to the social and economic compulsions and the emergence of various

social reformers like Swami Dayanand, Jyotiba Phule, Mahatma Gandhi,

Ambedkar et al. Arya Samaj having its influence in Haryana played a

progressive role and advocated social equality and denounced untouch-

ability and caste-rigidities. Caste system was seen as a divisive factor

'weakening the bonds of humanity' and deterring the growth of na-

tional consciousness. Several measures and programmes undertaken

by the central and state governments since independence had a salu-

tary effect in breaking the caste rigidities and improving the lot of de-

pressed classes in Haryana. Abolition of Zamindari System, country's

partition in 1947,  legislation against untouchability casteism and

bonded labour (begar), incentive for intercaste marriages, entitlement

of public resources given to low castes, etc. are some of these efforts.

Besides, the penetration of market forces, urbanization, breaking of

joint family system, more interaction among youths, mobility, improved

means of communication, spread of education, new technology like TV

and mobile, need for two income families, women work-force and glo-

bal influence, all taken together, are changing the heredity-based caste

system in Haryana.

But it must also be admitted simultaneously that several govern-

ment policies including caste-based reservation, and caste-based poli-

tics, particularly at the time of election where caste identities become

the most effective rallying point for economic and political rights are

serious barriers making the caste system more hardened. The Jats' agi-

tation in Haryana in February 2016 was the fall out of this policy. Gujars

in Rajasthan, Patidars in Gujarat have demonstrated widespread an-

guish and are on the threshold of restless future. This requires redressal.

Caste based reservation and politics need to be re-looked.

CONCLUSION

On the basis of the analysis carried out in the research paper we arrive

at some following inescapable conclusions. Caste system in the region

occupied an important place in the economic and social life of the people

during later Mughal period. People of the Haryana region were classi-

fied into various castes and subcastes of Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, Jainis

and Buddhists. Caste system had both positive and negative effects on

the social and economic fabric of the society. In later Mughal period

the caste system was much rigid as the lower castes prevented from
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aspiring to climb higher and social and economic progress was restricted.

But in present day Haryana there is no such bar. The caste system in

Haryana though is under transformation and mellowed down but some

rigidity and deformities, as were found in later Mughal period, still ex-

ist. And there is no sign of caste system losing its grip in the near future.

It is alive and kicking.
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PERSIAN ARCHITECTURAL INFLUENCE ON MEDI-

EVAL HARYANA:  A STUDY OF ARCHES AND DOMES

Indo-Islamic architecture combines Central Asian, Persian and Indian

architectural and decorative elements which mingled together when

Islam reached different parts of Hindustan. The fusion produced differ-

ent type arts, crafts, painting, architecture, etc. Haryana also witnessed

the development of Indo-Islamic architecture during the periods of Delhi

Sultanate and Mughal imperial rule. Before elucidating the arches and

domes of the medieval architecture of Haryana, it is important to throw

a light on the Haryana region.

The Pehova inscriptions of the Pratihara king, Mahendrapal-I indi-

cate that Tomars ruled over the Haryana country  from their capital

Dhilika, presently known as Delhi.  It means that the Haryana region

existed during that period.  As per historical evidence gleaned from

different sources, Haryana was so named due to various reasons. It has

been referred to as ‘Haritanaka’ or ‘Haritaryanaka’ in the Bijolia in-

scription  dated to 1169 CE.  According to the Palam-Baoli inscription

from the time of Balban, 1290 CE, Hariyanaka was ruled by Tomars.

There is an inscription in Delhi Museum which says, ‘There is a region

called Haryana like a heaven on earth.'  Keeping all this evidence in

view, it is confirmed that the Haryana region is very old.

A visitor can enjoy visiting the monuments when historical back-

ground and the meaning of different architectural and decorative ele-
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ments are clear and understandable.    There are various architectural

and decorative elements, to name a few:

i) Arch and spandrel

ii) Squinch

iii) Drum, Dome/Double Dome and Finial

iv) Mihrab

v) Mimbar

vi) Stalactite (muqarnas)

vii) Arabesque

viii) Chevron (zigzag )

ix) Inverted Lotus

x) Six-cornered Star (Star of David)

xi) Calligraphy

xii) Geometrical patterns

In this paper, an effort is made to explain the development of arch,

drum and dome which are considered as characteristic features of Is-

lamic architecture all over the world.

When Islam reached Hindustan, it brought its basic architectural el-

ements which were very important for the construction of building such

as mosques, tombs or madarsas.  The prevailing architectural elements

in India at that time were pillar, lintel and corbelled dome, in the three

elements that constituted the 'trabeate system' which were replaced

by the 'arcuate system' characterised by arches, drum, dome, high plat-

forms for constructing mosques, tombs, etc. Squinches, stalactite

(muqarnas in Arabic), high iwan, chevron decorative pattern are Per-

sian elements, which hand high platform, high drum (neck of dome)

with bulbous dome atop, chaharbagh pattern, etc., are the Central Asian

elements.

ARCHES

There are two types of arches, viz. the 'corbelled arch' which was

adopted during the early period of Delhi Sultanate period in Delhi and

other parts of Hindustan, and 'true arch' which was for the first time

used in the tomb of Balban near Mehrauli, Delhi.

Corbelled arch was created by chiselling the blocks of stones in the

form of arch and setting each block on the other reducing upward. Fol-

lowing are some examples of corbelled arches.
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Corbelled Ach -Ogee shape             Arch with engrailed design

True arch has a key-stone in the centre of its top and then bricks/

blocks of stone are set one by one coming down upto the top of the

piers of arch on its each side.  The key-stone is very important since it

bears the weight of the superstructure of the building and this weight

transferred on its both sides is known as lateral thrust.

                    

True Arch with key stone            Arches with sinking design of a mosque

After the arches of different designs were built, they were covered

with thick plaster creating different designs, e.g. engrailed, trefoil, ogee,

sinking and simple aches.

DRUM AND DOME

The transitional phase for creating drum and dome on the top of the

building is a very unique feature. The upper four corners of a square

room are converted into an octagonal form by keeping a device at its

corners known as squinch (Fig. A and B) and again each corner of the

octagonal form is multiplied further by using squinches till it becomes

round.  Then from the bottom of the terrace, drum (may be octagonal,

sixteen/ thirty-two sided or even rounded shape) is created and its top

is covered with domes of various shapes, i.e., semi-circular, hemi-spheri-

cal, pyramidal or bulbous. During the Sultanate period, most of the

domes were hemi-spherical or pyramidal. During the Mughal period it
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became bulbous or onion-shaped. The culmination of this development

can be observed at Taj Mahal, Agra.

            

Fig.A                                 Fig. B

Following are the various types of domes adopted in Sultanate and

Mughal periods in different parts of the country (Fig. C, D and Pl. E) :

        

     Fig. C : Semi-circular Dome            Fig. D: Hemispherical Dome

Plate E:  Double Dome

In the monuments of Haryana, we can see the corbelled and true

arches with different designs (covered with plaster). In some monu-

ments, we can observe double or triple arches known as sinking arches
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inward where outer the arch is engrailed but the inners ones are simple

arches or lintels. The purpose of this paper is to educate the visitors

about the architectural and decorative elements of Islamic architec-

ture so that they can enjoy the building in a better way.

Following are some pictures of the mosques and tombs of Haryana

showing these features, i.e., arches and drums/domes, structures, plat-

forms, etc., which clearly highlight the Central Asian, Persian and Indo-

Islamic elements.

  

a. Lat Ki Masjid, Hisar                  b. Pranpir Padshah Tomb, Hisar

               

c. Mosque, Jhajjar                                  d. Hafij Jamala Tomb, Panipat

           

e. Shah Kuli Khan Tomb, Narnaul         f. Tomb of Ibrahim Khan Sur, Narnaul
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ARYA GURUKULS AND CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE IN

HARYANA : A STUDY OF GURUKUL BHAINSWAL

Haryana has a unique cultural heritage and every socio-economic

change of this region has been greatly influenced by Haryanvi culture

and traditions. Establishment of Gurukul Kurukshetra (1912), Gurukul

Matindu (1914), Gurukul Jhajjar (1915), Gurukul Bhainswal (1920) etc.

presented the perfect example of cultural upliftment and social mobil-

ity of this region. Here, I present, a short study of Gurukul Bhainswal

from its foundation to Indian independence.

Gurukul Bhainswal was founded on 15 March, 1920 by Bhagat Phool

Singh (1884-1942) a Jat peasant of Malik Khap of Mahra village in

Rohtak.1 Bhagat Phool Singh was patwari but after his contact with

Panipat Arya Samaj, he resigned the service. He became an Arya

Parcharak and strongly criticised the Brahmanical dominance of tradi-

tional educational system. Here is important that, from very first of

20th century, the efforts were made, particularly in Jat community, to

establish their social status and identity in colonial South-East Punjab.2

So, Bhagat Phool Singh's concern was a great example of social mobil-

ity of Jat community.

Bhagat Phool Singh presented education as a sound weapon against

exploitation and oppression. Once, during his visit to Gurukul Kangri,

he listen an Updeshak, who commented that the Jats were Shudras, for

they ate rotten (basi) food and had thus no right to read the Vedas.3

Bhagat Phool Singh had decided to face such type of misinterpretation
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and recognized the importance of education particularly for Jat peas-

ants. He decided to open a Gurukul and for this purpose he donated his

land. Swami Shardhanand had supported Bhagat Phool Singh in estab-

lishing a Gurukul. Even the surrounding villages of Malik Khap-Bhainswal,

Katva, Rewara, Amawali were donated generously for Gurukul.4 Ulti-

mately Gurukul was founded near Bhainshwal village. Addressing the

peoples at inauguration function of Gurukul Bhainswal Swami

Sharddhanand stated that:

"In Haryana the people and the Jats in particular are Aryas by

birth and therefore this land is designated as the Aryabhumi. Here

men stay away from mas (flesh), madira (alcohol). The courage I

have seen in you is difficult to find anywhere else. I assure you

that this will be the land of Arya leaders."

In this way Swami Sharddhanand legitimized the claim of Jats to be

Aryas. According to Nonica Datta, the establishments of Arya Gurukul

in South-East Punjab were the efforts to develop the new rural Arya

men who would face cultural transgression and challenge of colonial

modernity.6 So, Arya Samaj became a platform for Jats of South-East

Punjab for making of their social and religious identity.

With the direction of Bhagat Phool Singh, the management com-

mittee of Gurukul Bhainswal had decided to give cheapest free educa-

tion. 30 students were enrolled in the Gurukul up to 1922 and in the

first annual function Rs. 20,000/- were donated by the people.7 Pandit

Yudhishtra Vidyalankar, a graduate form Gurukul Kangri, was appointed

Acharya in 1923 for better organization and development of the

Gurukul. Pandit Yudhishtra later known as Swami Vartanand after his

Sanyasasharm found some faults in the curriculum and education sys-

tem of Gurukul Kangri. He felt that the instructions imparted by Gurukul

Kangri were not completely according to Swami Dayanand's ideology.

So in 1924 the management of Gurukul Bhainswal had decided that

the curriculum and educational system will be according to ideology of

Swami Dayanand, which was given in Satyarth Prakash.8 Up to June,

1924, this Gurukul was a branch of Gurukul Kangri and known as Shakha

Gurukul Bhainswal, but now this Gurukul ended its affiliation to Gurukul

Kangri and got autonomous status.9 Now it was named Gurukul

Vidypeeth Haryana, a free and independent institution with own cur-

riculum and educational system.  Another reason behind adoption of
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new and changed curriculum from that of Gurukul Kangri was that, the

supporters of Gurukul Bhainswal were felt that the curriculum of

Gurukul Kangri reflected the racial superiority and dominance of Punjabi

Hindus, who consider the Jats as an inferior caste.11 This type of ideol-

ogy gained particularly in 1920 and 1930 when the efforts were made

to establish a cultural superiority and new type of Jat identity in colo-

nial South-East Punjab.12 This was the reason that mostly Gurukuls of

colonial South-East Punjab or modern Haryana region had not any af-

filiation with Gurukul Kangri. These Gurukuls were named Arsha

Gurukuls which functioned independently and developed their own

curriculum strictly according to the ideology of Swami Dayanand

Saraswati.

Under the direction of Acharya Yudhishtra Arshpathvidhi was started.

Arshpathvidhi meant that Anarsha Granth (the books not written by

the Rishis (Seer) were not to be taught and this characteristic distin-

guished it from the Gurukul Kangri Pathvidhi. Classical works, such as

those of Kalidasa, were banned for their ashlila (vulgar) description of

women.13 In the curriculum of Gurukul Bhainswal, just a single text was

read at a time in the following order: Six Vedang-Siksha, Viyakaran,

Nirukta, Chanda, Jyotish and Kalpa. After that six school of Vedic Indian

philosophy- Puravamimansha, Vaiseshika, Nayaya, Yoga, Samkhya and

Vedanta. After philosophical study there was study of ten Upnishad-

Ish, kena, Katha, Prasana, Mundaka, Mandukaya, Aitareya,Taittriya,

Chandayoga and Brihdaranyaka. In last they recommended the study

of four Veda with their Brahmans- Aitareya Brahman with Rig-Veda,

Satapatha Brahmans with Yajur-Veda, Sama Brahmans with Sama Veda

and Gopatha Brahman with Atharva- Veda and all four Upa Veda-

Ayurveda, Dhanur-veda, Gandharva-veda and Artha-veda.

Besides this Vedic study, Acharya Yudhishtra was also emphasised

on Vrattabhyas (fasting and continence) a way of life to counter

Asabhyata (Vulgarity) and ajitendriyta (passion).15 Acharya Yudhishtra

claimed that textual knowledge was not enough. For this reason, he

did not encourage a reading culture and this Gurukul did not publish

any magazine till 1962.16 While publishing of magazine and news were

the chief characteristics of other contemporary Gurukuls. This was the

rejection of the Gurukul Kangri traditions where the text and its read-

ing was a central part of the curriculum and instruction. Acharya
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Yudhishtra blamed that Gurukul Kangri was not followed the real path,

shown by Swami Dayanand. Up to 1930, Gurukul Kangri adopted in some

way, Colonial and Western models. Even the curriculum, the structure

of classes and the creation of a University section were modeled on

Western lines.

So, in Gurukul Bhainswal emphasis was given on Vrattabhyas which

was divided into three parts: Vartarambh Varg, DharmangVarg, and

Yoga Sadhan Varg. The first Vartarambh Varg emphasized

bahryapavitrata (purity of the body), satsangati (good company),

aghyapalan (obedience), saralata (simplicity), anushasitjeevan (disci-

plined life), sahanshilta (tolerance), niyamitbhojan (controlled diet)

nirbhayata (courage), nirlobhta (unselfishness), dvanvdasahan (ability

to tolerate opposites), satyabhashan (truthfulness) and performance

of sandhya-havan. In Dharmang Varg, much emphasis was given on

dhriti (firmness), kshama (forgiveness), dam (self-control), asteya (not

to steal), shauch (purity), indriyanigraha (restraint of sense organs),

buddhi and vidhya (wisdom and education).18 In Yoga Sadhna Varg, yam

and niyam were emphasised. So, the concept of Varttabhyas means

the overall development of personality with staunch Arya theory of

Swami Dayanand Saraswati.

In Gurukul Bhainswal, educational system was divided into four stages

according to the educational ideology of Swami Dayanand. These stages

were - Samanaya Vidyalya (first three classes), Vedanga Vidyalya (fourth

to eleventh year of study), Upanga Vidyalya (Twelfth and thirteenth

year) and in last Veda Vidyalya (fourteenth to sixteenth year).19 In this

educational system Brahmachari would master a complete Vedic Shiksha

by the time of sixteen years of their study. In the Samanya Vidyalya the

child was taught basic in Vedic Mantras (shanty path, havan, sandhya).

In the Vedang Vidyalya, on this stage the curriculum was different from

Gurukul Kangri. Besides six Vedang, a new subject Vedic Shiksha was

introduced, including Panch Mahayajnavidhi20 (five daily sacrifices),

Sanskarvidhi (sacraments), Aryabhinav and Satyarth Prakash. These all

subjects enable the Brahmachari to learn grammar and Nirukta with

Swami Dayanand's teachings.21 In the Upanga Vidyalya the Brahmachari

studied six schools of Indian philosophy-Purva-Mimansa, Veshashik,

Nyaya, Yoga, Sankhya and Vedant with compulsory study of Rig-

Vedadibhashyabhoomika a commentary on the Rig-Veda written by
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Swami Dayanand. In the Veda Vidyalya, Brahmachari studied at least

one Veda of his choice with Brahmans Granth to understand the Veda

mantra. For further study, the student could enter in the Ayurveda

Mahavidyalya (to learn Charak, Surushat along with modern medical

system), Gandharva Mahavidyalya (three years course of music), Shilp

Mahavidyalya (artisanry for six years) and Samikshak Mahavidyalya

(comparative study of Veda and literature of other religions like Qurani

(Muslim), Purani (Puranic) Kirani (Christian) and Jain texts.22

But it is great irony that this Arshapathvidhi was even not adopted

by Gurukul Bhainswal in practical. Until 1936, this curriculum was imple-

mented just up to sixth class. It was extended to the fourteenth class

from 1938 but with some change. In these changes, English was intro-

duced from seventh to twelfth class. This course of English was similar

to the course of the Punjab University for 10th standard. Now, the sub-

jects of Science and Humanities were also introduced in Vidyalaya

Vibhag.23

There was strict and fix daily routine (nityakarm) in which a

Brahmachari rose at 4 a.m. and performed his daily early chores by

going to the toilet (shauch), exercise and meditation (dand-dhyan), bath-

ing (snan) and offering prayers. After this he memorised Panini's

Ashtadhyayi (grammar), washed the utensils and prepared himself for

the Gurukul. Then he joined the morning-assembly prayers, and then

attended the class until mid-day. After lunch and rest for one hour, he

would go back to his class. After school, he mowed the garden and

cleaned the rooms. Physical exercise, including wrestling, hatha yoga

and Pranayams were next on the timetable. This was followed by a

bath Sandhya in the evening, and a fifteen minute walk. Later the

Brahmachari memorised the shloka, mantras and the lessons of the

day. At night, he slept on the left side to avoid 'undesirable dreams'

which were likely to harmful for his brain. For this purpose, langot (loin-

cloth) was knotted at the back.24

Like the strict daily routine, Brahmachari were also followed the rule

and regulations for diet and dress in same way. Their diet was strictly

vegetarian, consisted of grains, milk and Ghee (purified butter), Spices

and oils were banned. Milk and ghee conserved the semen and this

was the first priority for Bhrahmacharis. Grain and ghee were produced

with in the Gurukul, because Gurukul had 200 beegha land and a
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Gaushala of 100 cows.25 In this way Gurukul was self-sufficient and

produced a new class, in the form of Brahmacharis, who contributed in

creating new social and cultural identity.26 On the name of dress

Brahmacharis were wore a langot, Jarsee and Khadau. Langot was a

kind of celibacy belt made from hand-woven cotton. The purpose of

using the langot was to conserve the semen and check sexual lust and

desires.27

In Gurukul Bhainswal, sports and physical exercise had great impor-

tance in daily routine. The popular sports were yogasan, kabaddi, wres-

tling and various jumps. The training for the use of bhala (spear), talwar

(swored), lathi (staff) and mudgar (dumb-bell) was also given. In 1934,

kushti (wrestling) was banned because; they think that it involved sparsh

(touching), which could be made in the Brahmachari sexual desires and

homosexuality.28

The system of Gurukul Bhainswal depended on gurushishyaparampra

(teacher-student tradition). Acharya had very respected place in this

system and all students were treated as their own sons. Brahmacharis

were also followed sincerely the directions of their Guru's. Celibacy

was the central theme of whole educational system. This theme also

reflected in Swami Dayanand's ideology that, the seclusion of women

was necessary for the mental advancement of students and the

preservation of their reproductive capacity.29 According to this

ideology sexuality was the prime cause of moral degradation of

society. To prevent this, it was decided that the education would be

given in separate institutions of boys and girls. No body of opposite sex

could enter in respective institution.30 Gurukul Bhainswal had adopted

the same concept.

With above mentioned curriculum and unique educational system

Gurukul Bhainswal acquired special status and became most popular

institution of Gurukul tradition in Colonial South-East Punjab region. In

1930, there were 700 students, in which most of the students belonged

to surrounding rural Jat families. Up to 1940, this Gurukul became popu-

lar among other castes of this region and students were also came from

lower castes as Teli, Nai, khati, Gujjar and dalit families.31 In 1932, after

the thirteen years of its establishment, three students became gradu-

ates. 15000 peoples attended its first convocation function in which

Vidhyavaridhi degree was awarded.32 This convocation function of

Gurukul Bhainswal became golden opportunity for Chaudhary Chhotu
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Ram to consolidate his links with the Jat community. He addressed par-

ticularly the youth and said:

"The rural people have been backward in education and are ser-

vile because of social evils and convention. If you free yourself

from this disease, then the labour of Bhagat Phool Singh will be

rewarded."33

Bhagat Phool Singh, the founder of Gurukul Bhainswal had the same

ideas. He felt that the sanataks from his Gurukul would act as Gurus,

Vaids (doctors), purohits (priest) and make a new path for the develop-

ment of rural society. He therefore, opposed college degrees that were

just for naukari (employment) not for social service and welfare. Thus

the Gurukul educated Jats began performing Vedic rites during various

social ceremonies and became parcharakas and bhajnis to propagate

the Vedic traditions.33 In this way, Gurukul educational system became

great challenge to Western type institution like D. A. V. Schools and

Colleges which borrowed colonial educational setup. This is also pointed

out by Nonica Datta:

"Thus isolated from the urban-educated man in gestures, man-

ners, speech and style, the Gurukul Arya offered a pointed chal-

lenge to the Western and indigenous notions of citizenry in Colo-

nial Punjab."35

By the efforts of Bhagat Phool Singh and his followers Gurukul

Bhainswal also became the centre of social transition and political

mobilisation. In 1920 and 1930 some drastic changes were developed

throughout India and in Northern India new type of political conscious-

ness developed during First World War and in the phase of extremist

nationalism. In Punjab region Congress and NauJawan Bharat Sabha

mobilised the rural agrarian protest. As an alternative of Congress,

Unionist Party was formed in 1923 in Punjab region and this party rep-

resenting the cross-communal alliance between the Hindu Jats and

Muslim rural interests.36 In such a context, the Gurukul Bhainswal and

its leaders were linked to Zamindar League, the field organisation of

the Unionist Party, to promote a new moral and cultural identity, par-

ticularly in rural South-East Punjab.37

Bhagat Phool Singh's thrust for social development made Gurukul

Bhainswal a centre of social welfare activities. Several panchayats were
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organised on various social issues. In these panchayats Gurukul sup-

porters criticised the harmful and bad rituals and practices like dowry,

alcoholism and wasteful expenditure on various social ceremonies.

Women emancipation was the prime concern of Bhagat Phool Singh.

He emphasised on women education and for this he established a Kanya

Gurukul at Khanpur near the Bhainswal village.38 This type of social

agenda made a new type of political consciousness which later became

the strong political background and support of Chaudhary Chhotu Ram

and other Jat leaders. In the 1930 and 1940, Chhotu Ram regularly at-

tended the Gurukul Bhainswal's anniversaries. During his visits to

Gurukul Bhainswal, his local political allies arranged large public meet-

ings for him.39 This support of Gurukul leaders to political leaders like

Chhotu Ram enabled them to establish their political hegemony in the

Punjab Legislative Council elections held in 1926.40

After 1930, Gurukul Bhainswal involved in campaign of Hindu reviv-

alism of Arya Samaj. Four Jathas (band) were sent in 1939 for Hyderabad

Satyagraha. Bhagat Phool Singh acted as the president of Satyagrahi

Samiti of Rohtak.41 Later, the participation of Bhagat Phool Singh in

Shuddhi campaign caused tension between Muslims and Jats in this

region. This tension became more serious when Bhagat Phool Singh

was murdered by a fanatic Muslim (Ranghar) in Gurukul Khanpur on 14

August 1942.42

After Bhagat Phool Singh, Gurukul Bhainswal lost its unique and au-

tonomous educational system and status. By the 1950 Gurukul

Bhainswal adopted the pathvidhi of Gurukul Kangri and introduced the

Vidyadhikari examination (matriculation). There after the students ap-

peared for the Shastri examination conducted by Punjab University.43

By 1976, Gurukul Bhainswal had 400 Beegha of land, 500 students, and

a hundred cows in the Gaushalas.44
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BRITISH AGRARIAN TECHNOLOGY AND POLICIES IN

HARYANA IN THE 19th CENTURY

The present paper endeavours to focus on the usage of new technol-

ogy and devices of the British Agrarian Policy in Haryana region. The

British provided a new turn to the history of agriculture in Haryana. It

was an age of political stability after a long time, but new activities for

development of agriculture were also considered in the interest of

Britishers. The British shown their keen attention towards the agricul-

turists and the agricultural status as they were empowered in Haryana

region. New agricultural instruments, technology, seed varieties hav-

ing better production, some new crops and improved irrigation system

were employed by them.

Haryana is located in the northwest part of the country adjoining

Delhi between 27°3' to 31° North latitude and 74°5' to 77°6' East longi-

tude geographically, it is bounded by the Shiwalik Hills in the North,

the Aravali Hills in the South, Yamuna river in the East and the Thar-

desert in the West. The approximately the height of topography ranges

from 700 to 900 feet above sea-level. Sirsa, Hisar, Bhiwani, Rewari and

Mahenderagarh districts of the state are an integral part of the Thar

desert.1 Uttar Pradesh surrounds it in the East, Punjab in the West,

Himachal Pradesh in the North and Rajasthan in the South. The non

perennial river Ghaggar bounded to the West of the state.2 The Mon-

soon brings rainfall in Haryana from the east and South East. A proverb

is popular among the people of Haryana, "East wind brings rain". The
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winter rains in January are insignificant in amount but affected the pros-

pects of the spring crops in the South-Western districts which are suf-

fered periodically from meager rain.3 The wells were used for irriga-

tion, is limited. There was a shortage of sub-soil water in maximum

areas of Southern Haryana and the water level was considered to be

approximately about 25 feet.4

Daulat Rao Scindia5 held the Treaty of Sirji-Arnjangaon with the Brit-

ish on 30 December 1803 and as a result, the Haryana region came

under the British East India Company's territory.6 The administration

was placed under the Resident after 1809 and C.T. Metcalfe was ap-

pointed the Resident-Commissioner of Delhi in May 1811. The Haryana

region was tagged with the Delhi Residency due to its adjoining situa-

tion and geographical condition. Frequent transformation in the agri-

cultural policy during 1819-1833 A.D after the departure of Metcalfe

from Delhi.7 Civil administration was given to a Commissioner in 1819

and it was divided into three divisions, where the assistance of the com-

missioner administered. Civil administration was again exercised under

the Resident in 1825, but a bifurcation again became necessary in 1829

and carried on up to 1833. The British territory's in India was divided

into two parts, i.e. Bengal and North West Province have Agra as its

headquarters. It comprised six divisions, one of them is the Delhi divi-

sion, comprising of the six districts i.e. Panipat, Hisar, Gurgaon, Rohtak

and Delhi, each under a District Magistrate cum- Collector.8

As the Haryana had been the part of the British territory since 1803

but the Punjab was annexed in 1849 and Haryana region was sepa-

rated from the regulation districts and joined to the Punjab under the

administration of Sir John Lawrance in February 1858 through the Gov-

ernment of India Act 1858 as the administration of this region was taken

directly under the British Crown.9 A Chief Commissioner was appointed

in the Punjab who was assisted by a Financial Commissioner and Secre-

taries to organize the administrative arrangements under the crown;

three upper Secretaries, a Registrar and a Mir Munshi assisted the Rev-

enue Secretaries. The administration was exercised by a Division Of-

ficer, assisted by an Administrator for the maintenance of Peace, Health,

and Education Officers, and assisted by a Tehsildar at the local levels

and there were the Lambardars, Patwaris and Chowkidars in the vil-

lages.10 The British organized this region under two heads as assigned
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territory under direct rule and the territory given to the "feudal"11  which

was by the side of the Yamuna and lay 60 km in the North and 60 km in

the South from Delhi. It comprised Panipat, Samalkha, Ganaur, Hawely

Palam, and Sonipat in the North and Palwal, Nuh, Nagina, Hathin,

Ferozpur-Jhirka Bhada (big), Tapu Kada, Sohna and the parganahs of

Rewari in the South. The British got two benefits from this system, the

friendship of the 'feudals' was maintained and a buffer state was origi-

nated between British territories and those of the Sikhs as well as the

Rajput rulers in Rajasthan.12

Haryana possessed a sustainable agricultural development that was

based on the strategic region and the wisdom of its people, who faced

calamities such as droughts, famines and other difficulties. Agriculture

was the basic means livelihood for the people of the Haryana and land

revenue was the main source of income of the British. The British rul-

ers took keen interest towards the agriculture as soon as they got power

in this region.The agriculture in Haryana was changeable, asymmetri-

cal, uneven, unpredictable and had no definite pattern because of

unfavourable geographical conditions.The British Agrarian policy was

not uniform in the provinces of India and it was changed by the time as

well as specific regions. It was transformed by a combination of chang-

ing as well as conflicting proportions of greed for collecting more rev-

enues, producing recurrent tendencies towards over-assessment and

desire to encourage agricultural production for export. Administrative

convenience and changing ideological assumptions also played a vital

role to retain their political allies.13

The European Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions during the 17th

and 18th century, which also affected Haryana region like other parts

of India during the British reign and new instruments in the field of

agriculture, technology, seed varieties for production as well as some

new harvests were introduced in this region. With the expansion of

trade and commerce, improved irrigation system, transport and com-

munication system, agriculture in the Haryana region was also benefit-

ted. English as a medium of education was introduced in India by the

British which helped to develop European science and technology in

Haryana as well as in India.The Britishers laid stress on the cultivation

of wheat, cotton and sugarcane which were Colonial interests and meant

to be exported to the British markets and this process, known as the
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commercialization of agriculture which was also beneficial to some ex-

tent to the farmers of Haryana region.14 In fact, agriculturists became

poorer than before and got alienated from their small landholdings

permanently as well as some of them became share-croppers as it oc-

curred due to their adverse policies like the heavy, regular and untimely

demand of land revenue, its changed mode of payment from kind of

cash, increased cash demand for growing commercial crops and vari-

ous water-cesses.

The Britishers emphasized on agricultural technology, cultivation

used in preparing the soil, sowing, raising and managing the crops, keep-

ing the animals and marketing of crops. As farming was the main occu-

pation of the majority of the people Haryana as well as the main source

of income of the Britishers in the Haryana region. Thus, it became main

areas which determined the agrarian policies of the British and the eco-

nomic transformation of the region depended on the agricultural revo-

lution. Therefore, the Britishers opened the way for the introduction of

western science and technology in the field of agriculture as it was al-

most becoming stagnation and obsolescence and the agricultural imple-

ments in use, the quality of seeds, livestock, the system of crop rota-

tion, marketing of crops were out dated.

British Government laid keen attention towards the introduction of

technological innovations in the agriculture sector of the Punjab in-

cluding Haryana region after the annexation of Punjab in 1849. The

Punjab Agri-Horticultural Society was set up in 1851 which was an im-

portant step to implement their agricultural policy, having most of the

Europeans as its members under the Presidentship of Henry Lawrence.

The main aim of the Punjab Agri-Horticultural Society was to improve

in the field of the agriculture, floriculture and horticulture of Punjab

including Haryana region during 1851-71 which gave a direction for

policies to be adopted for the development of agriculture in the

region15 though it failed to achieve its prime aim. Horticulture involves

four areas i.e. Pomology (fruit culture), Olericulture (vegetable culture)

Floriculture (culture of ornamental crops) and Post Harvest Technology

management of produce after harvest that was one of the major com-

ponents of the national economy which was encouraged by the

Britishers. It encompasses a wide range of crops i.e. fruit crops, veg-

etable crops, potato and tuber crops, ornamental crops, medicinal and
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aromatic crops, spices and plantation crops.

The British Government employed some new techniques of cultiva-

tion such as better rotation of crops, better varieties of seeds, use of

manure and control of crop diseases. The peasants were advised not to

follow the crops of the same type of crops and encouraged such type

of crops which collected nitrogen with their roots were included in the

rotation as well as green manuring was also encouraged. The British

Government promoted the latest implements for greater agricultural

production as well as emphasized on irrigation and development of

separate rotations of crops for the different categories of land. Three

methods were employed to control the crop diseases i.e.(1) diseases

resistant varieties were popularised. (2) the farmers were educated for

preparation of soil, watering and manuring at the proper time and ap-

propriate scheme of rotation and (3) chemical and biological methods

were employed to control the disease spreading bacteria and pests that

destroyed the crops. Hence the British agricultural policy encouraged

agricultural technology from traditional to scientific methods of agri-

culture.16 The British Government set up Agricultural Department, which

had many experimental farms on which the research work in connec-

tion with the testing of the relative merits of crops, seed varieties, evo-

lution and testing of new experiments as several improved desi variet-

ies were also evolved beside new cotton varieties by the Department

of Agriculture. Desi cotton was mostly grown in Haryana region, which

was a useful white flowered variety known as Hansi cotton was also

evolved.17 Assist was still more profitable in inadequate water supply

region to grow desi cotton than Americans and the department contin-

ued to supply selected desi seeds to those who required them.18

The British Government's  experimentation and research exhibited

some positive impact were seen in the cultivation of vegetables as im-

proved varieties of potatoes were tested in the hills and plains. Scotch

varieties were known for higher production i.e. Factor, Admiral, King,

Edward, Talisman and Scott were the most important. Improved and

disease resistant varieties of vegetables i.e. cauliflower, peas, radish,

tomatoes, carrots, onions, chilies etc., were also grown due to the en-

couragement of the Britishers.19 The department of agriculture was in-

volved experiments and research on agriculture farms with a view to

invent the new methods of farming and improved implements for the
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peasants and latest implements were employed in agricultural activi-

ties. The production of iron equipment i.e. ploughs, horse and hand

hoes, harrows, drills, reapers, threshers, winnowers, fodder cutters, cane

crushers and Persian wheels was increased which led to the mechani-

zation of agriculture in Haryana region20 and these equipment were

cheap, light and portable, easy to make and to repair though there was

a scope for improvement.21 The hoes and harrows were some types of

implements which intended for stirring the soil after first ploughing,

breaking the surface after rain, covering small seed after sowing and

inter-culturing the crops.22 The British recommended several kinds of

horse, bullock and hand hoes to the peasants and they recommended

for the imported hoes, the international planet junior horse hoe and

American machinery for making ridges for the cultivation of vegetables,

sugarcane and cotton.23

Immediate construction of canals was considered as almost of po-

litical a matter when the Punjab was annexed by the Britishers in 1849.

The policymakers focused on expansion and maintenance of canals

during the year 1849-50 and Colonel Napier, the civil engineer was de-

puted with a team of engineers under Lieutenant Dyas to investigate

scientifically irrigation system in this region.24 The development of irri-

gation system in Haryana region at a rather moderate palce in the lat-

ter half of the nineteenth century, but it progressed rapidly at the end

of the century. The British constructed the Western Jamuna Perennial

Canal opened in 1820 and reconstructed in 1873, for irrigation in the

districts of Karnal, Delhi, Hissar and parts of Ambala.25 John Lawrence

emphasized for construction of roads and canals and assured the Brit-

ish Government to collect more tenfold revenue. The British Govern-

ment also improved the Western Jamuna Canal26 to irrigate the land of

Ambala, Karnal, Hisar, Rohtak and Delhi districts of the Punjab and parts

of the native states of Patiala and Jind.27 A report was submitted by

Punjab Government to the Government of India in March 1870 with a

proposal for additions to the existing canal i.e. one running to the West-

ward into the Sirsa district and the other to the Southward into Jhajjar

district. The Government endorsed this report in September 1871 and

the sanction of the Secretary of State was also received for the pursu-

ance of this project in January 1872.28 Tajewala in Ambala district which

was located in 30° 17' N and 77° 37' E, about 1½ miles from the point

where the river emerged from lower hills was the head of the canal.29
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Sirsa branch was the largest branch of the canal which ran 138 miles

irrigating the Haryana region between Indri and Sirsa30 This branch bi-

furcated into the Hansi and New Delhi branch after 31 miles from the

Tajewala and had a length of 47 miles and 74 miles. 343 miles was the total

length of the main canal and branches of distributaries was 1,797 miles,

drainage cuts 757 miles and of escapes 76 miles. The total irrigated area by

the Western Yamuna canal was 564.125 acres in 1900-01.31

Thus we may conclude that the evolution of new technology and

modern devices of British agrarian policy in Haryana region resulted in

positive response from the people. Several new agricultural types of

equipment and machinery were imported which were modified accord-

ing to peasants requirements and the suggestions from the agricultural

department. The people of Haryana region responded well to the re-

formative British policies which were aimed at improvement in agricul-

tural production.32
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THE FIRST WORLD WAR IN FOLK

SONGS OF HARYANA

Haryana has been rich in ballads, stories, poetry and folk songs related

to the Army and the War. This paper specially focuses on folk songs of

the region pertaining to World War I (1914-18). The aim is twofold -

first, to identify the folk songs in the region relating to the subject, and

second, to assess and analyse their value as a source to construct a

narrative as well as their impact on different aspects of peoples' lives.

INTRODUCTION

The First World War fought between 1914 and 1918, was an event of

far-reaching consequences.  It was fought between Allied countries (UK,

France, Russia and USA) and Central Powers (Austria, Germany, Bul-

garia) and in a way encompassed the whole world. India being a part of

the British Empire actively participated in the War and contributed over

1.4 million soldiers. Indian soldiers fought in the battlefields of France,

Belgium, Aden, East Africa, Gallipoili, Egypt, Mesopotamia, Palestine,

Persia, Salonika, Russia etc. and over 74,000 of them did not return

home. Indian Army earned more than 9,200 decorations including 11

Victoria Crosses for gallantry.1

Haryana, predominantly an agrarian region, was then a part of Punjab

province. Against the Indian average of one in thirty-two men, Haryana

contributed one in seven men of recruitable age to the Army. District

Rohtak provided the highest number of manpower and was followed
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by district Gurgaon. Jat, Ahir, Rajput, Gujar, Guar Brahmin and Ranghar

Muslims were the main enlisted classes from the region. In total, more

than one hundred thousand Haryanavis served in the Indian Army dur-

ing World War-I.2

The region (Haryana) has been rich in folklore- ballads, stories, po-

etry and folk songs. Of these, folk songs are particularly popular in both

men and women. Amongst the men, generally professional 'folk sing-

ers' called sangis [folk dramatists] and bhajanis, commanded wide re-

spect among the people. The common Haryanavi men too sang the

folk songs on occasions. However, the major contributions to the pre-

cious genre of the folk song were undoubtedly the women. They could

be seen singing melodies in ceremonies and festivals and even while

churning the milk and harvesting the fields. Indeed these songs were

an expression of their feelings. Besides entertainment, these songs ex-

pressed their joy, chivalry, love, emotion, suffering, and pain.

Earlier to War, most of the folk songs were related to weddings, sea-

sons, ceremonies, festivals and rituals though some were related to

military service and wars. As more and more Haryanavis started joining

Army during World War-I, the folk songs got a military orientation. This

paper seeks to explore these war-related folk songs of Haryana.

FOLK SONGS RELATED TO RECRUITMENT

Many folk songs related to military service were composed during the

War period. Indeed British authorities' also realized the importance of

these songs. They knew that people of the region were hardly literate

and no other medium of publicity could be as effective as the folk songs,

the genre which was very popular in the region. The folk songs could

disseminate their message speedily and widely among the common

people. The British thus thought to utilize folk songs to encourage the

youth of the region to join the army.3 The recruiting jalsas (meetings)

accordingly started with a recruiting song exhorting young men to join

the army. The following song illustrates:4

George Pancham Badshah hamara Bhagwan

Hind ke chhoro bharti ho lo aaj

Bhaiyon jaldi bharti ho lo

Raja ka kaam sanwaron…

The War started in August 1914 but the demand of manpower was
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not very high initially and the recruitment continued as a routine mili-

tary affair. In early 1917 with growing British involvement in

Mesopotamia, the demand for recruits from India rose rapidly. The ex-

isting recruitment system could not cope up with the increasing de-

mand.5 Sir Michael O' Dwyer, Lt. Governor of Punjab, came to rescue

and the recruiting business was shifted to the civil authorities. The re-

cruitment thus became a major concern of the civil authorities.6 They

resorted to posters, speeches, verses and folk songs to attract young

men.

As the effort could not cope up with the increasing demand, the

British enlisted the services of the famous folk singers of the area.

Folksingers thus came to play a role in the recruitment drive. Deep

Chand, a popular folk dramatist (sangi) and singer, stood tall among all.

People in thousands walked miles in the night to witness his show. One

of his folk songs describes the merits of military service.7

Bharti ho le re, tere bahar khada Rangroot

Ade mile taine tute littar, aude mile full boot

Ade mile taine fate chithade, aude milen suit …

The youth of the region were then struggling hard for livelihood.

The song refers to the poor economic condition of people and exhorts

the youth that military service would provide them a healthy diet, good

clothing, and respectable living. It also impressed upon the youth that

military life would change their outlook and disposition. It is said that

when Deep Chand used to recite this song, many young boys lined up

for recruiting even during his performances in the night. His song be-

came so popular that young men could be heard singing it in the streets

and houses.8 The officials connected with the recruiting campaign ad-

mitted that the song made enlistment attractive in the countryside.9

Interestingly, this folk song was sung in Punjabi in the Punjabi speaking

area of the Province.10

The impact of folk songs was so deep that it rendered some young

men crazy, so much so that a young man galloped away on his horse

and joined the colours. His wife reacted the incident in a song.11

Aare re Ghode ki sawari tez

Balam Ambale ja pahuncha

Aare darkhat ke Ghoda bandh

Hey who bharti ho gaya …
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Another young man who craved to get enlisted in the cavalry did not

own a horse as required under the silladari system. What did he do? He

stealthily took the gold necklace (galsari) of his wife and sold it to pur-

chase a horse thus paving his way to cavalry. When Sepoy's wife learned

about it she felt cheated and expressed her anguish as follows:12

Hey mere gal ki galsari bech

Pati ne Ghoda le liya

Hey vo door gaya baiman

Jaya Ambala ja pahuncha …

 These songs show how crazy the youth of the area was for the Army.

But a very important question whether the hopes for good food, cloth,

and respect which took them to colours were actually realized. Many

of the young boys who went to war faced traumatic experience. Some

became the cannon fodder. These simple boys were engaged in battles

against well equipped and well-trained enemy. Rations were difficult

to reach most of the war fronts and sometimes they had to survive on

weeds grown around their trenches.13 Many were buried in nameless

graves.

 Then what did these robust soldiers have to fight with? Only, moral

courage and will to fight. The spirit touched the rural folks back home.

In one of the folk songs, a woman pleads with her husband to join the

army and show everyone, as others were doing, that you are also a

true warrior. Go and fight the enemy and bring fame to your parents.

Face the bullets fearlessly by baring your chest, oh my husband gets

enlisted.14

Piaya bharati hole, Pat jya chhatarapan ka tol

German me jake ladiye, apane ma-bapa ka naam kariye

topan kea age adiye, apani chhati ne de khol…

These soft words of wives made steeling impact on the husbands.

Take the example of 6th Jat Light Infantry (composed of men from

Haryana region). The regiment reached Marseilles on 12 Oct 1914 as

part of Indian Expeditionary Force (Dehradun Brigade). The Battalion

remained around the Western Front for about nine months. The sepoys

had a very tough time there. The cold, rain and the worse paucity of

clothing and ration made their lives miserable. Also, they were not ad-

equately armed. The enemy was armed to teeth and was native to the
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region. However, despite these odds and heavy casualties, 6thJat stood

its ground. The battles continued for weeks to bargain even a single

inch of ground.  A sepoy wrote to his village Beri, Rohtak "The Jat Regi-

ment has won renown, and people say that the Jats are a very brave

race. They have done well."15 Brig Gen C.W. Jacob corroborates- "The

Battalion had very hard time during Oct, Nov and Dec 1914. Fighting

hard with hardly any rest, it has kept its good name. Its losses have

been very heavy and there is very little of the 6 Jats left, but it went

through everything with credit, and never gave away. Never once it

was forced back. In all its attacks against overwhelming odds and deci-

mating machine gun fire it did more than it was thought a human be-

ing was capable of."16 The battalion fetched 57 gallantry awards includ-

ing Military Cross (MC), Indian Order of Merit (IOM) and Indian Distin-

guished Service Medal (IDSM) for bravery.17 The Battalion was also

awarded the battles honour for gallantry.

SONGS OF SEPARATION AND SUFFERINGS

The news of heavy losses suffered by the 6th Jat reached Haryana. The

people particularly women felt depressed. The following folk song de-

picts the situation figuratively:18

German ne gola mara, ja foota amber main

Garad te sipahi bhaje, roti chhod lanagr me

Un biran ka ke jeena, jinake balam chhe number me …

The song relates to German bombardment, the plight of the sol-

diers and the bleak future of widows. In another folk song, both British

and Germany are equally blamed for waging war and killing innocent

people:19

Laden German Angrez

Kho mhare se

Koye samjhao na!

The song's last line is very meaningful- why do not wise people coun-

sel them not to play the death game! However, there are also folk songs

which cursed Germans for death and destruction. This was because of

British war propaganda that went on the full pitch in those days.20

German tera jaiyo satyanash, aaj na tadake

Tune mare birane lal, jahaj bhar bhar ke

German tera jaiyo satyanash…..
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Such songs made the people sympathetic towards the British cause

and projected Germans as inhumane and killers of innocent people.

However, not only losses of lives but even long absences of soldiers

from home were also a painful experience. Many Haryanavi folk songs

describe the pangs of separation suffered by the wives. In one such

song, a wife laments that her husband has taken away with him the key

of her heart. She was known for her smile and jolly nature, but after

the departure of the husband, her heart has become numb and her

smile has faded. She is restless without her husband and finds no rea-

son to dress-up as her love is not there to appreciate her beauty. She

cannot live without him. She declares:21

Mero le gayo haar singar, tarang ki chabi le gayo

mere din ki le gaya bhookh,raat ki nidara le gayo

mero le gayo hasano subhav, ki much pe udasi de gayo

In another song, a wife persuades a pigeon to go and convey her

sufferings to her husband at the war front. This is-22

Udja re kabooter taine mare beejali …

The wife of a soldier even offers money to someone who could write

to her husband that his mother is dead to enable her husband to avail

compassionate leave during the War.23 In another song, a wife felt to-

tally disturbed without her soldier husband. She lovingly accuses him

of marrying her and complains that she was better a spinster.

Bedard mard ki jaat, dai chhod akeli me

Tere bin kis tarah katu, din aud haveli me …24

She even promises her friends to distribute sweets if her husband

comes on leave. A woman even threatens that if her husband does not

come on leave she would jump into a well and commit suicide. In case

he comes (because of threat), she warns she will not allow him to go

again. While some songs portray happiness of the wife at the news of

husband coming home on leave. In some songs, the wife complains to

her husband about the ill-treatment by his brother, sister, and mother

during his absence. She laments that soldier's wife suffers both separa-

tions from husband and ill-treatment by in-laws and relatives. The crux

of such folk songs is that the wife of a soldier is the greatest sufferer in

this world. See this song:25
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Piya bharati me, piya bharati me.

Faujiyan ki naar, bebe so wah dharati main

Piya bharati me, piya bharati me.

Kisane pahar dikhaun bebe

Piya bharti me…… .

OTHER SONGS OF THE WAR

There are also folk songs which depict a happier side of the army ser-

vice, especially in respect of soldier-wives. In one such song, the wife of

a soldier demands from her husband a daman (long skirt). In fact, the

regiment of her husband got orders to mobilize to war front while he

was on leave. The wife asks him to fulfill her desire of a daman before

leaving.26

Pahlam to piya daman sima de,

Pher jaiye ho, paltan main....

Go you must, as that was the call of duty. But before that, he should

satisfy her call. The soldier tries to pacify his wife with such excuses as

urgency, etc. The war was on, he says, and he is required to join imme-

diately and fight the war. The mother-in-law and sister-in-law also con-

sole her (soldier's wife) not to worry, as her husband would be back on

leave after some days. The wife, however, knew that it was a mere con-

solation.

In another song, a wife, whose husband has packed up his baggage

to go to his regiment after completion of his leave, complains she would

feel lonely. She also laments that no one cares for her during his ab-

sence. It is:27

Tu paltan me chal pada, eb kaun mere laad ladaiga

Tere aape laad ladenge, jib ghar money order aavega ..

The husband, however, consoles her, not to worry as everyone in

the house would care for her when he would send the money orders

from the army.

Interestingly folk songs also added to the knowledge of the people

of Haryana. Villagers came to know about places like France, Flanders,

Turkey, Russia, Belgium, Basra, Suez Canal, etc. They even learned that

Kaiser was their enemy. People became aware of military terms, rank

and organizational set up of the army. A further military weapon like a
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cannon, rifle, etc. added to their vocabulary.

CHANGE IN FOLK SONG CULTURE

Prior to the war, a few Haryanavis served in the military. Naturally, the

folk songs considered agriculture as the most respected profession. The

trade came second while service of any kind was considered to be third-

grade profession. Beggary was considered the worst. The following lines

confirm this:

Uttam kheti madhyam vyapar

Nikhad chakari, bheekh bekar

During the war, a sizeable population joined the military profession.

This earned respect to those who served and also to the people of the

region. The pay supplemented the agricultural income of the family.

Some even earned awards and rewards. Civil officials were asked,

through district soldier boards to deal the soldiers respectfully.  Conse-

quently, military service came to be treated as a noble, honest and

respectable profession in Haryana. The folk culture also reflected this

change. The folk songs composed during the War period describe mili-

tary service as respectable and honest as the agriculture.28

Kare kheti hai zamindara, fauji kam hamara

Aur jitane hai rozgar, ye kamai nek kahati hai

Kheti ka kathinhai pasha

foujiyon par har samay maut mandarati hai

dekho ye nek kamai, ise samajho dudh jinai.

CONCLUSION

The British authorities utilized the popularity of folk songs for recruit-

ing purpose. It helped them in enlistment. Folk songs made the people

war-minded and created a genuine feeling for the British cause. It made

the people think that German was the real enemy of humanity and

needed to be destroyed. Inspired by the songs young men rushed in

hundreds to join the army. The DC Hisar recorded his appreciation for

folk songs in helping enlistment. The fact indeed is endorsed by the

statement of Sir Chhotu Ram, a respectable man of the region. He was

also Secretary Recruiting Board Rohtak. He writes when youth listened

to the songs; the parents found their cots empty in the morning. On

inquiry, it was usually revealed that group of youth from the village had

gone for recruitment rally in a nearby town.29 In totality, the recruiting
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folk songs created a hope of good life, food, respect. War shattered

many lives, but those who survived saw the world.  They came back

wiser and learned the value of education. Their lifestyle, dietary habit,

and disposition changed. A saying became popular in a village in Haryana

which sent 247 men to war, 'bavan bangale kosli, banke kai hazar',30 i.e.

the village has 52 banglaws and there are hundreds of men living styl-

ish lifestyle. Indeed soldiers who served Europe came to know about

the concept of banglaw. Some (Viceroy Commissioned Officers) VCOs

of the village after retirement constructed the banglaw in Italian style

while lots of men who served army started leading a lifestyle of bit

status than others. This happened in many such villages of Haryana.

Indeed what light we see in Haryana today, it's the first lamp was lit by

the soldiers. It is a victory of the Jawan and Kisan- Jai Jawan/Jai Kisan.
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INDEPENDENCE - THE OTHER PERSPECTIVE:  AN

EXPLORATION IN DALITS' CONDITIONS IN HARYANA

Freedom is a distinctive state which everyone desires. The history shows

that many wars were fought for the sake of the freedom. Indian soci-

ety, especially Hindu Society, divided into four Varnas and then numer-

ous castes. Some of the castes enjoyed with special customary rights

and other faced deprivation and subordination in every field like politi-

cal, social, economic and religious. Dalits or an untouchable come into

the latter group. The coming of independence on 15 August 1947 from

British rule of almost two centuries, filled some hope regarding their

freedom also. India was going to adopt a democratic system of gover-

nance where every person has one's importance. On 26 January 1950

India emerged as a republic and democratic country. But unabated in-

cidents of atrocities on Dalits forced them to evolve the 'second per-

ception' of independence. However, the normal state of freedom was

ensured for everyone through the Indian constitution but despite that

everyone was not considered equal. Traditional set up of the Indian

society remained as prominent as it was prevailing before indepen-

dence. The irony behind the so-called 'national independence' was not

lost on the Dalits. For them, 'real' independence was yet to come.

Why did this feeling become widespread among the Dalits in present

Haryana and other parts of India? What was the meaning of indepen-

dence for them? These are some of the basic issues that I have tried to
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grapple with in this paper. Dalit intellectuals claimed that after inde-

pendence there was no substantial change in their situation. There was

no end to their misery. The first section of the paper investigates the

atrocities on Dalits during very important and formative early years of

Indian independence (from 1947 to 1956) which meant to realize its

people that they have become free from every type of subjugations.

However, it failed to earn the confidence of Dalits. The second and last

section throws lights on the cases of Dalits' atrocities in the 21st cen-

tury (from 2002 to 2016), which are steadily increasing despite Indian

literacy rate rise to 74.04 percent.; India is emerging as a big economic

power, etc. etc.  This is consolidating the 'other perception' of Indepen-

dence in the 21st century.

I

 By the end of 1946, it had become clear that the British would leave

India very soon. Though the Dalits were enthusiastic for the end of the

colonial regime yet, at the same time, they were doubtful of the re-

establishment of the rule of caste Hindus.  Even Jagjivan Ram, Labour

Member of the Interim Government and a prominent Congress leader,

said that "It was in 1932 that the Poona Pact was signed and during the

past 15 years, except for the opening of a few schools for the Harijans,

nothing has been done. We have, therefore, perforce to doubt the hon-

esty of our benefactors…. Freedom from the British rule as hoped for in

June next year did not mean freedom for Harijans of India as they were

labouring under the two-fold slavery of the British and the Hindus. It

was proper for Hindus to declare independence for the Depressed

Classes also as the foreign rulers had done for them."1 The Congress

declared and propagated Jagjivan Ram as a 'true' representative of Dalits

rather than Dr. Ambedkar. Strangely, he was doubtful of the Congress

stand towards untouchables. Here, he slammed on the much-boasted

development of Dalits by the Congress. The Congress leaders like Bal

Gangadhar Tilak proudly declared that 'Swaraj is my birthright.' Ironi-

cally, it seems that freedom is meant of caste Hindus only. Therefore,

Jagjivan Ram had to put before caste Hindus to declare independence

for untouchables also.

Without a problem, there is no solution. This has happened in the

case of Dalits. It was an ironical situation in the traditional Brahmanical

setup; caste Hindus did not consider the degraded position of Dalits as
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problematic. They have become habitual to see untouchable as their

slaves or subordinates. It is not strange that they were not treated as a

human being by caste Hindus. They were supposed to do work without

asking the question, without demanding their rights. Whenever they

demand their rights, the problem arises.

This section of the paper deals with initial years of newly obtained

independence. An unending series of atrocities on Dalits and lower

sections of the Indian society further fortified the notion of being de-

prived of the 'real' independence. For instance, a monthly letter (No-

vember 1947 of the Harijan Sevak Sangh) reported severe repression

of Dalits by Jats in the villages of Rohtak district in Punjab. Gandhi found

nothing new in this news. He pointed out that constraints on the lib-

erty of Dalits were prevalent in British times too. The new thing that he

noticed was that after independence persecutions had become more

pronounced instead of dying out.2 In another monthly letter of January

1948, reports of harassment of Dalits by Jats were received from Panipat,

East Punjab. Although Begar had been prohibited by law, the 'Harijans'

were being forced to do begar labour by the Jats. Upon refusal, they

were turned out of their houses, their women-folk molested, their cattle

not allowed to graze on the common land and they were denied access

to public wells. They were also victims of unjust tax.3 There were some

instances where the Government like United Provinces (UP) Govern-

ment claimed that "the evil of forced labour is fast disappearing."4 But

the Minister of Communications, Government of India, Jagjivan Ram

categorically said, "though the Constitution has made the exaction of

forced labour illegal and though it has no longer any legal sanction,

involuntary or forced labour is still prevalent in the countryside in many

States. Customary rights are used whenever Harijans refuse to work

and they are harassed in various ways. They have neither the skill nor

the resources to go to law courts. Another difficulty is that they do not

get witnesses to support their case."5 This was a total failure of Legisla-

tive and Judicial systems. The heart of common people was broken and

surely, a feeling of helplessness prevails among masses. Instead of pro-

viding ample resources for the development, the independence attacked

livelihood of the Dalits.

Another instance came to light when the Chamars of Dagrauli vil-

lage in Jind State wrote a letter to Jagjivan Ram, Labour Member, Gov-

ernment of India, regarding a 'curfew' imposed by the Zamindar of a
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village on 400 Dalits in June 1948, claimed that their people and ani-

mals would die of starvation. The Zamindar also closed off the road

leading to the well and also refused drinking water to them. They main-

tained that they were forced to reduce the price of shoes to 14 annas

only instead of Rs. 5/- to Rs. 10/- at least. The Tehsildar of Dalmia Dadri

did not listen to their case as he was influenced by the Zamindar.6 The

Dalits of Bailali village in Jind State and Rani village in Patiala also 'alleg-

edly' accused the Caste Hindus of blocking roads and locking them in

their houses as also of refusing to let them graze their animals etc.7 The

very fact that the Dalits could muster enough courage to register a com-

plaint against the Caste Hindus is evidence enough of the gravity of the

situation. Given an overwhelming representation of the Caste Hindus

in the administration, it is quite logical that there had been no such

instances where Dalit could have dared to file a complaint against the

Caste Hindus. Taking note of these reports when Prof. Yashwant Rai

raised a question in the Constituent Assembly regarding the ill-treat-

ment of 'Harijans' in East Punjab, and asked the government as to what

steps had been taken in this matter, Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Minister

for Home Affairs, simply answered that it being a matter relating to the

Provincial Government, the Government of India had no concern with

it.8 The attitude of Minister for Home Affairs was totally unexpected

and shocking. He easily by passed the matter to the Provincial State.

Although this state was a part of India, not of Britain. Sardar Patel has

been praised for his contribution to making India united. He, therefore,

acclaimed as a unifier of India. The present central and many state gov-

ernments including Haryana celebrated his 141th birth anniversary as

a 'national integrity day'. But when we look into the case of East Punjab,

his answer to the condition seems that he was uniting Indian princely

states not their population. In democracy and more importantly newly

independent country every single person has one's importance. And

when his voice was not heard despite his best efforts, the democracy

and newly attained independence has no meaning for him. It also ex-

hibits that the top level ministers in the central government were not

'concerned' towards the rights of every Indian as they acclaimed much

time during the struggle for freedom that every person irrespective of

his castes/creeds will be equal to another person in free India.

While investigating the major causes of atrocities on Dalits was the

'tradition' of unpaid labour or Begar. Begar was a social and economic
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evil for Dalits which affected them severely. Caste Hindus have posses-

sion of all resources, from land to money and so on. Despite that, they

were not paying the wages of Dalits. They took Begar from them.9 On

January 26, 1950, the Constitution of India came into force. It theoreti-

cally closed the room for discrimination and brought the scourge of

untouchability into the ambit of punishable offence. Article 17 of the

Constitution declares that untouchability was abolished. But in prac-

tice, there was little difference. A government official went on record

that "I know that in the C.P. there is a law which says that all public

wells are open to the SCs and that anybody causing obstruction could

be punished. As a matter of experience, however, I also know that op-

position from caste Hindus was so strong that it was only rarely that

action against obstruction was taken."10 This can very well be illustrated

by an incident of the humiliation of a Dalit called Amar Singh from Kattu

village in Patiala State. In October 1950, Amar Singh fetched water from

a Caste Hindu well. The Nambardar, Jang Singh punished him declaring

that he "should be painted black on face, made to ride a donkey and

driven through every street of the village."11 The Government reports

admitted that despite the enactment of the law for safeguarding the

SCs they are not safe from the wrath of the Caste Hindus. One official

claimed that "I may place my observations on record that there may be

so many instances of this type [forced labour/Begar] occurring in each

part of the country which though not countenanced by law, are actu-

ally being practised by Zamindars, money-lenders, etc…."12 The Minis-

try of Labour also confirmed the prevalence of the practice of Begar

and its refusal by Dalits was the main reason of tension between Caste

Hindus and them.13 The police also demanded Begar from Dalits. When

Dalits of Bithmara village refused it, the Police Sub-Inspector fired at

three people and killed them. No action was taken against the culprit.14

Police was supposed to protect the citizens of newly independent India

but it was adversely affecting the belief of those who were happy in

the hope of making their India.

II

The last section of the paper deals with the contemporary scenario.

Several big changes have occurred after independence. For instance,

the literacy rate of India has been raised from 12% in 1947 to 74.04 in

2011. Literacy remains an important parameter of any civilization to
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assess its greatness. Still, in modern times, it is a primary and funda-

mental step for making a nation of all. But when we talk about Indian

social system, the literacy has been shrunk to just acquiring reading

alphabet ability only. The mindset and thoughts of feudalism are still

live. This can be very well understood with the increasing crimes against

Dalits by their own so-called high caste fellow brethren. For instance,

data available with the National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) show a

seven-fold increase over 15 years in the number of incidents of crime

against Scheduled Castes in Haryana. In 2014, Haryana reported 830

incidents of crime against Scheduled Castes - Dalits form roughly 20

percent of the state's total population of 2.5 crores, according to the

2011 census. These are the NCRB figures for Haryana over the last 15

years:15

Year 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Cases 117 229 243 195 217 288 283 227 341 303 380 408 252 493 830 

 

According to the government figures tabled in Parliament, as many

as 444 cases were registered under the Scheduled Castes and Sched-

uled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act in 2014 alone. In 2011, Haryana

police registered 408 cases, it went down to 252 in 2012, shot up to

493 in 2013 and touched 444 in 2014. The rate of conviction in these

cases is dismal, averaging around 12 percent. Further, sexual assault on

Dalits has emerged as a new weapon to assert domination. Haryana,

according to the NCRB, ranks seventh in assaults on SC women, fourth

in sexual harassment, sixth in rapes. This is highly alarming and not a

good symbol for democracy. Therefore, this situation, on the one hand,

strengthened the oppressive ideology of Caste Hindus but on the sec-

ond hand, it has become a hurdle in the establishment of an egalitarian

society. It gives rise to an environment of fear and distrust among Dalits.

There are some major cases of violence which forced Dalits to evolve

and develop the 'other perspective' towards Indian independence in

21st century. Lynching of five Dalits in Dulina village in Jhajjar district in

2002, burning down of Dalit houses in Gohana in 2005, burning alive of

a physically challenged girl and her septuagenarian father in Mirchpur

in 2010, burning alive of two kids and setting fire to a Dalit's house at

Sunped, Faridabad, 2016, conversion of Dalits of Bhagana, Hisar to Is-

lam, due to caste Hindus' atrocities, in 2016 are some of gruesome
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cases of atrocities against Dalits. The list is too long. It is not surprising,

as mentioned earlier, these incidents of crimes against Dalits in Haryana

especially and India in general, are increasing every year. And it is a

matter of an urgent attention that the cruelty and hatredness in such

crimes are also increasing day by day.

Lala Lajpat Rai categorically pointed out, in July 1909, that "there

can be no denying the fact that the rigidity of the Caste Hindu system is

the bane of Hindu society. It is a great barrier in the way of the social

and national progress of Hindus. It confronts them at every step and

slackens the speed with which, otherwise, the nation would climb up

to the heights of national solidarity. The condition of the 'low' castes…

is nothing short of disgraceful.16 It is worthy to mention that the situa-

tion of Dalits has not been changed drastically since 1947. Although,

the signs of the development are present as their education rate has

increased; they are getting jobs; their economic condition is slowly go-

ing towards average in comparison to 1947. But social condition re-

mained just like stagnant. The mindset of Caste Hindus still is not chang-

ing with that much space as it should be.

No doubt that the government and the population have a vital role

for making any country safe and in maintaining national integrity. As

we have witnessed the role of citizens in atrocities on Dalits. Almost

every political party shared their concern towards social fraternity and

tried, in principle, to establish an egalitarian society and to follow the

ideology of integral humanism. There are some points which need to

be explored. Now, we would like to explore the role of a major Hindutva

Party, Bhartiya Janta Party, through its Lok Sabha Election manifestos.

The BJP Lok Sabha Election manifesto, in 1991, categorically empha-

sized that we will energetically enforce anti-untouchability laws; pro-

tect SC and ST from exploitation and indebtedness. Further, in 1996,

the party emphatically stated that the BJP will promote a casteless socio-

economic order; it will ensure that the place of an individual in society

will not be determined on the basis of his birth. In addition to this, the

BJP put forward in 1998 that we subscribe to Samajik Samarasata (So-

cial harmony) and Samajik Nyaya (social justice) and strive to avoid

social strife. It further stated that the BJP will remove the last vestiges

of untouchability, which we believe is an unpardonable crime against

humanity.17 In 2014 Lok Sabha elections, the party focused on Ek Bharat-
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Shreshtha Bharat with a slogan "Sabka Sath - Sabka Vikas". Further-

more, it stated that Samajik Nyaya (social justice) and Samajik

Samarasata (social harmony) - needs to be complemented with eco-

nomic justice and political empowerment. It further declared that High

priority to ensuring their security, especially the prevention of atroci-

ties against SCs & STs.18 It is worth mentioning that in 2014, the BJP

formed Governments in the Centre as well as in Haryana state with a

clear majority. Despite that, it is disappointing that the ideologies of

integral humanism, Samajik Samarasata, and Samajik Nyaya etc. are

remained ideologies only. Atrocities on Dalits are increasing year by

year and this should be decreased as per these ideologies. There are

still many cases of atrocities remained unaccounted or unreported to

the police. The right to live is a fundamental constitutional right but

when we talk of Dalits, it has become a mercy of Caste Hindus, not a

right. Caste Hindus may not require Dalits, as it seems, but the nation

required all. It still astonishes that despite the rise in literacy rate and

educational development, why societal mindset is not changing? Why

are Caste Hindus not letting down their 'traditional hierarchical privi-

leges' in independent India? It seems that independence is a 'birth-

right' of Caste Hindus alone. Dalits are not supposed to entitle of equal

and dignified life, therefore, cases like Dulina, Bhagana, etc. occurred.19

No doubt, the above-mentioned incidents were carried out with a

proper planning. Also, exhibits Caste Hindus' unrest towards low castes.

A resurgent Dalit population; equipped with little more education and

partially better off economic situation whenever tries to come out of

this statuesque become vulnerable to attack from these dominant

classes; because dominant class fears of losing its position what it has

enjoyed for generations. The Constitution outlawed untouchability but

not castes. It was not social justice but the ability of castes to splinter

people that made the post-independence rulers wanted castes to sur-

vive. Dr. Ambedkar firmly believed that political democracy cannot suc-

ceed without social and economic democracy.

CONCLUSION

Freedom and life are complementary to each other. Without freedom,

there is no charm in life and without life, there is no meaning of free-

dom. India attained freedom in 1947. It's people filled with a new hope

for life. The newly framed Constitution of India provided the right to
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live to every citizen except he would not involve in any crimes etc. But

when we talk about a large section of Hindu society, freedom for them

was yet to come. However, there were some affirmative steps have

been implemented but, at large, Dalits still remained subjugated in the

name of Hindu social and religious traditions. Those who opposed these

sacrament traditions, there were opened for punishment. In the initial

years of independence, Dalits faced the cruelty of Caste Hindus as they

still believed that Dalits are dependence over them and therefore, they

should be ruled as per Hindu social and religious traditions and scrip-

tures. Dalia Chakrabarti, Jadavpur University rightly opined that "We

all say we have a society moored inequality, but actually we are not.

Caste hierarchy and jaatiwad (casteism) are deeply rooted in our soci-

ety. I see this as a battle for power, where the strong always want to

oppress the marginalized."20 When we talk about present day scenario,

the picture is yet to be clear and free. Atrocities on Dalits are not de-

creasing despite of educational and intellectual development rather it

is increasing which is a matter of great concern for every nationalist.

These are great hurdles in the process of establish an egalitarian soci-

ety and further in the idea of integral humanism. Without abolishing

atrocities on Dalits, the goal of Samajik Samarasata and Samajik Nyaya

could not be achieved.
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INTERROGATING SCHOOL CHOICE:

A CASE STUDY OF A VILLAGE IN HARYANA

ABSTRACT

Exploration of parental schooling choice has dominated the Indian edu-

cational discourse since last one and half decade. This reflects the no-

ticeable increase of private schools in Indian school arena. English me-

dium education is seen as one of the important aspects of this rise of

private schools. This paper attempts to analyze the school choice sce-

nario where both government and private schools are offering educa-

tion in both English and Hindi medium in a village in Haryana. The pa-

per explores the impact of the introduction of English medium in gov-

ernment school on village school market by looking at a) the supply

scenario i.e. functioning of schools and b) demand scenario i.e. in terms

of enrollment and access trends in different schools. Secondly, by draw-

ing upon parents, teachers and students interviews, the paper analyzes

the complexity of school choice in the new paradigm. Based on qualita-

tive and quantitative data from an intensive field survey, the study found

that introduction of English Medium in government school has remark-

ably affected the school market as it has resulted in the closure of three

out of four private schools in the study area. In the context of school

choice, the paper observed that while the private school is catering to

socially privileged sections, a new segregation is created within the

government sector. English Medium Government School witnessed
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higher enrollment of boys and upper strata of society while Hindi Me-

dium Government School is ghettoized with poor, lower castes section

of society. Besides cost, gender and caste, the study noticed the role of

teachers, hidden expenses and aspirations for future as significant fac-

tors in determining the school choice.

KEY WORD

English Medium, School Choice, Private School.

1. INTRODUCTION

Exploration of parental schooling choice has dominated the Indian edu-

cational discourse since last one and half decade. This reflects the no-

ticeable increase of private schools in Indian school arena. While there

is 22% private share in total schools in India (DIES 2013-14), states like

Kerala, Delhi and Chandigarh have private school share as high as

59.63%, 47.54% and 41.67% respectively. What is important about this

upsurge of school choice debate is that it focuses on small fee charging

Private School for less privileged sections of society. This new category

of Private schools has provided the lower strata of society with their

first taste of school choice. Nambissan (2010) notes that the middle-

class flight from state schools, a clear trend visible in urban India since

the 1980s, was followed by the increasing desertion of these schools

by the lower middle class in the next decade or so. State schools are

now largely dominated by children from the poorest, belonging mainly

to lower castes and minorities.

So what explains the decline of government schools and the phe-

nomenal rise of private schools in India? Can the rise of private school

be attributed to their quality of education or learning outcome? One

set of studies suggest so (Tooley et al 2007, Tooley 2009, Barid 2009,

Muralidharan and Kremer 2008, Andrabi et. al 2008, Goyal and Pandey

2009, Pal and Kingdon 2010, Singh and Sarkar, 2012, ASER 2015). These

studies found that students in private schools have better learning out-

comes than their counterparts in government schools. However, the

finding of these studies has continuously been scrutinized, challenged

and refuted by another set of studies (Rose and Dyer 2008, Serangapni

and Winch 2010, Nambissan 2012, Karopady 2014, Wadhwa 2015,

Vellanki 2015). Instead of quality of education, English medium educa-

tion is seen as one of the important aspects of this rise of private schools.
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Nambissan (2012) views the aspiration for English medium education

among low-income parents as a key factor that drives demand for pri-

vate schooling.

The teaching of English and its use as a medium of instruction is

rooted in colonial history. To quote Serangapni and Winch (2010, p.509),

"as a consequence of well-developed colonial policy, the English lan-

guage became entrenched in the Indian School Education system... As

the language of the new National Elites, it continued to maintain its

status and desirability in post-colonial India for almost five decades." In

the post-independence period, the preference of English language as a

medium of instruction than any vernacular language has very obvious

reasons. This allurement of English education is mainly attached to so-

cial status and economic opportunities. Faust and Nagar (2001) per-

ceive that English education, along with the changes in attitude,

lifestyles, mannerisms, and aspirations that it brings, becomes a form

of cultural capital that brings higher economic and cultural status. From

economic aspects, in the era of globalization with well-developed IT

and corporate sector, the knowledge of English is considered indispens-

able. Das (2005 as cited in NCERT 2006, p.1) observed that the opening

up of the Indian economy in the 1990s has coincided with an explosion

in the demand for English in our schools because English is perceived

to open up opportunities.

Given the fact that generally, government schools provide educa-

tion in regional/mother tongue, schools in India remained divided along

the line of English and non-English schools which further coincided with

private and public management dichotomy. It has been agreed upon

by many studies (Mehta 2005, Tooley 2007, Desai et.al. 2010, Barid

2009, Harma 2009, Ohara 2012, Nambissan and Ball 2011, Singh and

Sarkar 2012, Nambissan 2012, Nawani 2013, Sucharita 2013) that in

the absence of English medium government schools and increasing

demand for English education, this aspect has been one the significant

factor determining parental choice in favour of private schools. On the

basis of these studies, one can speculate that if the government school

also starts providing English Medium instruction, it should impact the

parental choice and school market in favour of Government schools.

The present study contributes to existing literature by exploring these

hypothetical observations in a unique setting.
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The present paper is situated in the background where Government

schools are offering both English and Hindi medium. In 2007, Haryana

government, under its Model Sanskriti Schools Scheme, established 20

Model Sanskriti Senior Secondary Schools one in each District. These

schools offer education in English Medium for all classes.  The paper

attempts to study the functioning of school choice and school markets

in one particular village in district Jind covered under the said scheme.

The paper explores the impact of the introduction of English medium

in government school on village school market by looking at a) the sup-

ply scenario i.e. functioning/availability of schools and b) demand sce-

nario i.e. in terms of enrollment and access trends in different schools.

Secondly, by drawing upon parents, teachers and students interviews,

the paper analyzes the complexity of school choice in the new para-

digm. Parental choice is examined between private verses government

schools and between different government schools offering Hindi and

English medium.

The paper is laid out in four sections. The first section presents the

research context and methodology. The second section briefly discusses

the school's profile in the study area. Next part captures the impact on

school market by looking at the functioning of schools, enrollment and

access trends in different schools. Section four explores the dimensions

of school choice by looking at Private vs Government and Hindi Me-

dium vs English Medium Government School dichotomy. The last sec-

tion concludes the findings of the study.

2.RESEARCH SETTING AND METHODOLOGY

The paper is based on the case study of a village in Haryana state. The

village is situated in district Jind, Haryana state. To give a brief demo-

graphic profile, the village has a total population of 9118 (4835 males,

4283 female). The schedules castes comprised of 26% of total popula-

tion of the village. The average sex ratio of the village is 886. The clos-

est town is Narwana, at a distance of 6 kilometers.  As per census 2011,

out of the total population, 57.02% worker describe their work as main

work (employment of more than 6 months), while 42.98% engaged in

main work, 1341 were cultivators (owners or co-owners) while 556 are

an agricultural labourer.

With regard to schooling context of the research setting, there are

three schools: two government and one private. All three schools are
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providing education up to senior secondary level.  Out of these two

government schools, one is fully English medium (EMG henceforth) and

another one provides education in Hindi medium (HMG henceforth).

Janta Senior Secondary school, the only private school also offers both

Hindi and English as a medium of instruction. As reported by interviews

with different stakeholders, the students from the village also go to

different private schools in nearby towns (Narwana and Kalayat). The

students from surrounding 3-4 village are studying in both the govern-

ment schools in this village because these villages don't have senior

secondary schools.

Given the unique presence of different types of schools offering both

Hindi and English medium of instructions, the village is purposively se-

lected for this study. A mixed-method approach has been employed to

understand the role of medium of instruction and other factors im-

pacting parental school choice. To observe the overall enrollment and

access trends, quantitative data pertaining to sex wise and caste wise

enrollment, and other important information such as pupil-teacher ra-

tio (PTR) and teacher professional status has been obtained from Dis-

trict Information System for Education (DISE) . For collecting qualita-

tive data on parental choice, 65 parents, 40 students and 17 teachers

were interviewed. For understanding the different aspects of school-

ing choice of parents, semi-structured in-depth interviews were con-

ducted with parents. Interviewed parents include a mix of government

(EMG and HMG) and private school children's parents. An effort was

made to include parents from different social backgrounds i.e. 20 sched-

uled castes, 20 backward castes and 25 unreserved categories. While

visiting parents for an interview, observation regarding their housing

and other facilities were also noted down to understand their economic

situation. Students have been interviewed to understand their experi-

ences in different schools. Semi-structured interviews were also con-

ducted with teachers to understand their perception of parents' choice

for different schools. Heads of the private school (and of those private

schools which stopped working) were interviewed to understand their

experiences about changing educational scenario of the village.

3.BRIEF PROFILE OF THE SCHOOLS

The HMG and EMG schools are functioning since 1974 and 2007 re-

spectively. The private school came into existence in 1995. All three
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schools are co-educational and offering education up to senior second-

ary classes (up to 12th class). While the private school has a pre-pri-

mary facility, the government schools don't have any such provision.

3.1 TEACHING STAFF AND PTR

All three schools have professionally trained teaching staff. Besides hav-

ing essential professional training, all the teachers are educated up to

graduation and above in all schools. The Pupil-Teacher Ratio (PTR) in

both government schools is 37 which is higher than state government

norms.  On the other hand, the private school has very lower PTR at 17.

Teachers in private schools are not reported to be given any adminis-

trative work while an interview with government teachers found that

teachers have been assigned duties in different government

programmes such as election duty, census and health survey.

3.2  INFRASTRUCTURE

All the schools have pucca (cemented) buildings. While buildings of

HMG and private school are fairly in good condition, the primary sec-

tion building of EMG school needs major repair. All the schools have

separate toilets for girls and boys. EMG and private school have desk

and benches while few sections of secondary and senior secondary

classes in HMG school don't have any sitting arrangement and students

in these classes carry their own mats for sitting. Both the government

schools have playground while private school has no playground.

3.3 OTHER INCENTIVES AND FEE STRUCTURE

Both the government schools provide free school uniforms, books and

stationary and Mid Day Meal up to 8th class under Right to Education

Act (RTE henceforth). Scheduled caste students also receive monthly

stipends in government schools under state schemes. Private school

does not provide any such incentive. While the Private school offers

transportation facility on a charge of an extra cost of 100 rupee (s) per

month, government schools don't have transportation provision.

To look at the fee structure, the government schools don't charge

any fee for primary and upper primary classes while students in sec-

ondary and senior secondary classes pay Rs. 50 per month (Rs. 25 per

month for SC students). The Private school charge Rs. 400 per month

from primary and upper primary classes and 600 from secondary and

senior secondary classes.
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4. IMPACT ON SCHOOL MARKET

In one of their study on Haryana, UP and Rajasthan, De et al (2002 p.

5236) argued that market forces dictate that if the government schools

functioned at a reasonable level, private schools would be forced to

follow suit or forced out of business. Similar trends are noticed in the

study area. Introduction of English medium in a government school is

found to be having a considerable impact on the functioning of school

market in the village.

4.1  IMPACT ON SUPPLY

To look at the supply side of the school market, prior to starting of

English medium school, there were total four private schools in the

village i.e. another three private schools  besides Janta Private school.

Two of these got closed down within two-three years after the govern-

ment schools started offering English medium, and the third one (Nav

Jeevan Jyoti School) closed down in 2012. To remain at a competitive

edge, even Janta Private was also compelled to start English medium of

instruction in 2012. The head of the Janta School lamented,

"The English medium government school has become very popu-

lar in the village. Many of our clients started sending their chil-

dren to this school. Our school has also started the English me-

dium to keep pace with the growing demand from parents."

Head of the Nav Jeevan Jyoti, another closed down private school

also has similar observation on this issue when he said

The English medium Government school had changed the educa-

tional scene of the village. Parents want English education for their

children. We could not employ new teachers to cater this demand.

The teachers demand a high salary for teaching in English and

given our small budget and lower fee structure, we could not of-

fer them high salaries.

Tough private schools in India are not allowed to function 'for profit';

still making an income is always at the core of the school business.

Betts et.al (2005) emphasized that in the private sector, the motivating

factor determining supply-side decisions is profit. Head of these schools

expressed similar opinions on the reasons behind closer of their schools.

One of the head informed,
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The strength of students declined so rapidly that in the last ses-

sion, we had only 35 students. It became difficult to meet the ex-

penses with such a small number of students which led to the clo-

sure of our schools.

Thus closure of three private schools and start of English medium in

only existing school clearly highlights the changed scenario of the school

market. It was further confirmed by the interviews that popularity of

EMG school among parents is the reason behind this drastic change.

4.2  IMPACT ON DEMAND

4.2.1 ENROLLMENT TRENDS

If we examine the enrollment trends over last four year (2010-2011,

2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014) in different schools, we could not

notice any increase in private schools enrollment. As per DISE data ,

while Janta School has witnessed a continuous decline in enrollment

except for last year, Nav Jeevan Jyoti School had stagnating enrollment

with 205 students before getting closed down in 2012 (Figure 2).  Inter-

view with the head of schools underlines the role of EMG school for

this declining trend. However, when Janta School initiated English me-

dium instruction, the school started improving the enrollment strength

as the enrollment trend recuperated from 229 in 2012-13 to 295 stu-

dents 2013-14 in the last session.

Another interesting aspect of enrollment trend emerged between

HMG and EMG schools. Both the schools witnessed opposite develop-

ments. While enrollment in HMG School indicated a continuous de-

cline, on the opposite EMG school, witnessed a constant increase over

the years. It was informed by the school head that in the very first year

of its foundation, EMG school registered 697 students. However, this

trend started reversing by the next year. The enrollment trend again

noticed an improvement (Figure 1) from 2011-12 onwards. As revealed

by interviews with teachers and parents, this pattern of decrease and

increase in this school is attributed to the appointment of teaching staff

and building facilities in the school. In the first year, the PTR for primary

classes was as high as 74 and Student Classroom Ratio (SCR) was 104 in

this school. It was mentioned by the school authorities that in spite of

repeated claims, Government did not appoint sufficient teaching staff

and the building was also not upgraded to accommodate the increased

strength of students. The head of the school informed that the school
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got new staff in 2012 and this proved a major factor to meet the de-

mand and it lowered the PTR, which has further resulted in increasing

the school enrollment. Interview with parents also confirmed this as-

pect as it was informed that the school started getting sufficient facility

in the recent years. Now the school has sufficient building which has

reduced SCR up to 29. On the other hand, while enrolling a high num-

ber of students, HMG School is witnessing a steady decline in the

student's enrollment which underlines the parent's inclination towards

EMG school. Thus enrollment trends in different schools indicate the

popularity of English medium school among parents.

Figure 1

Source: School Report Cards, DISE 2010-2011, 2011-2012, 2012-2013, 2013-2014.

4.2.2 ACCESS

One of the important aspects of school choice debate is social (in)equity.

Goyal and Pandey (2009) in their study emphasized that socio-economic

characteristics of students, such as caste, gender, parental literacy and

household wealth favor private schools implying considerable sorting

of students between school types. While studies by Tooley et.al. (2007)

and Tooley (2009), Barid 2009 viewed that poor families are accessing

LFP school for quality education as many disadvantaged sections by

these schools are given fee reductions, on the other hand, another set

of research (Saranagapani and Winch 2010, Jain and Saxena 2010,

Nambissan and Ball 2011, Harma 2011, Nambissan 2012) refuted this

claim and denied these school to be as pro-poor and equitable. Simi-

larly observing accessibility from the gender lens, different studies

(Mehrotra and Panchamukhi 2006, De et.al. (2002), Srivastva (2006),
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Pal and Kingdon 2010, Harma 2011, Maitra 2011, Azam and Kingdon

2011 and Woodhead et al. 2013) documented gender bias in favour of

boys in private school enrollment. This section attempt to analyses

educational access in a different school from the perspective of social

categories.

Figure 2 presents the accessibility of studied school by SC and girl

students. To compare private and government schools, the government

schools are more accessible by both social categories than private

school. As one might expect, the private school mostly remain out of

reach of SC population as only 2% students from this category attend pri-

vate school. Similarly, girls' enrollment is lowest in private school. Com-

parative analysis between public and privates school underlines that the

private schools are not accessible by the underprivileged sections.

The comparison between HMG and EMG school provides another

picture of the hierarchy of access. In spite of being free of cost, both

the school differs in their social composition. The HMG School is more

accessible by girl and scheduled caste students than its English coun-

terpart. The enrollment at EMG school is more biased towards boys

and upper castes. With the rise of private schooling, when government

schools are reported to have an overrepresentation of marginalized

section (Nambissan 2012), this new segregation within government

sector in the research setting needs an explanation for understanding

school choice scenario. This aspect is discussed in the next section while

discussing choice within government schools.

Figure 2

Source: School Report Cards, DISE 2013-2014.
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5. EXPLORING THE SCHOOL CHOICE

5.1 SCHOOL CHOICE: PRIVATE VS GOVERNMENT

Besides castes, occupation, and education had an important role in the

choice of school, quality of school education, discipline, school loca-

tion, and transportation facility and clear-cut gender preferences are

other important factors responsible for choosing private school.  Con-

sorting with the findings of studies by Srivastva (2008), Johnson and

Bowls (2010), Singh and Sarkar (2012) and Galab et al. (2013), first and

foremost factor mentioned by parents for choosing a private school is

the quality of education. The parents consider that teachers in private

school teacher with more seriousness as their job depend on it. High-

lighting the neo-liberal aspect of market, one of the interviewed fa-

thers underlines the significance of this aspect;

I run a small shop. If I am not sincere and I don't provide quality to

my customer, they won't come back to me. Same is the case with

a private school. These are also shops and their existence also

depend on the quality of service they would provide to their cus-

tomer.

It was mentioned that private school is more strict and disciplined.

As reported by different studies (Kremer and Muralidharan 2008, Goyal

and Pandey 2009, Maitra et al. 2011), the PTR is mentioned as an im-

portant factor for better discipline and more teaching activity in pri-

vate school. One of the interviewed parents, who used to send his child

to government school earlier, informed that:

Teacher in private school takes full responsibility of the child once

the child enters the school premises. When my son used to go to

government school, he used to come back within two hours. I re-

quested school teachers to not let him come home during school-

ing hours. However, they did not pay attention. When one teacher

has to take care of 40 children (as is the case with government

schools), she won't be able to pay attention to all children. This is

not the case with the private school where there are 19-20 stu-

dents in one class. Now my will remain in school for the whole

day.

Parents were also found awareness of the fact that teachers in pri-

vate school are professionally trained now. Many parents frequently
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mentioned this aspect that now teachers in the private school are also

professional degree (B.Ed/JBT) holder. It is important to note that where

different studies  (Lall 2000, Mehta 2005, Mehrotra and Panchamukhi

2006, Desai et.al. 2010, Jain and Saxena 2010, Sarangapani and Winch

2010, Nambissan 2012, Nawani 2013) argues that teachers in low fee

private schools are not professionally trained, this private school has

100% professionally trained staff. As per DISE Flash Statistics 2013-14,

Private unaided schools have 95.21% regular and 91.78% contractual

professionally trained teaching staff in Haryana. With the increasing

privatization of teacher training, hiring trained teacher is no more a

problem for private schools in the state. Another significant aspect of

analyzing the quality of the private school, many parents argued that

the government teachers themselves do not trust the quality of gov-

ernment schools and they themselves send their children to big pri-

vate schools in nearby town. Besides non-academic duties of govern-

ment teachers are also cited a reason for lack of teaching activity in

government schools. One of educated parent lamented about it:

The government school teachers are going for all kind of govern-

ment surveys. Half of the time, they are busy in arranging Mid

Day Meal. They do not get time to teach which their primary duty

is. In private schools, teachers are appointed only for teaching stu-

dents, not for doing government surveys.

Besides the quality of education and academic issues, parents often

give weight to factors such as distance from home and availability of

day-care. Such factors can be considered ancillary to education quality

(Hamilton and Guin 2005). In this context, similar to De et al's study

(2002), another important reason mentioned for choosing a private

school is that the private school has a pre-primary section. The govern-

ment school gives admission directly in first class as it does not have

pre-primary classes. There is one government day-care center which

does not provide any education and this is also not attached to govern-

ment schools. One of the interviewed mothers said that

The private school admits child at the age of 3-4 years. Till the

time, the child reaches first class, he/she becomes habitual of go-

ing to school. The government school gives admission only at age

of 6. If we start sending child at this age, he/she does not take

interest and creates a problem in going to school.
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School transportation facility and school location are reported as

important aspects for choosing private school. The government schools

are on the outskirts of the village boundary, the private school is lo-

cated inside the village. For the families who stay at the distance from

private school, the school bus seems another attraction for sending

small children to school.

As seen in a discussion on access, the gendered preferences are one

of the important factors while choosing a school. To mention excerpts

from an interview with one the parent (mother) whose two girls (class

3rd and 4th) go to HMG School and one boy (first class) is enrolled in

private school,

Interviewer: Why do you send your boy to private school?

Mother: The private school is near and the boy is young. For go-

ing to a government school, he has to cross the main road which

is not safe. That's why we enrolled him in nearby private school.

Interviewer: So did you send your girls to nearby private school

when they were also young?

Mother: No.

Interviewer: Why not?

Mother (this time with more aggression in tone): How does it

matter to the family even if girl die? We have two girls, it hardly

matters even if one of them died. Boys' safety is more impor-

tant. God has blessed my family with one boy after cursing us

with the birth of two girls. Boy will carry on the family lineage

and will be the earning member of the family. His education is

more important. These girls will go to their home after mar-

riage. We will marry them once they finish their matriculation.

We have limited resources and we want to invest these in boy's

education.

While mixing gender preference and quality of education in terms

of PTR in private schools, one of the parents (whose girl child go EMG

school and boy to Private school) replied to question on choosing dif-

ferent schools for girls and boys;

No doubt, EMG school is providing good education, that's why I

have enrolled my daughter in this school. But my son is very bright

in studies and he needs extra attention of teachers. This is pos-

sible only in private school where they have small class sizes. The
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teachers in private schools pay more attention to brilliant students.

In the context of gender preferences, it was also found that in many

cases 'boy students' remain active chooser for the schools. Parents with

considerable wealth found to be mentioned that their child (boy) has

himself chosen this school. There were also instances where a child in

such cases also changed different schools as one of the interviewed

fathers informed that after trying (changing) different school in the vil-

lage, now he has joined a big private school in nearby town because his

friends also joined this school. It reflected the influence of peer school-

ing.

Nevertheless, discussion with the head of the private schools un-

derlines the importance of English medium. As mentioned in section 3,

the introduction of English medium government school had hugely

impacted the enrollment in private schools. Eventually, it has resulted

in the closure of three private schools. The head of Janta private school

also mentioned that he has started English medium to maintain its cli-

entele. So now in the new educational scenario, the medium of instruc-

tion is not much important a factor for choosing between private and

movement school. The above mentioned qualitative narratives under-

line that quality of education, discipline, location, transportation facil-

ity, preprimary facilities and gendered preference remain the deciding

factor for schooling choice.

5.2 CHOOSING WITHIN GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS AND NEW SEGRE-

GATION

While acknowledging that school choice is embedded in socio-economic

and cultural context, there is need to explore the school choice beyond

government-private dichotomy. To quote James and Woodhead (2014,

p.75),

"Whilst trends in India are often framed as a choice between the

government versus private sector, individual households may be

faced with a much more complex array of options (especially in

urban communities), including one or more government schools

as well as several private schools of varying financial and/or prac-

tical accessibility."

Similarly, Rao (2010) pointed out that new forms of inequality have

emerged within the structures of the state-run educational system. This
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has implication for educational choices, as both students and parents

are searching for educational opportunities that can help overcome

existing structural constraints. In the present study, School choice be-

tween EGM and HMG School is found to be much more complex than a

choice between government-private schooling. While English medium

turned out as an important factor in choosing between EMG and HMG

schools, there have been many less apparent hidden factors which de-

termine the schooling choice and access.

EGM School is known as providing good quality education than its

Hindi counterpart. As reported by many studies and it was also sub-

stantiated by an interview with parents that teaching and learning in

English are assumed as 'good quality education'. It was repeatedly ex-

pressed by parents that 'teachers have to teach in English and students

have to put more effort into learning everything in English. As this learn-

ing process demands more effort from both teacher and students, it

would definitely result in improvement of education. That's why this is

providing good quality education.' To share the opinion of students

studying in EMG schools, "Because all subjects are in English, we face

great difficulty. We have to do more hard work to understand and re-

member lessons." Tough it is really not explained whether the schools

are providing quality education, nevertheless, parents and students

seem convinced with the fact that English education is good in itself

and since comprehending all subjects in English needs more hard work,

so this aspect of putting more effort makes this school and its educa-

tion of good quality. One of the important aspects of considering EGM

School as of good quality is 'special appointment of selected teachers'

in this school. The state education department had entrusted the job

of recommending the names of teachers capable of teaching in English

medium to the District Education Officers (henceforth DEOs) and prin-

cipals of the sanskriti schools. The "capable" teachers of the same dis-

trict were to fill posts in the sanskriti schools (Tribune 2007). It was also

informed by the principal of EMG school that teachers appointed in

this school are the best teachers selected from the district on the rec-

ommendation of DEOs and principal of the school. Interviews with par-

ents (whose children study in these schools) highlighted those parents

are aware of this aspect. To quote one of the parents' statements, "good

education comes with good teachers and this school has the best teacher

in this district."
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The role of teachers emerged out as one of the important factors

which informally influenced the school selection. Teachers in EMG

school opined that 'Many parents wanted to enroll their child in this

school; however every child is not meant for English medium. Neither

these children get any academic support at home (given the limited

literacy level of their parents) nor are these children getting any private

tuition (given limited financial resources with the family). So we have

to convenience many parents to enroll their child in Hindi school.' This

explains the high enrollment of SC children in HMG School. Being the

most disadvantaged section of society, SC is at the lowest rung of so-

cial, economic and educational hierarchies. It was further confirmed by

teachers in HMG School that only weak students and girl students are

sent to HMG School. Interview with teachers of HMG School and stu-

dents also reveal that migration from EMG to HMG school are also made

as part of the punishment to most undisciplined and naughty students.

Teacher in EMG school often threatens to disobedient/naughty stu-

dents to send them to Hindi school if they won't listen to teachers.

Narrating one student's case, one of the teachers informed that

This student (who was earlier in EMG school) is good at studies.

But he is very naughty and always indulge in argument and fights

with his fellow students. He was threatened by teachers in EMG

school repeatedly that if he won't mend his ways, he will be thrown

out of this school. That's why he was sent to this school. However,

this is not the real solution."

These two aspects underline that these students (weak in studies

and undisciplined) have as such no choice in the given context of infor-

mal selection mechanism set by the teachers. The existence of cream

skimming i.e. children with higher educational potential are sorted out,

which was earlier reported in private schools (Pandey and Goyal 2012,

Epple and Romano 1998 as mentioned in Galab et.al 2013), hereby EMG

school teachers do not leave many choices with parents who are not

able to provide academic support at home or by private tuition.

Another aspect in the form of private tuition substantiates this ob-

servation. The private tuition remains another important factor for

choosing schools. While acknowledging private tuition phenomena

helps the pupil to learn, Bray (2003) cautioned about the far-reaching

economic, social and educational implications of it. He perceives it as a
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factor for exacerbating social inequalities. As students' mother tongue

is not English and students get first exposure to the English language in

school, so the students in EGM School found to be opting for private

tuition for math and sciences subject. The duration of this tuition is

longer, sometimes for 9-10 months of the academic year. Parents in-

formed that the charges for tuition are 500 per month for one subject.

On the other hand students in HMG School are found to have fewer

tendencies to go for tuition. Those who are going for tuition, go for a

short duration (one or two months just prior to final exams). Parents

whose students study in HMG School report to face difficulty in arrang-

ing tuition for a longer duration due to their limited financial resources.

Choice of subjects for the senior secondary is another factor which

influences the school choice at a later stage of schooling. It was found

that studying in English medium is considered important for science

and mathematics subject.  Studying social sciences subject in English is

not considered necessary. Students who want to study social sciences

come to HMG School in senior secondary classes and those who want

to study science, they remain in EMG schools. So the choice of subject

for senior secondary classes is also determining the schools choice. It

was informed by the principal of EMG schools that earlier their school

was offering social sciences subject in English, however, students don't

want to study these subjects in English. So the school abolished this

stream and now only HMG School offers social sciences.

Choice of studying in different medium and schools is also found to

be related to future aspirations. Reflecting on choice for private school-

ing, a study by Galab et al (2013) underlined the strong impact of pa-

rental aspirations. The study reported that the parents who wish for

their children to work in a high-status occupation much like to enroll

their children in private school than those who only aspire for their

children to be in a low-status occupation. Similar trends were noticed

in choosing between EMG and HMG School. Parents who are sending

their children to EMG School aspire for Medicine and Engineering pro-

fession for their children and consider English necessary for prosper-

ous future. On the other side, parents whose children go to HMG School

could not talk much about their future. This uncertainty was also re-

lated to financial constraints as one of parent expressed her helpless-

ness, "we don't have money to send our child to go to town for further

studies." So up to certain extent, the choice for different government
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schools in the study area (like choosing a private school) is found re-

lated to financial resources.

Here also, gender preference is also determining the choice. Many

parents expressed that they will teach their daughter up to 10 or 12

class in the village school. As mentioned above, the importance of En-

glish mediums is seen only in the context of higher studies in science

and since girls won't go for higher studies so they were enrolled to

Hindi medium. They don't feel safe sending their daughter to a nearby

town for further studies. The financial limitation was another factor

mentioned for not being able to send daughters for further studies. As

mentioned above, out of given limited resources, education of boys is

considered more important than girls.

A very interesting dynamic of school choice in elementary and post-

elementary schooling emerged in the form of "role of No Detention

Policy". It was informed by the teachers that many students study in

EMG school up to 8th class than they switch to HMG School. Under 'No

Detention Policy', the teacher cannot fail/detain any student till 8th

class. Students are very much aware of this factor. As studying in EMG

school is also a matter of social status, so students want to be in EMG

school up to 8th class. The teacher reported a number of migrations

from EMG to HMG School in 9th class. As for 10th class, exams are

conducted by the state board, so the students find it a viable option to

appear for these exams in Hindi medium.

Thus, the choice between EMG and HMG School is much more com-

plex and have a different dimension. While up to a certain extent it is

replicating the factors similar to a choice between Government and

Private, the, however, role of teachers, cream skimming, social status

attached with studying in English medium and no detention policy pre-

sented a new picture for understanding the complexity of choice in a

research setting.

6.CONCLUSION

The paper attempted to analyses different factors determining school

choice in a new educational paradigm where government school started

English medium of instruction. The study noticed a remarkable impact

of this policy move on school market. While it resulted in the closure of

three private schools, there has been a significant increase in enroll-

ment in government schools. After analyzing the enrollment pattern in
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different schools and interviews with different stakeholders, it is ap-

parent that after the introduction of English medium government school

in the village, the popularity of private school has considerably de-

creased. This closure of the private school and high enrollment at EMG

school also underlines, as also indicated by Harma (2011), that parent

prefer government school than their private counterpart if they find

the quality of education satisfactory. Similarly, analysis of the nature of

the relationship between government and private schools by Tooley

and Longfield (2015) also support this finding. They argued (ibid p.62)

that if government schools improve, then it is likely that the real growth

of private schools would slow, and if government schools do not im-

prove, then the growth of private schools is likely to accelerate. To

maintain itself at the competitive edge, the existing private school also

had to start English medium instruction.

In an analysis of educational accessibility in different schools, the

paper found that the private school is catering to upper caste/social

privileged section with considerable resources. In conformity with other

studies on school choice between private and government schools, the

choice revolves around factors such as quality of education, discipline,

location, transportation facility, preprimary facilities and gendered pref-

erence. The school providing education in English medium is found more

popular than its Hindi counterpart. Nevertheless, the introduction of

English medium in government school has resulted in new segregation

within government schools as EMG school witnessed more enrollment

of boys and upper strata of society. Replication of 'Choice between pri-

vate and government schools' is visible on 'choice between EMG and

HMG schools.' The HMG School is ghettoized with poor, lower castes

section of society. The patriarchal notions about girl's education re-

main another factor for high enrollment of girls in this school than its

English counterpart. Thus in the new educational scenario, new hierar-

chies of access emerged leaving the marginalized section with the as-

sumed inferior option (here HMG school). Though the factor of school

choice somewhat differs in both dichotomies (private v/s government

and English v/s Hindi medium Government schools), the assumed good

quality school remains beyond the reaches of poor and marginalized

sections of the population.
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1. Under this 'Model Sanskriti School Scheme', 20 Model Sanskriti Senior Second-

ary Schools, one in each District, have been set up by the State Government by

upgrading infrastructure and other facilities in one existing Senior Secondary

School. Each such school was sanctioned special grants for up-gradation of facili-

ties such as Science labs, Computer Lab, Library, Staff Rooms, Audio Visual equip-

ment and Solar Park etc. These schools are functioning from April 1st, 2007.

2. Each government school has two different sections as Primary (1 to 5 Class) and

Upper Primary and Senior Secondary (6 to 12 class). In government records, these

sections are counted as separate schools termed as Government Primary and

Government Senior Secondary Schools. However, there is no difference in the

functioning of these schools as both functions under Department of Education.

For this paper, these sections are treated as one school.

3. While government school data is available under DISE since 2005, the EMIS de-
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partment started collected data collection for private recognized unaided school

since 2010. This data set does not cover unrecognized private school which re-

mains a challenge for researchers to capture the real picture of this sector in

India. The private school covered under study was approached to get enrollment

data for previous years however the school authorities refused to provide data

on these aspects.

4. The state government has set ideal PTR as 30 at primary and 35 at upper primary

level.

5. Two of these school were unrecognized and the third one (Nav Jeevan Jyoti) was

recognized.

6. The DIES data provide information only from 1st to 8th class.

7. It was informed by the head that out of these 205 students, very few students

were from the village. The school was providing affiliation to two unrecognized

private schools of a nearby village.

8. The science and mathematics subjects are taught only in English at senior sec-

ondary and graduation level. Till 10th class, all students study same subjects.

After passing 10th class, students have to opt for specialization in any stream

(social sciences, Medical or physical sciences or commerce)



DEFINING PEASANTS

The internal relation among classes and more exclusive caste struc-

ture, specific class positions in relation to land control and land

use are so diverse and complex that it a difficult task to incorpo-

rate peasants in a particular framework. The diversity of land sys-

tems, speedy fragmentation and sub- division of land, lack of

uniform data statistics of different areas in different periods are

the major constraints in evolving a universal model of classifica-

tion of peasants. Family labour especially women participation in

the field work to a great extent is another unique feature in ana-

lyzing categories of the peasantry. An analyst can take account of

the comparatibility of the relative positions of agrarian classes in

different regional structure. We may relate specific strata of re-

gional agrarian hierarchy to the general class categories of dif-

fered models.

Peasants in the social science defined on two major themes, first,

they represent a particular stage in the history of mankind and sec-

ondly, peasants constitute a segment of the larger society or whole.

Peasants are seen as part of society and part of culture. There has been

different perspective from which such co-existence has been watched.

According to Karl Marx view peasantry is essentially as suppressed and

exploited segment of pre-capitalist society. Other traditions take cul-

tural aspect as something crucial and view peasants as representative
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of earlier national tradition.  The analytical category of peasant includes

widely differing hierarchies in different historical periods within its defi-

nitional fold. In the Indian reference, this term peasant culture is full of

complexities because of general notion of this term with certain caste

clusters. Although, if we follow the two major assumptions of the peas-

ant the Chayanovian and the Marxist, the use of family labour emerges

as one of the crucial indices  to the definition of a peasant at least in

pre-capitalist societies.

In Haryana particularly in both colonial and post colonial period as

the majority agriculturists have always used and continue to use family

labour on land. This is notwithstanding the sharpening of socio- eco-

nomic polarities in the wake of the green revolution and certain no-

ticeable erosion in the use of family labour accompanying the resultant

prosperity among some peasant groups.

There are two criteria to define the peasants first, the mode of live-

lihood and secondly, the relation of peasant with larger social struc-

ture. In A.V. Chayanov's point of view peasants are defined mainly in

term of the way the family farm operates. The household farm, as the

unit of production and consumption. R. Firth, defined the peasant ex-

clusively in terms of the mode of the livelihood characteristic. He used

the term peasants for any society of small producers who produce for

their own consumption but he restricts the term producers with above

characteristics to only those who are dependent on the cultivation of

land. This way the peasants become small scale producers using simple

technology and equipment and often relying primarily for their subsis-

tence on what they themselves produce. The primary means of liveli-

hood of the peasant is the cultivation of land.  E. Wolf, further submits

peasants are agricultural producers, retain effective control over land

and peasants sole objective is subsistence not at profit with reinvest-

ment motive.  Apart from this there are other social scientists who

defined them exclusively in terms of their relation with larger society

G.M. Foster defined peasants as communities which historically speak-

ing have grown up in an associated spatio-temporal relationship with

more complex components of their greater society.  R. Redfield and T.

Shahnin tried to explain the term peasants for any society of small pro-

ducers who produce for their own consumption through cultivation of

land and who form a segment of town centered economy and society.

Following E. Wolf, they too differentiated peasants from farmers. The
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latter term he restricted to those who produce for market. Thus R.

Redfield defined peasants as small agricultural producers who with the

help of a single equipment and labour of his family produce mainly for

their own consumption and for the fulfillment of the obligation towards

the holders of political and economic power.  In Indian context, the

proprietary or occupancy rights as T. Shahnin stated that ownership

could lie with the state, community, individual or family. Dependent

peasant cultivators such as tenant and sharecroppers, who can be

evicted at the will of landlord, are therefore brought within the pre-

view of the definition of peasant. Quite important is the criteria of small

producers to whom the peasant is generally restricted.  Small produc-

ers may be defined as those with a component of single equipment

and produce mainly for subsistence. The existing definition lays consid-

erable stress on production for subsistence. This is in fact the central

theme to E. Wolf R. Firth and R. Redfield's definition. Now, in a con-

crete empirical situation marketing of a part of the produce can't be

altogether ruled out even though production is primarily for subsis-

tence. This shows market comes into picture and the state power and

the existence of surplus to some extent which is usurped by the state

authorities or put at the market for disposal. The use of family labour

as an important component of definition has been underscored in most

of the definitions. This means that the family and economic activities

on the farm are closely interwoven. It is the family which supplies labour

and it is the farm which meets the consumption, need of the whole

family.  Thus, now we may define peasants as small produces who pro-

duce mainly for their own consumption through cultivation of land to

which they are attached in some way by the use mainly of family labour

and hold inferior status in a town centre economy and society. Major

components of peasants, (a) peasants are small producers who use

simple equipment. (b) they primarily produce for their own consump-

tion. In saying so, the marginal production for market in order to pay

tax to the state or buy the essential commodities of life is not ruled out

yet they are essentially different from those who produce primarily  for

the market, making capital investments and realizing profits (c) they

derive their livelihood primarily from land which doesn't preclude the

possibility of them contributing to their family income through other

part time or seasonal works (d) they confine labour needed to cultivate

the land largely to the members of family (e) they are attached to land
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in some way (f) they enjoy inferior economic, political, social and cul-

tural status in view of the domination by the towns centred economy .

Thus the production of surplus appropriated by outsider with the broad

frame work of family based subsistence farming. All peasants are not

equal and every peasant community indicates definitely complex struc-

tures of internal neighborhood exploitation often located within the

network of patron-client relationship. Yet most of inter-peasant inequal-

ity and exploitation are secondary to the one external to peasants both

in terms of share extracted and in the way structural dynamics of class

structure bear upon them.  The concept of class has been used in Marx-

ian framework to imply objective economic conditions or unity of eco-

nomic interests only. It does not suggest that those who occupied in

the same class position were necessarily aware of political conscious-

ness of their collective class interest. To be precise the use of term class

implies Karl Marx's class in itself rather than his notion of class for it-

self.  The agrarian social structure in India varies from region to region.

The inter-relations among classes and more exclusive caste structure,

specific class positions in relation to land control and land use are so

diverse and complex that it is a herculean task to incorporate them in a

particular framework. The diversity of land systems in India is again

complex feature which prevents in forming some model of agrarian

classes. Daniel Thorner has attempted to reduce these classes into well

defined and precise social categories on the basis of the three follow-

ing criteria: 1 Type of income obtained from the soil: a rent b fruits of

own cultivation c. Wages 2. The nature of rights a. proprietary or own-

ership b. tenancy (with varying degree of tenurial security) c. share-

cropping rights,. d. no rights at all. 3. The extent of field work actually

performed. : a. absentee, who doesn't work to all. b, those who per-

form partial work c. total work done by actual cultivator with family

labour d. where work is done entirely for others to earn wages.  Taking

these criteria Thorner has outlined the following model of agrarian class

structure in India :

Maliks : whose income is derived primarily from property rights in

the soil and whose common interest is to keep the level of rents up

while keeping the wage level down. They collect rent from tenants,

sub-tenants and sharecropper.

a. Biglanlords : holding rights over large tracts extending over several

villages; they are absentee owners/renters with absolutely no in-
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terest in land management or improvement.

b. Richlandowners : Proprietors with considerable holdings but usu-

ally in the same village and although performing no field work, su-

pervising cultivation and taking personal interest in the manage-

ment and also in the improvement of land if necessary.

ii. Kisans : working peasants having property interest in the land but

actual rights whether legal or customary inferior to those of the maliks.

a. Small landowners : having holding sufficient to support a family who

cultivate land with family labour and who either don't employ outside

labour (except harvest ) or receive rent. b. Substantial tenants : tenants

holding leases under either Ia or Ib (Big landlords or rich landowners.)

III Mazdoors, those earning their livelihood primarily from working on

other lands.

a. Poor tenants, having tenancy rights but less secure holdings too small

to suffice for a family's maintenance and income derived from land

often less then that earned by wage labour.

b. Sharecroppers, either tenants-at-will leases without security; culti-

vating land for others on share-cropper basis and having at least

agricultural implements.

c. Landless Labourers : Daniel Thorner's  categorization was based on

the relations of production or are in relation to the means of pro-

duction. The sub-categories of this model are nearer to the reali-

ties of the Indian agrarian structure. Since he couldn't relate the

specificity of the internal differentiations within Indian agrarian

society so readjust or regroup these sub-categories more compre-

hensive structural model can be seen from the works of Lenin and

Mao, those relating to analysis of agrarian classes in the Russian

and Chinese societies respectively.

I. Landlords : Thorner's Ia, the biglandlords

II. Richpeasants : IIa i.e. Thorner's Ib Rich landowners propri-

etors with considerable holding performing no field work

but taking interest in management or improvement of land.

III.  b.  Rich tenants who have substantial holdings, enjoy se-

cured /occupancy rights and have to pay a nominal rent to

their landlords. (Thorner didn't mention)

Middle peasants III a landowners of medium size (self sufficient) hold-

ings (Thorner's IIa)

III b Tenants who have substantial holding but have to pay higher rent
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than those paid by IIb.

IV Poor peasants : IV a Landowners with holdings that are not sufficient

to maintain a family and therefore forced to rent other's land

(Thorner didn't account for this)

IV b Tenants with small holdings but with some tenurial security IVC

Tenants at will or share croppers.

V.  Landless Labourers : Thorner IIIC.

When we apply these models in a particular region of Haryana in

district Bhiwani, we meet with certain challenges. For example Thorner's

Ia category and Mao Lenin category too doesn't match. Definitely, there

are absentee owners/ rentiers with no interest in land management or

improvement but their holding is not large as narrated in the above

models. Similarly, Thorner's Ib category of Rich landowners who have

considerable holding in the same village  or sometimes in several vil-

lages perform partial field-work which also includes their family labour,

especially women (a unique feature of this region) supervise cultiva-

tion and take personal interest in management, also differs. Further,

there are small and medium size landowners who get land both on

lease basis and on share basis, so they are also called sharecroppers.

Thus, sometimes sharecroppers, small peasants and middle peasant as

depicted by Thorner's, Mao and Lenin models overlap each other. Share-

cropper can be poor peasant, middle peasant as depicted by Mao's

and Lenin's model and even he can be landless, who own land on Batai

basis. (This is a verbal agreement between the landowner of different

size holding and sharecropper for a definite time. All expenses from

ploughing to harvesting supposed to be beared 50: 50 and sale agree-

ment is made for crop produced.) This type of agreement also dosen't

match with the categories of these models. Another disagreement with

the above models is the participation of women as family labour in

agricultural operations. After the green revolution, whatever the size

of holding shows an increase in demand for all kinds of labour. Despite

a technological advancement a reduced demand in ploughing and

threshing was expected but there was an increase in the labour re-

quirement in all other tasks like multiple cropping, greater care in sow-

ing transplanting, weeding, pesticide control, irrigation etc. Now the

increasing labour cost and zeal for maximising output pressurised the

peasant to involve intensively the family labour. Consequently, women

continue to perform in the fields. They also personally carry food for
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the man working in the field and bring back green fodder for the milch

cattle. It generally cut across caste and class divisions particularly in

Haryana. It holds true for dominating cultivating caste group like the

Jats, Gujjars, Ahirs, Bishnois. But Daniel, Thorner, Mao and Lanin re-

stricted the family labour to poor peasantry or in the lower categories.

(Thorner's IIb and Mao, Lenin II a, IV b)

Agricultural activities of family labour (females) from different land

size categories by nature of their participation (Percent)

Activity Up to 2.5acres 2.6 to 5.00acres 5.1 to 15.00acres Above 15acres 

  D S NR D S NR D S R D S R 

1 Field Preparation  - 16.67 83.33 11.11 11.11 77.78 26.67 4.44 68.89 5.88 - 

 

94.12 

2 Sowing 35.00 23.00 41.67 22.22 35.19 42.59 6.67 35.56 57.77 20.59 29.41 50.00 

3 Making form yard 

Manure 

45.00 35.00 20.00 48.15 37.09 14.82 37.77 20.00 42.23 67.65 23.53 8.82 

4 Applying manure/ 

fertilizers 

1.67 43.33 55.00 7.41 27.78 64.81 2.22 33.38 64.43 - 38.24 61.76 

5 Weeding / 

Interculture 

68.33 20.00 11.67 68.51 24.07 7.42 51.11 42.22 6.67 58.82 23.53 17.65 

6 Harvesting 65.00 25.00 10.00 46.30 37.03 16.67 28.88 35.56 35.56 50.01 38.23 11.76 

7 Threshing 3.33 53.00 43.34 43.70 50.00 46.30 2.22 44.44 53.34 5.88 58.82 35.30 

8 Storage of farm 

produce 

68.00 26.67 5.00 66.66 23.23 11.11 57.78 31.11 11.11 61.77 35.29 2.94 

9 Processing of farm 

produce 

48.00 43.33 8.34 79.63 11.11 9.26 84.45 8.89 6.66 76.47 17.65 2.88 

 

D : Dominating Role; S. Supplementary Role NR - No Role

Table 2-3 Source : TM Dak and M.L. Sharma Social Frame work of

Female Labour Participation in Rural Sector in T.M. Dak (ed.) Woman

and work in Indian Society, Delhi, Manohar Publication 1988 pp 25-47.

Number and area of operational Holdings by size groups in Haryana 2010-11

(Provisional) Bhiwani District (Area in hectares)

Size Group in Hectares Bhiwani 

 No. Area 

Below No. 0.5 30536 8846 

0.5 – 1.0 22388 18330 

1.0 – 2.0 27150 41976 

2.0 – 3.0 17792 45751 

3.0 – 4.0 11583 40721 

4.0 – 5.0 7399 31599 

5.0 – 7.5 9740 60256 

7.5 – 10.0 5290 46152 

10.0 – 20.0 5789 78851 

20.0  and above 1435 49610 

Total 139102 424092 

Average size of Holdings  3.05 
 

Source No. 12.3 Haryana Statistical Abstract 2013-14 P- 234
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Fragmentation and sub-division of land is directly proportional to

the rise of agricultural labourers. The condition of poor peasant's own-

ers who still own their lands or sub-tenants is such that no appreciable

difference is depicted. We find it difficult to draw a clear line between

cultivators by sharecroppers and rental peasants. Particularly in district

Bhiwani of Haryana state. In a common sharing system on an average

the landlord gets 50% of the yield and rent is normally four thousand

to ten thousand or an average of seven thousand. The tenant com-

monly goes on from year to year eking out a precarious living (cultivat-

ing with his own stock and implements, indebtedness odd climatic,

natural disastrous etc.)  In practice, there is no clear line between the

two. The class of agricultural proletariat combined with poor peasant

(tenants share croppers or even peasant owners, agricultural labourers)

formed the large agricultural population. Only a tiny fraction amongst

these categories is observed.

All the above classification first, is regionally specific Secondly, more

often rich middle and poor peasant categories can be distinguished

from each other only in qualitative rather than in quantitative terms.

Further, classification like Biglandlords, Rich landowners, middle peas-

ants, substantial and small peasants etc often used to differentiate be-

tween landholdings, which are not objective method of evaluation of

these categories. There is considerable overlapping in some areas.

Hence, no satisfactory way of resolving at macro level analysis. Hence

there is no universal classification of peasants which suits all regions

and situations partly because of regional variations and partly because

of lack of uniform data and statistics of different areas in different peri-

ods. We can take account the comparability of relative positions of agrar-

ian classes in different regional structure and broadly identify the divi-

sions. Again, while considering particular area situation, we should also

take into account of irrigational facilities, crop pattern, water level, fer-

tility of soil and in last but not the least the level of consciousness of

the peasantry. An analyst can relate specific strata of a regional agrar-

ian hierarchy to the general class categories of various models men-

tioned earlier.
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SITUATION OF WOMEN IN HARYANA : A GEOGRAPHICAL

STUDY OF WOMEN'S WORK PARTICIPATION

The Women Work Participation Rate (WWPR) increased throughout the

world in recent years, particularly in the developed countries. Women

workers play very important role in agriculture based Indian economy.

They participate in farm and non-farm activities besides domestic work.

The Work Participation Rate (WPR) plays a significant and very essen-

tial role in determining the socio-economic development and growth

of a region. The analysis of Women Work Participation (WWP) attracted

the scholars throughout the world after the major work of Mincer (1962)

and Cain (1966).Women have constantly been treated as secondary citi-

zens throughout the country. In the 50th year of its birth, this situation

is quite worse in the state of Haryana. The present study is a focus on

Women's Work Participation (WWP) in Haryana state. As per the cen-

sus of India, work has been defined as participation in any economi-

cally productive activity. Such participation may be physical or mental

in nature. Work involves not only actual work but also effective super-

vision and direction of work. It is also unpaid works on farm or any

family enterprises. The present study is a study of Women's Work Par-

ticipation (WWP) in various fields, as- (i) main workers, (ii) marginal

workers, (iii) cultivators, (iv) agricultural labourers, (v) household in-

dustry workers and (vi) other workers.
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THE STUDY AREA

The present study area of the state of Haryana is a northern state of

India. More than the half of its area is fall under the National Capital

Region (NCR). It lies between 27°37' N- 30° 53' N latitude and 74°28'E-

77°36' E longitude. The study area is spread over 44212 sq. km. It is

divided into 04 administrative divisions and 21 districts for the admin-

istrative purpose.

The study area is bounded on north and north-east by the state of

Punjab, on north by the state of Himachal Pradesh and the Union Terri-

tory of Chandigarh, on north by the state of Uttarakhand, on east by

the state of Utter Pradesh and the National Capital Territory of Delhi

and on south and south-west by the state of Rajasthan.

The study area of the state of Haryana has total population of 2,53,51,462

in which 1,34,94,734 are males where as 1,18,56,729 are females.

Figure 1: Location of the stud area (Haryana in India)

LITERATURE REVIEW

A number of studies can be observed in the area of women work par-

ticipation and a vast variety of literature is available. Mincer (1962) has

discussed the relationship between working hours and female labour
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force participation overtime. Sahoo and Mohanty (1978) tried to analyse

the inter-district variation in female participation in Orissa on the basis

of data from 1971 census. They found that various social, economical,

geographical and cultural causes play an important in the variation in

Women Work Participation. B.S Panghal and Mange Ram (1985) con-

ducted a study to examine the nature and extent of employment pat-

tern of woman labour on farms in different agro-climatic zones of

Haryana state. The study has revealed that as the size of the farm in-

creased, the participation of women labour also increased. Molyneux

(1985) divided women's needs into practical and strategic. Practical

needs are those related to food, clothes, housing, etc and strategic needs

are those related to the long-term issues of developing the ability to

change the position of subordination and discrimination. Naqvi, Zareen

and Lubna (2002) have analysed the effects of various demographic,

socio-economic and human capital related factors on women partici-

pation in economic activities. They said that women's economic par-

ticipation is significantly influenced by factors like their age, education,

marital status. Aslam and others (2008) found a strong association be-

tween higher education and female labour force participation for Paki-

stan. Shaheen (2011) investigated the patterns of female labour force

participation in case of Pakistan.

SOURCES OF DATA

The present study is mainly based on the secondary sources of data,

which is being obtained from the various publications of Census of In-

dia-2011 related to Haryana state and national sample survey organi-

zation (NSSO) while primary sources of data is also be used wherever

requires.

WOMEN AND WORK

Since the post independence period, Haryana has witnessed a high level

of economic prosperity, which has resulted in high per capita income.

However, the higher level of economic development did not improve

economic and social status of women in Haryana.

(I) WORKERS

According to Census of India-2011, a worker is a person whose main

activity was participation in any economically productive activity. Such

participation could be physical or mental in nature. Work involved is
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not only actual work but also effective supervision and direction of work.

It also included unpaid work on farm or in family enterprise.

Workers were mainly classified as main and marginal workers on the

basis of their work. The Women's Work Participation Rate (WWPR) in

the study area is 17.79%. The Women's Work Participation Rate (WWPR)

in various District of the study area is showing disparities. It is very low

8.26% in Yamunanagar while very high 25.05% in Bhiwani.

Table-1 HARYANA: DISTRICT-WISE WOMEN'S WORK PARTICIPATION

Sl. No. 

District Total Workers Main Workers Marginal Workers Non Workers 

01. Panchkula 17.82 13.05 4.77 82.18 

02. Ambala 9.82 7.06 2.76 90.18 

03. Yamunanagar 8.26 5.64 2.63 91.74 

04. Kurukshetra 15.04 9.10 5.94 84.96 

05. Kaithal 16.13 8.10 8.04 83.87 

06. Karnal 14.76 8.45 6.30 85.24 

07. Panipat 14.98 9.36 5.62 85.02 

08. Sonipat 19.75 10.50 9.25 80.25 

09. Jind 24.98 11.70 13.27 75.02 

10. Fatehabad 23.64 12.33 11.31 76.36 

11. Sirsa 21.64 11.18 10.46 78.36 

12. Hisar 25.03 13.63 11.40 74.97 

13. Bhiwani 25.05 11.43 13.62 74.95 

14. Rohtak 14.88 10.14 4.74 85.12 

15. Jhajjar 17.24 9.14 8.10 82.76 

16. Mahendragarh 24.26 8.20 16.06 75.74 

17. Rewari 24.04 11.65 12.38 75.96 

18. Gurgaon 16.09 12.48 3.61 83.91 

19. Mewat 12.61 5.50 7.11 87.39 

20. Faridabad 12.13 8.63 3.49 87.87 

21. Palwal 13.95 5.70 8.25 86.05 

22. Total 

(Haryana) 

17.79 9.74 8.06 82.21 

 

Source:-Census of India

FIGURE- 1

Source:-Census of India

Total 09.74% main workers are women while 08.06% marginal workers are

women in the study area.
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Total 32.78% cultivators, 23.08% agricultural labourers, 03.59% work-

ers in households industry and 40.55%  other workers are women in

the study area.

(ii) MAIN WORKERS

Those workers who had worked for the major part of the year were

termed as main workers. Major part of the year meant six months (183

days) or more.

Total 09.74% main workers are women in the study area. The

Women's Work Participation Rate (WWPR) among the category of main

workers in various District of the study area is showing disparities. It is

very low 5.64% in Yamunanagar while very high 13.05% in Panchkula.

(III) MARGINAL WORKERS

Those workers who had not worked for the major part of the year (i.e.

those who had worked for less than 6 months or less than 183 days in a

year) were termed as marginal workers.

Total 08.06% marginal workers are women in the study area. The

Women's Work Participation Rate (WWPR) among the category of mar-

ginal workers in various District of the study area is showing disparities.

It is very low 2.63% in Yamunanagar while very high 16.06% in

Mahendragarh.

Table-2 HARYANA: DISTRICT-WISE WOMEN'S WORK PARTICIPATION

Sl. No. District Cultivators Agricultural 

Labourers 

Workers in 

Household 

Industries 

Other Workers 

01. Panchkula 15.87 6.12 6.02 71.99 

02. Ambala 6.65 14.80 5.40 73.15 

03. Yamunanagar 6.81 18.33 5.22 69.65 

04. Kurukshetra 7.98 38.11 3.11 50.80 

05. Kaithal 29.15 32.99 3.78 34.08 

06. Karnal 15.12 36.55 3.98 44.35 

07. Panipat 17.19 21.46 5.49 55.85 

08. Sonipat 29.70 26.36 4.91 39.04 

09. Jind 51.36 25.01 1.77 21.86 

10. Fatehabad 38.07 33.06 2.20 26.68 

11. Sirsa 30.80 37.14 3.04 29.02 

12. Hisar 46.89 26.72 2.12 24.26 

13. Bhiwani 54.12 19.47 2.96 23.44 

14. Rohtak 31.12 13.59 4.05 51.23 

15. Jhajjar 40.64 17.86 3.45 38.04 

16. Mahendragarh 57.40 16.07 3.37 24.16 

17. Rewari 35.64 12.32 4.29 47.75 

18. Gurgaon 12.65 7.11 3.98 76.26 

19. Mewat 41.67 29.11 3.34 25.88 

20. Faridabad 4.76 7.12 6.58 81.53 

21. Palwal 31.38 32.00 3.32 32.88 

22. Total 

(Haryana) 

32.78 23.08 3.59 40.55 

 

Source:-Census of India
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FIGURE- 2

Source:-Census of India

FIGURE-3

Source:-Census of India
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(iv) CULTIVATORS

A person was considered working as cultivator if he or she was engaged

either as employer, single worker or family worker in the cultivation of

land owned or held from Government or from private person or insti-

tution for payment in money, or in kind or on the basis of sharing of

crops. Cultivation also included supervision or direction of cultivation.

A person who had given out his/her land to another person or per-

sons for cultivation for money, kind or share of crop and who did not

even supervise or direct the cultivation of land, was not treated as cul-

tivator. Similarly, a person working on another person's land for wages,

either in cash or in kind or a combination of both, (agricultural labourer)

was not treated as cultivator.

Total 32.78% cultivators are women in the study area. The Women's

Work Participation Rate (WWPR) among the category of cultivators in

various District of the study area is showing disparities. It is very low

4.76% in Faridabad while very high 41.67% in Mewat.

(V) AGRICULTURAL LABOURERS

A person who worked on another person's land for wages in money,

kind or share of crop was regarded as an 'agricultural labourer'.

Total 23.08% agricultural labourers are women in the study area.

The Women's Work Participation Rate (WWPR) among the category of

Agricultural Labourers in various District of the study area is showing

disparities. It is very low 6.12% in Panchkula while very high 38.11% in

Kurukshetra.

(VI) HOUSEHOLD INDUSTRY WORKERS

Household Industry was defined as an industry conducted by the head

of the household himself or herself and/or by the members of the

household at home or within the village in rural areas and only within

the precincts of the house where the householder lives in urban areas.

The larger proportion of workers in household industry consists of

members of the household including the head. This industry does not

run on the scale of registered factory. Household industry relates to

production, processing, servicing, repairing or making and selling (but

not merely selling) of goods.

Total 03.59% household workers are women in the study area. The

Women's Work Participation Rate (WWPR) among the category of
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Household Industry Workers in various District of the study area is show-

ing disparities. It is very low 1.77% in Jind while very high 6.58% in

Faridabad.

(vii) OTHER WORKERS

All workers i.e., those who had been engaged in some economic activ-

ity during the year preceding numeration and who were not cultivators

or agricultural labourers or household industry workers were termed

as "other workers" (OW). The type of workers that came under this

category included factory workers, plantation workers, those in trade,

commerce, business, transport, mining, construction, political or social

work, all government servants, municipal employees, teachers, priests,

entertainment artists, etc. In fact, all persons who work in any field of

economic activity other than cultivation, agriculture labour or house-

hold industry were covered in this category.

Total 40.55% other workers are women in the study area. The

Women's Work Participation Rate (WWPR) among the category of Other

Workers in various District of the study area is showing disparities. It is

very low 21.86% in Jind while very high 81.53% in Faridabad.

OBSERVATION & CONCLUSION

Apart from implementation issues, there are social and cultural con-

texts that restrict women's participation in some places. During the

present study, very high inter-district level disparities have been ob-

served. The main causes of this is that the nature of the particular dis-

trict. It is also observed that discrimination of wages should be removed

and discrimination at work place should be reduced in rural areas as

well as in the urban areas. The government should provide higher edu-

cation to the females, quality of female education should be improved

and females training opportunities should be provided, particularly in

the rural areas.

In the end, we can say that India has already started realizing its

demographic dividend and female population which account for nearly

50 per cent of the population is an asset to be utilised carefully if we

have to reap this window of opportunity.
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